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In bioinformatics, motifs, known as short and recurring patterns in DNA se-
quences, are presumed to have biological signiﬁcance. They can indicate binding
sites for transcription factors, which regulate gene expression. Finding motifs from
biological sequences is a major task for unraveling the mechanisms of gene ex-
pression. Many algorithms have been designed for various motif ﬁnding problems,
among which, the problem model with substitutions, deletions and insertions in
motifs is especially a challenge.
The planted motif ﬁnding problem, abstracted as the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnd-
ing problem, is to ﬁnd motifs with only substitutions, where l is the length of
the motif and d is the number of substituted bases in the motif. In 2002, Buhler
and Tompa introduced the random projection algorithm to solve the challenging
(15; 4)-motif ﬁnding problem by using randomly chosen templates. The defect of
the random projection algorithm is that the templates used are generated ran-
domly, so the number of templates is too much for achieving acceptable algorithm
performance. In 2004, Raphael et al. introduced the uniform projection algorith-
m to improve the random projection algorithm by using low-dispersion sequences
generated by blocks of coverings. Although the number of templates used in the
uniform projection algorithm can be reduced by 20%, using the blocks of a covering
as templates may result overlapping projections.
In this thesis, it is introduced a further improved projection algorithm called the
low-dispersion projection algorithm, which uses low-dispersion sequences generated
by developed almost diﬀerence families as templates. Compared with the random
projection algorithm, the low-dispersion projection algorithm can solve the (l; d)-
motif ﬁnding problem with fewer templates without decreasing the success rate. On
the other hand, using the blocks of developed almost diﬀerence families as templates
can avoid overlapping projections. Thus the number of templates used in the low-
dispersion projection algorithm can be reduced to k=l of the templates used in the
uniform projection algorithm, where k is the size of the template.
The edited motif ﬁnding problem describes the motif ﬁnding problem with
deletions, insertions and substitutions. The problem is diﬃcult because the lengths
of motifs can be diﬀerent due to deletions and insertions. Usually, the edited motif
ﬁnding problem is solved with some restrictions, such as no consecutive deletions
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or insertions in motifs, or only deletions and substitutions allowed in motifs.
In 2010, Le et al. designed an algorithm named HIGEDA, which combines EM
(expectation maximization) algorithm with GA (genetic algorithm), to ﬁnd gapped
motifs (motifs with substitutions and deletions) in biological sequences. EM is
one of the most trustworthy algorithms, which can converge quickly, but depends
strongly on initial values and may converge to local optima. Le et al. used GA to
promote the convergency of EM to the global optimum.
In the later part of this thesis, we improve HIGEDA by developing an algo-
rithm named GAEM to solve the planted edited motif ﬁnding problem, i.e., to ﬁnd
motifs with substitutions, deletions, and also insertions in DNA sequences. We test
GAEM on both simulated DNA datasets and DNA transcription factor binding site
datasets. More precisely, performance evaluation of GAEM is carried on simulated
datasets for the planted edited motif ﬁnding problem, where the simulation results
show that GAEM can recover motifs with higher and more stable success rate as
compared with HIGEDA. For DNA transcription factor binding site datasets, one
eukaryotic dataset, ere, and four Escherichia coli datasets, crp, arcA, argR and
purR, are used to compare GAEM with HIGEDA and other two motif ﬁnding algo-
rithms. The simulation results show that GAEM performs better on ﬁnding motifs
in realistic DNA datasets as compared with the other three algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Motifs can indicate binding sites for transcription factors, which regulate gene
expression. Finding motifs from DNA sequences is a major task for unraveling the
mechanisms of gene expression. Since the sequence data becomes even huge with
the development of sequencing technologies, ﬁnding motifs from DNA sequences
by computational methods is now a hot research branch in bioinformatics. As a
result, many algorithms have been designed for various motif ﬁnding problems,
among which, the problem with substitutions, deletions and insertions in motifs is
especially a challenge.
1.1 Biological background
In order to understand the motif ﬁnding problem in any meaningful way, it is
necessary to understand some relevant background in biology. The basic question
in biology is that what life is made of. In 1665, Hooke answered the question
by discovering a compartment called cells [74]. The cell is the basic structural,
functional, and biological unit of all known living organisms [36]. One can envision
a cell as a complex mechanism which not only stores all the information necessary to
make a complete replica of itself, but also contains all the machinery to collect and
manufacture its components, carry out the copy processing, and generate oﬀspring.
All cells (except red blood cells) possess DNA which holds a vast library describing
how the cell works, and RNA which acts to transfer certain short pieces of this
library to diﬀerent places in the cell, at which information is used to synthesize
proteins. Proteins are enzymes that can perform biochemical reaction, send signals
to other cells, form the organism’s major components, and can also perform the
actual work of the cell.
A cell’s traits are inherent in its genetic information, which is coded by DNA.
The genetic information is passed to its oﬀspring, and is organized into genes that
resided on chromosomes. It is known that DNA is a long molecule consisting of
four types of bases: adenine (A), thymine (T ), cytosine (C), and guanine (G).
Abstractly, a DNA sequence is simply a string over the alphabet fA; T;C;Gg. In
1951, Franklin andWilkins obtained X-ray images of DNA that suggested that DNA
is a helical molecule. In 1953, Watson and Crick, stimulated by a general knowledge
of Franklin and Wilkin’s unpublished contribution, published their double-stranded
helical structure of DNA model [87]. The two strands are held together by hydrogen
bonds between speciﬁc base pairings: A  T and C  G.
In order to understand the mechanism of information transferring from DNA
to protein, it is necessary to consider the following questions. Firstly, the DNA
information contained in a cell does not change over time, but the concentrations
of diﬀerent proteins do. How DNA generates an enormous variety of diﬀerent
proteins? The second is that, diﬀerent from DNA, proteins are written in a twenty
letter alphabet. So what is the code that translate texts written in a four letter
alphabet into texts written in a twenty letter alphabet?
We must realize that there are two types of cells: those that encapsulate their
DNA in a nucleus, called eukaryotic cells, and those do not, called prokaryotic cells
[36]. The major diﬀerence between eukaryotic cells and prokaryotic cells is that
prokaryotic genes are continuous sequences, while eukaryotic genes are broken into
pieces called exons, and separated by seemingly meaningless pieces called introns.
The key insight of the ﬁrst question is that diﬀerent pieces of a long DNA molecule
code for diﬀerent proteins. In 1981, Siekevitz and Zamecnik discovered that protein
synthesis in the cytoplasm happens with the help of certain large molecules called
ribosomes that contain RNA [80]. RNA forms duplexes with single stranded DNA,
and is complementary to the DNA segment that codes for protein. DNA serves as a
template used to copy a particular gene into messenger RNA (mRNA) that carries
the gene’s genetic information to the ribosome to make a particular protein. The
process that using DNA as a template and adding ribonucleotide to make RNA is
known as transcription, and the molecular machine responsible for the process gets
the name RNA polymerase.
mRNA is then attached by large molecular complexes known as ribosomes,
which read consecutive codons and locate the corresponding amino acid for inclusion
in the growing polypeptide chain. Ribosomes are molecular factories where proteins
are assembled. To help with the location of the proper amino acid for a given
codon, a special type of RNA, called transfer RNA (tRNA), performs a speciﬁc
function. There are twenty types of tRNAs, and twenty types of amino acids. Each
type of amino acids binds to a diﬀerent tRNA, and the tRNA molecules have a
segment called an anticodon, that is complementary to the codon in the mRNA.
The anticodon on the tRNA sticks to the codon on the mRNA, which makes the
amino acid available to the ribosome to add to the polypeptide chain. Figure 1.1
gives out an intuitive description about the processing of DNA generating proteins.
(The DNA sequence and the protein in Figure 1.1 are downloaded from [1] and [2],
respectively.) For more information about molecular biology, one may refer to the
standard text by Lewin [47] and the gentler introduction by Gonick and Wheelis
[29].
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Figure 1.1: The processing of DNA generating proteins [1, 2].
1.2 Motivation
It should be noticed that, in the processing of DNA transcript to mRNA by
the help of RNA polymerase, a protein named transcription factor acts as the
regulation of the process. A transcription factor is a protein that binds to speciﬁc
DNA sequences, controlling the rate of transcription of genetic information from
DNA to messenger RNA [37, 41]. Transcription factors perform this function alone
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or with other proteins in a complex, by promoting, or blocking the recruitment of
RNA polymerase to speciﬁc genes [46, 61, 75]. The transcription factors usually
associate with DNA at speciﬁc positions called transcription factor binding sites.
Knowledge of transcription factor binding sites is helpful to understand the gene
expression mechanism. Unfortunately, the transcription factor binding sites are
diﬃcult to identify.
In genetics, a sequence motif (shortly called motif) is a nucleotide or amino-
acid sequence pattern that is widespread and has, or is conjectured to have, a
biological signiﬁcance, such as being transcription factor binding site. Although
motifs from diﬀerent species are associated with similar biological functions, they
are not conserved, that is, may be subject to substitutions, insertions and deletions
of nucleotide from each other. Many experimental techniques with high accuracy
have been developed to detect and predict motifs in laboratory, such as DNAse
footprinting [26] and gel shift assay [27].
The rapid speed of sequencing along with modern DNA sequencing technology
makes it easy to get huge amounts of DNA segments. For instance, single-molecule
real-time sequencing method can read DNA sequences more than 30000 bases with
accuracy 99.99% in 30 mins  2 hours [24]. In this case, using methods in labo-
ratory to identify motifs becomes labor-intensive, high cost and time-consuming.
Bioinformatics is developed in recent years with the aim to process huge amounts
of biological data by computational methods.
Generally, bioinformatics is widely known as an interdisciplinary scientiﬁc ﬁeld
that develops methods and software tools for storing, retrieving, organizing and
analyzing biological data. As an interdisciplinary ﬁeld, bioinformatics combines
computer science, statistics, mathematics and engineering to study and process
biological data [3]. Analyzing biological data to produce meaningful information
involves writing and running software programs that use algorithms from graph
theory, artiﬁcial intelligence, soft computing, data mining, image processing, and
computer simulation. These algorithms in turn depend on theoretical foundations
such as discrete mathematics, control theory, system theory, information theory,
and statistics [3].
Computational biology is a hot research branch of bioinformatics, whose aim is
to obtain genetic information from biological data, such as detecting genes and func-
tional units from long DNA sequences [8], detecting nuclear export signals [25, 39],
predicting secondary structure [35, 88] and indistinct disorder of amino acid se-
quences [11]. Finding motifs by computational methods is an important research in
computational biology. Particular interests are designing eﬃcient algorithms which
can quickly identify motifs from huge amounts of data avoiding noise from false mo-
tifs and background sequences. The obtained candidates of motifs by computational
methods need to be further veriﬁed in the laboratory.
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The general process of identifying motifs from newly sequenced genome is as
follows. In a single or multiple DNA sequencing experiments, a database of DNA
sequences with diﬀerent lengths can be obtained. Some known motifs (one can refer
to the website of National Center for Biotechnology Information [4] for database
of motifs) are used to do the alignment with the sequences in newly sequenced
database. After that, it is needed to detect potential unknown motifs, that is, DNA
segments with high frequency and similarity. The similarity refers to maximal
similar sub-sequences with substitutions, insertions and deletions of nucleotide. We
focus here mainly on designing algorithms to detect motifs from a database of DNA
sequences.
From computational point of view, a motif ﬁnding algorithm is required to
satisfy the following restrictions.
 Universality – It means that an algorithm should be valid for a group of motif
ﬁnding problems, but not a single one. The algorithm can be used to identify
motifs from diﬀerent databases.
 Eﬀectiveness – The algorithm should identify the motifs in an acceptable time.
Since the size of DNA database is huge and motifs may have substitutions,
deletions and insertions of nucleotide, motif ﬁnding problems can become
NP-hard [42, 84].
 Accuracy – The algorithm should achieve an acceptable accuracy on iden-
tifying motifs. Speciﬁcally, the algorithm should avoid false positives, true
negatives and false negatives in motif ﬁnding.
1.3 Classiﬁcation of motif ﬁnding problems
The motif ﬁnding problem is usually described by the language of pattern dis-
covery: given a set of background sequences, ﬁnd an unknown pattern which has
frequent occurrences [19]. Usually, the unknown pattern is called the consensus,
and an occurrence of the consensus is known as a variant of the consensus. Until
now, three versions of the motif ﬁnding problem have been identiﬁed and numerous
algorithms have been proposed for each version [71]. It is found that if an algorithm
performs well on solving motif ﬁnding problems in simulated datasets, usually the
algorithm can perform signiﬁcantly well on detecting motifs from realistic sequence
data [20, 66, 72, 82]. In the following, we will describe three versions of the motif
ﬁnding problem in accordance with the order of diﬃculty. We start by describing
a challenging (15; 4)-motif ﬁnding problem introduced in [66], then the generalized
one: the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem [16]. In the next, the edited motif
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ﬁnding problem considered in [82] will be described. Since the edited motif ﬁnd-
ing problem is blurred and indistinct, it is diﬃcult to evaluate algorithms for this
problem. So we propose a new problem called the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnd-
ing problem. The new proposed planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is more
precise and easy for algorithms’ performance evaluation. At last, we will describe
the simple motif ﬁnding problem [71].
1.3.1 Planted motif ﬁnding problem
In 1998, Sagot introduced the common motifs problem that ﬁnds motifs of bases
substituted in at most d positions, and solved the problem by using generalized suﬃx
tree [79].
Common Motifs Problem: Given a set of n sequences Si, 1  i  n, and
two integers d  0 and 2  q  n, ﬁnd all consensuses M such that each consensus
has at least q occurrences in the n sequences. Each occurrence of M has at most d
positions substituted from M .
A particular parameterization of this problem, the so-called“challenge prob-
lem”, was given by Pevzner and Sze [66].
(15; 4)-Motif Finding Challenging Problem: Find a pattern M of length
15 in a set of 20 sequences, each 600 nucleotides long and each containing an un-
known pattern of length 15 that diﬀers from M in 4 randomly chosen positions.
Pevzner and Sze [66] claimed that all local search based algorithms failed to
solve this problem, because any two motifs may diﬀer by as many as 8 positions.
The numerous spurious with 8 substitutions in 15 positions disguise the real motif,
which makes the (15; 4)-motif ﬁnding problem inherently intractable. On the other
hand, local search based algorithms usually trap at local optima of score function-
s corresponding to randomly choosing initial values, missing positive true motifs
despite their much higher scores.
In 2000, the motif ﬁnding problem was abstracted and reformulated as the
planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem by Pevzner and Sze [66].
Planted (l; d)-Motif Finding Problem: Let M be a ﬁxed but unknown
nucleotide sequence of length l . M is known as the consensus. Suppose that M
occurs once in each of n background sequences of a uniform length m, but that
each occurrence of M is corrupted by exactly d substitutions in positions chosen
independently at random. The occurrences of M are known as motifs. Given the
n sequences, ﬁnd the n occurrences and recover the consensus M .
Finding subtle signals (such as motifs, genes) from DNA sequences by compu-
tational methods was proved to be diﬃcult. Particularly, ﬁnding subtle signals was
proved to be NP-complete when the size of DNA background sequences becomes
large [66]. This means that the problem can be solved in polynomial time using a
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non-deterministic Turing machine. The time complexities of most of the planted
motif ﬁnding algorithms depend exponentially on the alphabet size (the size of al-
phabet is 4 for DNA sequences, and the size of alphabet is 20 for protein sequences)
and l.
In the planted motif ﬁnding problems, motifs are generated by substitutions
from the consensus at d random positions, that is, the Hamming distance between
any of the motifs and the consensus is d. In this way, motifs and the consensus
are of a uniform length. But, in realistic biological sequences, motifs, even with
similar biological signiﬁcance, rarely have a uniform length. With this fact, the
edited motif ﬁnding problem is considered by Thota [82].
1.3.2 Edited motif ﬁnding problem
Edited Motif Finding Problem: The input is a databaseDB of n sequences
and integers l, d and q. Output should be all the patterns in DB such that each
pattern is of length l and it occurs in at least q of the n sequences. A pattern
U is considered an occurrence of another pattern V (length l) as long as the edit
distance between U and V is at most d. The edit distance between patterns U and
V is the number of operations needed to change from pattern U to V , where the
operations can include substitutions, deletions and insertions.
In the edited motif ﬁnding problem, the edit distance between pattern U and
pattern V is at most d, that is, motifs (pattern U) can be associated with diﬀerent
lengths due to deletions and insertions from the consensus (pattern V ) at no more
than d random positions. By this way, the motif ﬁnding problem with substitutions,
deletions and insertions can be taken into consideration. An algorithm based on
suﬃx tree was introduced by Sagot to solve the edited motif ﬁnding problem [79].
The edited motif ﬁnding problem is in some sense blurred and indistinct. It is
possible that more than one pattern in the database DB can satisfy the require-
ments. This will make extra time-consumption on ﬁnding the“real”consensus and
also degenerate the accuracy of motif ﬁnding algorithms. In order to specify the
problem, the following planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is proposed. The
planted edited motif ﬁnding problem uses the idea of generating motifs from the
consensus as in the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem.
Planted Edited (l; d)-Motif Finding Problem: Let M be a ﬁxed but un-
known consensus of length l. Suppose that M occurs n times in the n background
sequences of a uniform length m, but that each occurrence of M is corrupted by
at most d mutations in positions chosen independently at random. Given the n
sequences, ﬁnd the n occurrences and recover the consensus M .
In the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, the n motifs are mutated
from the consensus M by mutations including substitutions, deletions and inser-
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tions, thus they are able to have diﬀerent lengths ranging from l   d to l + d. The
n motifs are assigned to random positions of the background sequences. Find-
ing motifs with substitutions, deletions and insertions is especially diﬃcult, since
such motifs have diﬀerent lengths and the information conserved in motifs some-
times turns out to be inexplicit in the background sequences. The planted edited
(l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem can be used to test algorithms for ﬁnding motifs with
substitutions, deletions and insertions.
1.3.3 Simple motif ﬁnding problem
Let a pattern be a sequence of alphabet on  =fA; T;C;G;Ng, where N refers
to a wild card base. A pattern cannot begin or end with N . ATNT , TGNTANC,
etc. are examples of patterns. The length of a pattern is the number of bases in it
(including the wide card bases). The following motif ﬁnding problem is described
in [71].
Simple Motif Finding Problem: The input is a database DB of sequences.
The goal is to identify all the patterns of length at most l (with anywhere from 0 to
bl=2c wild card bases). In particular, the output should be all the patterns together
with a count of how many times each pattern occurs.
Optionally a threshold value for the number of occurrences could be supplied.
A simple sorting based algorithm was given in [72] to solve the simple motif ﬁnding
problem.
1.4 Previous works
Most of the earlier motif ﬁnding algorithms can be categorized into two major
groups [19]: (i) Word-based (string-based) methods that mostly rely on exhaus-
tive enumeration, i.e., counting and comparing oligonucleotide frequencies, and
(ii) Probabilistic sequences models where model parameters are estimated using
maximum-likelihood principle or Bayesian inference.
The word-based methods guarantee the global optimality and are appropriate
for ﬁnding short motifs. However the word-based methods also suﬀer from the prob-
lem of producing too many spurious motifs. Examples of the word-based methods
include Sagot’s suﬃx tree [79], the extended suﬃx tree by Marsan and Sagot [54],
Pavesi et al.’s Weeder [64], MITRA by Eskin and Pevzner [22], CONCENSUS by
Hertz and Stormo [31], WINNOWER by Pevzner and Sze [66] and Liang et al.’s
cWINNOWER [51]. The probabilistic models have the advantage of requiring few
parameters but can not guarantee to ﬁnd global optimal solutions. Examples of the
probabilistic models include the classical EM by Lawrence and Reilly [44], MEME
by Bailey and Elkan [9], GibbsDNA by Lawrence et al. [43], Buhler and Tompa’s
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random projection algorithm [16] and Raphael et al’s uniform projection algorithm
[73].
The classical EM algorithm for motif ﬁnding problems was introduced by
Lawrence and Reilly [44], which has a basic assumption that each background se-
quence must contain at least one motif occurrence. The classical EM algorithm is
usually used for solving motif ﬁnding problems with a uniform motif length. This
is because the location of motifs, that is the missing information, is estimated by a
probabilistic model, which is formed by the position weight matrix generated by the
“suspected”motifs. A position weight matrix (PWM), also known as a position-
speciﬁc weight matrix (PSWM) or position-speciﬁc scoring matrix (PSSM), is a
commonly used representation of motifs in biological sequences. A PWM has one
row for each symbol of the alphabet: 4 rows for nucleotides in DNA sequences or 20
rows for amino acids in protein sequences. It also has one column for each position
in the pattern. In the ﬁrst step of constructing a PWM, a basic position frequency
matrix (PFM) is created by counting the occurrences of each nucleotide at each
position. From the PFM, a PWM can be created by dividing the nucleotide count
at each position by the number of sequences, and then normalising. Given a set
X = fX1; X2; : : : ; Xng of n aligned DNA sequences of length l, the elements of the
PWM M are calculated as follows:
Ma;k =
1
n
nX
i=1
I(Xi;j = a);
where j = 1; 2; : : : ; l, a 2 fA; T;C;Gg, I is an indicator function satisfying that
I(Xa;k = a) = 1 if Xa;k = a and 0 otherwise. It should be noticed that only
motifs with a uniform length can generate a position weight matrix. The missing
information is used to develop EM to deal with the uncertainty in the location of the
sites. The classical EM algorithm can be applied for DNA motif ﬁnding [30, 63, 81]
and can also be used to detect protein motifs [55].
EM-based algorithms belong to the probabilistic methods with the advantage of
requiring few search parameters but rely on probabilistic models of the regulatory
regions, which can be very sensitive with respect to small changes in the input
data. However, EM-based algorithms are not guaranteed to ﬁnd globally optimal
solutions, since they employ some form of local search and may be trapped in local
optima [19]. In some recent works on motif ﬁnding, it points out that in order to
increase the eﬃciency of EM, one can choose initial values technically to prevent
EM trapping in local optima, see [13, 45, 49], etc.
The random projection algorithm is the algorithm that uses random projec-
tions to optimize the initial values of EM. In the random projection algorithm, same
fragments of the background sequences are hashed together and the fragment with
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multiple occurrences is thought to be the conserved fragment of suspected motifs.
The probabilistic model formed by those suspected motifs is then used as the initial
value of EM. It was claimed that the random projection algorithm can solve the
(15; 4)-motif ﬁnding challenging problem in a few minutes, and can perform better
than most of the existing local search based algorithms [16]. In the random projec-
tion algorithm, the method of hashing the same fragments together is by random
projections, which means doing projections randomly. And in order to achieve a
desired success rate of recovering the consensus, numerous random projections are
needed. In 2004, Raphael et al. improved the random projection algorithm by
using uniform projections, and the improved algorithm is called the uniform pro-
jection algorithm. The uniform projection algorithm can achieve the same success
rate as the random projection algorithm on solving the planted (12; 3)-, (13; 3)-,
(14; 4)-, (15; 4)-, (16; 5)-, (17; 5)-, (18; 6)-, (19; 6)-motif ﬁnding problems, with the
projections reduced by about 20% at average [73].
The genetic algorithm (GA) was also introduced to improve the performance
of local search algorithms, such as EM. GA applies a stochastic optimization tech-
nique. Speciﬁcally, it starts with an initial population formed by some individuals
generated at random. Each individual of the current population is evaluated by a
preset ﬁtness function. Based on the ﬁtness, a new population of candidate solu-
tions is formed using genetic operators like crossover and mutation. This process is
iterated until an optimal solution is found or no improvement is achieved after a sig-
niﬁcant amount of iterations. A few algorithms based on GA have been investigated
for motif detecting problems, such as BioOptimizor [53], MDGA [18] and GARPS
[34]. These algorithms can overcome the disadvantages of local search and therefore
give better results. Recently, some researcher combined GA with EM to solve the
motif ﬁnding problems. Le et al. introduced a hierarchical gene-set genetics based
algorithm called HIGEDA that combines EM algorithm with GA to ﬁnd gapped
motifs, that is motifs have two half sites with a ﬂexible length gap in between [45].
In HIGEDA, Le et al. built a consensus model by adding the probabilities of on-
ly inserting gaps (without nucleoside deletions) in both background sequences and
each position in motifs to the normal position weight matrix. HIGEDA then used
the dynamic alignment to make the model ﬁtting for background sequences, and
the best alignment was taken to recover motifs. HIGEDA performs well in ﬁnding
motifs with substitutions and insertions.
1.5 Contributions and thesis overview
In this section, the contributions of this thesis will be explained ﬁrst, and then
the overview of this thesis will be given.
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1.5.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are listed below.
(i) We improved the random projection algorithm and the uniform projection
algorithm by using low-dispersion sequences generated by developed almost diﬀer-
ence families as templates, and proposed a corresponding low-dispersion projection
algorithm, which can solve the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem with the same
or even higher success rate than the random and the uniform projection algorithms
[86];
(ii) We introduced the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem to specify
the existence of motifs. Inspired by HIGEDA, we proposed a hybrid algorithm
incorporating GA with EM, which performs well on solving the planted edited
(l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, and on ﬁnding transcription factor binding sites on the
real DNA datasets [85].
The low-dispersion projection algorithm improves the random projection algo-
rithm and the uniform projection algorithm on the following aspects.
 A new combinatorial structure called the (l; k)-developed almost diﬀerence
family is introduced, the blocks of which can form a low-dispersion sequence,
and can be used for solving (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, where d < l   k.
 Theoretically, the low-dispersion projection algorithm can promote the eﬃ-
ciency of the uniform projection algorithm by a factor of k=l on solving the
planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, where k is the size of the template and l
is the length of the motif.
 Experimental results show that, on solving the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding
problem with (l; d) = (15; 3); (16; 4); (17; 4); (18; 5); (19; 5), the low-dispersion
projection algorithm can achieve the same or even higher success rate com-
pared with the random projection algorithm. The low-dispersion projection
algorithm can promote the eﬃciency of the random projection algorithm by
at least 50%.
The proposing of the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem and the ge-
netic algorithm with expectation maximization contributes to ﬁnding motifs with
substitutions, deletions and even insertions.
 The edited motif ﬁnding problem is the problem focusing on ﬁnding motif-
s with substitutions, deletions and insertions. All patterns, satisfying the
condition that at least q occurrences of the pattern can be found in the n
background sequences, are taken as motifs. Compared with the edited motif
ﬁnding problem, the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is proposed
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by implanting motifs in the background sequences to specify the existence
of motif occurrences, which is more convenient for algorithms’ performance
evaluation.
 A genetic algorithm with expectation maximization (GAEM) is designed to
solve the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem. The GAEM is inspired
by HIGEDA, which built consensus model to ﬁnd motifs with only substitu-
tions and deletions. In GAEM, a new consensus model is built, which can
express not only the probabilities of substitutions and deletions, but also the
probability of insertions. Since deletions and insertions are involved in the
planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, motifs in the problem may have
diﬀerent length. In order to make the motifs aligned, a dynamic alignment
strategy is also proposed.
 Simulation results show that GAEM can solve the planted edited (l; d)-motif
ﬁnding problem successfully. A comparison between GAEM and HIGEDA is
made on 7 groups of simulated data for the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnd-
ing problems, where (l; d) = (13; 2), (14; 2), (15; 3), (16; 4), (17; 4), (18; 5),
(19; 5). The comparison results show that GAEM can solve the planted edit-
ed (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem with a high and stable success rate, while
HIGEDA failed to solve most of the problems. The comparison on identifying
DNA transcription factor binding site in realistic DNA datasets is also made.
Speciﬁcally, one eukaryotic dataset, ere, and four Escherichia coli datasets, cr-
p, arcA, argR, purR, are used for comparing GAEM with HIGEDA, GLAM2
and MEME. Simulation results show that GAEM performs better on ﬁnding
motifs in realistic DNA datasets as compared with the other three algorithms.
1.5.2 Thesis overview
In Chapter 2, the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, as well as two famous
algorithms, the random projection algorithm and the uniform projection algorithm,
are recalled. In order to achieve a well performance on solving the planted (l; d)-
motif ﬁnding problem, numerous random projections are needed. Instead of doing
projections randomly in the random projection algorithm, the uniform projection
algorithm makes uniform projections by using a combinatorial structure called cov-
ering.
Despite the improvement to the random projection algorithm, the uniform pro-
jection algorithm is limited by the inherent vices of coverings. In Chapter 3, a new
combinatorial structure called developed almost diﬀerence family is introduced.
The new introduced structure can overcome the inherent vices of coverings and
more suitable for making projections. Then a further improved algorithm, called
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the low-dispersion projection algorithm, is proposed. The low-dispersion projec-
tion algorithm can solve the (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem more eﬃciently without
decreasing the success rate compared with the random projection algorithm and
the uniform projection algorithm.
Chapter 4 starts with reviewing the edited motif ﬁnding problem. Since the
problem is in some sense blurred and indistinct, in order to specify the problem,
the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is formulated. Also, some analyses
on EM, GA and HIGEDA are given. The analyses give some hints from theoretical
aspect to combine GA with EM to solve the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding
problem.
In Chapter 5, as an improvement to HIGEDA, a strategy is proposed to con-
sider the probabilities of nucleoside substitutions, deletions and insertions in each
position to the position weight matrix. Then a consensus model is built from
the position weight matrix. The genetic algorithm with expectation maximization
(GAEM) is proposed to maximize the consensus model by dynamic alignment. In
practice, GAEM is tested and compared with HIGEDA by solving 7 groups of
the planted edited (l; d)-motif problems. GAEM is also tested and compared with
HIGEDA, GLAM2 and MEME on identifying DNA transcription factor binding
site in realistic DNA datasets. The comparison results show that GAEM perform-
s better on ﬁnding motifs in both simulated data and realistic DNA datasets as
compared with the other three algorithms.
Conclusions and ﬁnal remarks are given in Chapter 6. Discussions on some
possible future works are also introduced. To conclude the thesis, the main re-
sults obtained from both theoretical and data experimental aspects are recalled.
Speciﬁcally, the improvements to the random projection algorithm and the unifor-
m projection algorithm by the low-dispersion projection algorithm, as well as the
proposing of the planted edited motif ﬁnding problem, the consensus model, and
the dynamic program strategy are brieﬂy reviewed.
For future works, it is ﬁrst pointed out that the planted edited (l; d)-motif
ﬁnding can be easily extended to protein sequences or amino acid sequences, where
consensus and motifs are sequences composed of 20 kinds of animo acids; and then
GAEM may be used to solve motifs ﬁnding problems of amino acid sequences (some
primary results have been obtained). As well, low-dispersion sequences generated
by the developed almost diﬀerence families in this thesis can be applied to other
problems where the projection algorithm is proved to be useful, such as sequence
driven motifs ﬁnding algorithms, Pattern Branching [67] and MITRA [22], Nearest
Neighbor Search [28], Dimension Reduction [83], and Cluster Analysis [23].
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Chapter 2
The Planted Motif Finding
Problem
In molecular biology, genes are basic functioning units containing genetic in-
formation, and can be used as templates for protein transcription. The process of
protein transcription begins with binding transcription factor protein to binding site
(a DNA segment) on genomic sequences. DNA segments that act as biding sites are
called motifs. These binding sites are frequently short (6-20 nucleotides in length)
and not completely conserved, that is, transcription factor binding sites are subject
to mutations and, consequently, cannot be identiﬁed by seeking exact matches. It
is known that the motifs having similar functions usually share common patterns
with few substitutions. The motif ﬁnding problem is a fundamental problem in
molecular biology with important applications in locating regulatory sites and drug
target identiﬁcation. The problem abstracts the task of discovering binding sites
for transcription factors in a collection of DNA sequences. For a newly sequenced
genome, detecting unknown motifs and their locations are two major tasks for gene
research. The motif detecting problem can become even harder, since in many cases
we must detect the motifs and their locations without any prior knowledge of their
appearance.
In laboratories, a number of experimental motif detecting methods have been
developed. The interested reader is referred to [50] and [19] for surveys. Among
them, DNAse footprinting [26] and gel shift assay [27] are two famous ones, which
can achieve signiﬁcant accuracy rate in detecting motifs in DNA sequences and
genomes. In recent years, with the development of the high-throughput sequencing
approaches, even a single experiment can generate a huge number of DNA sequence
data. Under this situation, detecting motifs by experimental methods will become
labor-intensive, time consuming and expensive. A feasible way to solve this problem
is using computational approaches to detect unknown motifs and their locations in
genomes, and then verifying the detected motifs by experimental methods. With
this purpose, the motif detecting problem was abstracted and formally reformulated
as the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem [66].
2.1 The planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem
Planted (l; d)-Motif Finding Problem: Let M be a ﬁxed but unknown
nucleotide sequence of length l. Suppose thatM occurs once in each of n background
sequences of a uniform length m, but that each occurrence of M is corrupted by
exactly d point substitutions in positions chosen independently at random. Given
the n sequences, ﬁnd the n motifs and recover the consensus M .
Call the unknown nucleotide sequence M a consensus, and the occurrence of
M in each background sequence a motif. The discussion of the planted (l; d)-
motif ﬁnding problem will build on the following DNA model. Suppose that M
is a consensus created by choosing l bases randomly, S1; S2; : : : ; Sn are randomly
generated DNA sequences with a uniform length m   l, n motifs are created as a
substituted variant of M , with d diﬀerent positions substituted, and each motif is
assigned to a random position of a background sequence, one motif per sequence.
We say that the model above has a size of n m. The model reveals that, ﬁrstly,
the substituted positions in a motif do not necessarily form a contiguous string,
and diﬀerent motifs usually have diﬀerent positions substituted; secondly, the exact
positions in the background sequences where motifs are planted are unknown. These
make direct comparison algorithms often ineﬀective on the motif ﬁnding problem.
An example of the planted (13; 2)-motif ﬁnding problem is indicated in Figure
2.1.
2.2 The random projection algorithm revisited
Although the motifs are created and planted in background sequences with
uncontrollable factors, one reasonable assumption is that a signiﬁcant fraction of
the motifs will have a subsequence remain unaﬀected by substitutions. For exam-
ple, for the (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, it is assumed that some of the n motifs
agree at k positions, with some integer k < l   d [16] . The essential idea of the
random projection algorithm for solving the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is
repeatedly choosing k positions out of l uniformly at random, with the hope that
some randomly chosen k positions are exactly the unaﬀected positions of motifs.
The l-mers in the background sequences that agree at the k chosen positions will
be used as motif candidates. According to Buhler and Tompa [16], if k < l   d,
there is a good chance that at least s motifs will hash together into a same bucket
(s > 0 is an integer). At the meantime, if k is not too small, it is unlikely that
many suspected motifs (not the real motifs) from the background sequences hash
to the same bucket, because each such l-mer must agree with the consensus in all
k positions. In the random projection algorithm, the length of the motif l is from
10 s 19, the number of substituted bases is from 20%l s 30%l, and the size of
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Figure 2.1: An example of the model of the planted (13; 2)-motif ﬁnding problem
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template k is set to be 7 by Buhler and Tompa [16]. The value k = 7 is not too
large to restrain motifs from hashing to the same bucket, or too small to confuse
suspected motifs with the real motifs.
It is noted that the random projection strategy is primarily an initialization
technique to improve the sensitivity of local search algorithms. In the random pro-
jection algorithm, the motif candidates formed by random projection is taken as an
initial value of EM, which is a well-known local search algorithm [44]. EM simpliﬁes
the analysis of problems with missing information by iteratively solving a series of
problems in which expected information is substituted for missing information. This
expected information is used at each step to solve the more straightforward problem
by maximum likelihood. The details about EM will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Given an l-mer a = a0a1    al 1 and a set t = fx1; x2;    ; xkg, 0  x1 < x2 <
   < xk  l   1, t is said to be an (l; k)-template and P (a; t) = ax1ax2    axk is
deﬁned to be the concatenation of nucleotides from a as deﬁned by the template t.
The random projection algorithm processes as follows, referred to the motif
ﬁnding problem. For the (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem in n background sequences of
length m with n planted motifs, choose a template t of size k uniformly at random,
k < l  d, and create a hash table of size 4k, labeled by all possible DNA strings of
length k. For every substring a of length l in background sequences, do projection to
the substring by the chosen template t, and record the substring in the bucket of the
hash table indexed by P (a; t). Fix a hash table threshold s > 0, and call a bucket
of the hash table that containing s or more substrings an enriched bucket. Take
the substrings in each enriched bucket as motif candidates. The motif candidates
are taken as initial values and then reﬁned by EM.
The above process will be put into iteration, and after a suitable number of
iterations, the“best”motif found over all iterations will be returned, where“best”
is determined by an appropriate evaluation function such as likelihood function. A
likelihood function (often simply the likelihood) is a function of the parameters of
a statistical model. Given some observed outcomes, the likelihood of parameter
values is equal to the probability of those observed outcomes happening on the
condition of those parameter values.
The fundamental intuition of the hash table is that, if k < l d, there is a good
chance that at least s planted motifs will hash into the same enriched bucket. If k
is not too small, it is unlikely that some other spurious motifs from the background
sequences will hash into the enriched bucket, because such spurious motifs must
agree with the consensus at all the k chosen positions. Among these enriched
buckets, Buhler and Tompa [16] called the one labeled by P (M; t) a planted bucket.
They believed that there is some enriched bucket which is the planted bucket and
can be reﬁned to the consensus M .
The reﬁnement algorithm used by Buhler and Tompa [16] is EM, as formulated
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for the motif ﬁnding problem by Lawrence and Reilly [44]. After the reﬁnement,
the best motif will be returned as the outcome of the random projection algorithm
under the current iteration.
The ﬂowchart of the random projection algorithm is given in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The ﬂowchart of the random projection algorithm
To fully specify the random projection algorithm, Buhler and Tompa [16] de-
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scribed how to compute the template size k and the number of iterations mRP ,
where
mRP = d log(1  q)
logBn;p(s)
e:
Here, p =
 
l d
k
 
l
k
 is the probability that each motif occurrence in background se-
quences hashes to the planted bucket, Bn;p(s) is the probability that there are
fewer than s successes in n independent Bernoulli trials with success probability
p, and q is the least probability that at least one of the mRP iterations produces
an enriched bucket containing at least s motif occurrences. However, Buhler and
Tompa [16] were unable to ﬁnd any theory to determine a lower bound for s, though
they assumed s to be 3 or 4 by empirical knowledge. Now we determine a lower
bound for s theoretically.
The event that a motif occurrence hashes to the planted bucket follows the
binomial distribution B(n; p), which is the discrete probability distribution of the
number of successes in a sequence of n independent yes or no experiments, each
of which yields success with probability p. The binomial distribution can be ap-
proximated by the normal distribution N(np; np(1   p)). A normal distribution
N(; 2) with mean  and variance 2 is a statistic distribution with probability
density function
P (x) =
1

p
2
e (x )
2=(22)
on the domain x 2 ( 1;+1). The probability that at least s successes in n
independent trails is given by
nX
i=s

n
i

pi(1  p)n i:
The above value can be approximately computed by ﬁrst transforming the normal
distribution to the standard normal distribution N(0; 1) by
x =
s  npp
np(1  p) ;
and then calculating 95 percent of the area under the curve of the probability density
function
(x) =
1p
2
e 
1
2
x2 :
By checking the standard normal distribution table, the value of x is approximately
1:645. From the equality
(s  0:5)  npp
np(1  p)  1:645;
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we can get s  3:148, which results in s = 3.
Buhler and Tompa compared their random projection algorithm with other mo-
tif ﬁnding algorithms, such as GibbsDNA, WINNOWER, and SP-STAR. According
to the simulation results, Buhler and Tompa claimed that the average performance
of the random projection algorithm is at least as good as that of any of the previous
algorithms. The random projection’s improved performance is more striking on the
more diﬃcult planted (14; 4)-, (16; 5)-, (17; 5)-, (18; 6)-, and (19; 6)-motif problems.
The pseudo-code of the random projection algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.1: The Random Projection Algorithm
Input the background sequences S = fS1; S2; : : : ; Sng, the motif length l,
the number of substituted positions d, the template size k;
e = 0;
while e < mRP do
t a random (l; k)-template;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
r  Projection(Si;j ; t);
HT (r) + +;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
r  Projection(Si;j ; t);
if HT (r) + + > s then
motifSi;j ++;
e++;
Reﬁll HT with 0;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
si  Max(motifSi;j);
return s = fs1; s2; : : : ; sng;
For the (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem in an n  m DNA background, the eﬃ-
ciency of the random projection algorithm is mostly determined by the number of
iterations mRP , that is, the number of templates. In the random projection algo-
rithm, templates are chosen independently at random. According to the theories
of experimental designs [70] and quasi-Monte Carlo methods [59], choosing tem-
plates with“balanced”and“low-dispersion”properties will make the algorithm
more eﬃcient. The following section describes Raphael et al.’s improvement on the
random projection algorithm.
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2.3 The uniform projection problem revisited
The random projection algorithm [16] was introduced to ﬁnd good starting
points for EM. Raphael et al. [73] viewed the success of the random projection
algorithm in the following way: the random projection algorithm samples the space
of all possible templates, and occasionally ﬁnding a“good”template to enrich a
bucket that can be reﬁned to produce the consensus M . From this perspective,
sampling the space of all templates of size k with random selection is not a very
eﬃcient strategy. Instead of choosing templates by selecting k positions out of l
uniformly at random, Raphael et al. [73] suggested a strategy which biases the
choice of templates to sample the space of templates more eﬃciently. Similar to the
application of the low-dispersion sequences in Monte Carlo integration and global
optimization [59], Raphael et al. [73] believed that a relatively small number of
carefully chosen templates with low-dispersion will provide better performancethan
randomly chosen templates do.
Let an (l; k)-template t be represented by an l-bit binary string with k 1’s
corresponding to the positions in t. The distance between two templates ti and
tj , (ti; tj), is the Hamming distance between their binary representations. The
dispersion db(T ;T) of templates T = ft1; t2;    ; tbg in the template space T is
deﬁned to be max
t2T
min
1ib
(t; ti).
Note that if we let B(t; r) denote the closed ball with center t 2 T and radius
r, then the dispersion db(T ;T) of T in T may be described as the minimum of all
radii r  0 such that the balls B(t1; r), B(t2; r),    , B(tb; r) cover T.
Because the techniques of constructing low-dispersion sequences in Euclidean
distance are not directly applicable in Hamming distance, Raphael et al. [73] raised
the following problem.
Uniform Projection Problem: Find a collection of (l; k)-templates
t1; t2;    ; tb, such that each j-tuple J = fx1; x2;    ; xjg of the l positions is covered
by exactly  templates.
This is equivalent to the problem of ﬁnding a j-(l; k; ) design in combinatorial
design theory [12]. A j-(l; k; ) design is a pair (V;B) where V is a ﬁnite set
with jV j = l and B is a collection of b blocks, each of cardinality k, such that
any j-element subset of V is contained in exactly  blocks. A solution to it gives
a collection of templates with dispersion db  2(k   j), where N is the number
of blocks in the j-(l; k; ) design. Large values of j will yield templates with low-
dispersion, where blocks of the design are used as templates to replace the randomly
chosen templates. Unfortunately, a j-(l; k; ) design rarely exists for the values of l,
k, j and  encountered in the motif ﬁnding problem, and furthermore, even a design
exists for some particular values of l, k, j and , constructing such a design explicitly
is usually a diﬃcult problem, especially for large j. An approximate solution to the
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uniform projection problem was given by Raphael et al. [73] by setting  = 1, and
relaxing the condition to“each j-tuple J = fx1; x2;    ; xjg of the l positions is
covered by at least  = 1 template”. This corresponds to a combinatorial structure
called j-(l; k; ) covering. A j-(l; k; ) covering is a pair (V;B) where V is a ﬁnite
set with jV j = l and B is a collection of b blocks, each of cardinality k, so that any
j-element subset of V is contained in at least  blocks. Furthermore, templates
generated by a j-(l; k; ) covering can hold the dispersion db  2(k   j), where b
is the number of blocks in the j-(l; k; ) covering. The ﬂowchart of the uniform
projection algorithm for the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problems is given in Figure
2.3.
Raphael et al. [73] described a greedy approach to construct such coverings:
First, templates t1, t2, : : : tM1 are constructed to cover all 1-tuples of the l positions.
Next, the above templates are augmented with new constructed templates tM1+1,
tM1+2, : : :, tM2 , such that t1, t2, : : : tM2 can cover all 2-tuples of the l positions.
Raphael et al. continue to augment the templates until all j-tuple are covered.
In the uniform projection algorithm, Raphael et al. did not give out a rigorous
analysis on the stopping criterion of the algorithm, so the number of templates
used in the uniform projection algorithm can not be computed in advance. Instead,
Raphael et al. compared the uniform projection algorithm with the random pro-
jection algorithm from the following two aspects: First, since the consensus M is
known in the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, Raphael et al. ran the uniform
projection algorithm and the random projection algorithm until either M is recov-
ered or all templates are performed. Under this situation, with the exception of a
few problems (the planted (15; 4)- and the planted (17; 5)-motif ﬁnding problem, in
which the consensus is recovered by using a relatively small number of templates),
the uniform projection algorithm can reduce the number of templates by 20% com-
pared with the random projection algorithm. Second, for the real biological motif
ﬁnding problem, since the consensus M is unknown, a ﬁxed number of templates
must be chosen in advance. Buhler and Tompa computed the number mRP in the
random projection algorithm, while in the uniform projection algorithm, Raphael
et al. performed at most mRP times, and compared the success rate and the num-
ber of templates used in the two algorithms. Raphael et al. claimed that, under
both situations, at most 0:8mRP uniform templates are suﬃcient to obtain similar
success rates as the random projection algorithm. Alternatively, by using mRP
templates, the uniform projection algorithm achieves higher success rates than the
random projection algorithm.
Diﬀerent from the randomly choosing templates strategy in the random projec-
tion algorithm, the uniform projection algorithm constructs a j   (l; k; ) covering
at the beginning of the algorithm. After that, blocks of the covering can be used as
templates to implement the projection algorithm. The pseudo-code of the uniform
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Figure 2.3: The ﬂowchart of the uniform projection algorithm
projection algorithm is as described in Algorithm 2.2.
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Algorithm 2.2: The Uniform Projection Algorithm
Input the background sequences S = fS1; S2; : : : ; Sng, the motif length l,
the number of mutated positions d, the template size k;
Construct a j-(l; k; ) covering in the set f0; 1; : : : ; l   1g and a hash table
HT of size 4k initialized with 0;
e = 0;
while the stopping criterion is not satisﬁed do
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
r  Projection(Si;j ; Blocke);
HT (r) + +;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
r  Projection(Si;j ; Blocke);
if HT (r) + + > s then
motifSi;j ++;
e++;
Reﬁll HT with 0;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
si  Max(motifSi;j);
return s = fs1; s2; : : : ; s20g;
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Chapter 3
The Low-Dispersion Projection
Algorithm
It was reported in [40] that sequences with low-dispersion are useful for quasi-
random search methods, which are deterministic analogs of random search proce-
dures for approximating global extremal of a function [57, 58]. In the application of
global research, low-dispersion sequences (also known as quasi-random sequences)
play a similar role in quasi-Monte Carlo methods for global optimization, see e.g.
[57, 60, 89]. For numerical experiments involving quasi-random search, one can
refer to [56].
The success of the uniform projection algorithm gives us a hint of improving the
projection algorithm. As a global optimization problem, the motif ﬁnding problem
can be approached by quasi-random search methods, which use suitable determin-
istic initial values instead of randomly chosen ones to reach the global optimization.
Let f be an evaluation function of a motif ﬁnding algorithm, t be an initial value,
f(t) be the evaluation result obtained by implementing the motif ﬁnding algorithm
with the initial value t. Let
GM(f) = max
t2T
f(t)
be the global maximum of f , where T is the initial value space, and
GMb(f ;T ) = max
t2T
f(t)
be an estimate of GM(f), in which T = ft1; t2;    ; tbg  T. Also let
!(f ; 0) = max
ti;tj2T; (ti;tj)0
jf(ti)  f(tj)j;
where 0  0 is a preset value.
In mathematics, a metric space is a set for which distances between all elements
of the set are deﬁned. A metric space T is called bounded if there exists some number
r, such that (x; y)  r for all x and y in T. The following theorem can be found
in [59].
Theorem 1: If T is a bounded metric space with Hamming distance , and f
is continuous on T, then for any point set T = ft1; t2;    ; tbg of b points in T with
dispersion
db(T ;T) = max
t2T
min
1ib
(t; ti);
we have
0  GM(f) GMb(f ;T )  !(f ; db(T ;T)):
It is taken the likelihood ratio as the evaluation function. Then Theorem 1
shows that suitable deterministic initial values for the projection algorithm are
those templates with low-dispersion. In Raphael et al.’s construction [73], the j-
covering has a dispersion db  2(k   j). It is obvious that large values of j result
in templates with low-dispersion, but on the other hand, the number of templates
increases correspondingly. For example, when dealing with the (15; 4)-motif ﬁnding
problem, 172 templates were required by the random projection algorithm [16], but
approximately 399:3 templates of size 7 with dispersion 4 were required to cover all
5-tuples to solve the problem [73]. So the ﬁrst shortcoming of the uniform projection
algorithm is that it needs too many templates to achieve“low-dispersion”property.
A related shortcoming of the uniform projection algorithm is that there is only
a lower bound restriction to , that is   1, in their construction of coverings [73].
If the indices J diﬀer too large for diﬀerent j-tuple J , the j-tuple balance of the
sampling will be broken, and consequently, the number of templates needed in the
implementation of the uniform projection algorithm will increase. In our research,
we further require an upper bound on  in the following form. For the set of indices
f1; 2;    ; ug of a covering, the value of
mini2f1;2; ;ugfig
maxj2f1;2; ;ugfjg
should be as large as possible to guarantee the balance of the sampling.
The third shortcoming of the uniform projection algorithm is that using blocks
of a covering as templates may result overlapping projection results. For example,
the following 2-(10; 7; 1) covering can be chosen to tackle the (10; 2)-motif ﬁnding
problem by using the uniform projection algorithm:
t1 = f0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 8; 9g; t2 = f0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8g; t3 = f1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9g:
We can see that t3 = t2 + 1. It is obvious that the projection outcomes resulted
by templates t2 and t3 are overlapping. Clearly, performing t3 in the projection
algorithm is redundant, except that the projection of the last 10-mer onto t3 should
be added. The blocks (templates) which result overlapping projection outcomes
are said to be in the same track. In order to eliminate the overlapping projection
outcomes, only one block should be chosen from each track to be the representative
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template.
The fourth shortcoming of the uniform projection algorithm is exposed when
we analyse the template space. The template space can be viewed from the following
way. Partitioning the template space by the last entry x of each template, that is,
k 1, k,    , l 1, into Tk 1, Tk,    , Tl 1. There are

x
k   1

possible templates in
Tx, x = k 1; k;    ; l 1. Large values of x yield large numbers of templates. That
is, templates ended with large values of x should be sampled more frequently in
the sampling. The covering, which treats each j-tuple as equal as possible, usually
cannot reﬂect the distribution of the template space properly. Taking the (14; 4)-
motif ﬁnding problem with template size 7 as an example, the following bar ﬁgure
(Figure 3.1) shows the average distribution of blocks of 20 randomly constructed
2-(14; 7; 1) coverings and the distribution of the template space of the (14; 7)-motif
ﬁnding problem.
Figure 3.1: The distributions of the template space and blocks of a covering
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3.1 The developed almost diﬀerence families
According to the above discussions, we know that templates should be selected
from diﬀerent tracks, with“low-dispersion”and“good balance”properties, and
obey the distribution of the template space. The three requirements above guar-
antee the success of the projection algorithm in diﬀerent ways. Furthermore, the
projection algorithm always chooses an (l; k)-template t and projects every l-mer of
background sequences onto t, where the l-mers are cyclically shifted from the begin-
ning to the end of each background sequence. This further suggests the templates
should be generated in the cyclic group of order l.
In the following, we will introduce a new combinatorial structure which can
generate templates in diﬀerent tracks, with“low-dispersion”and“good balance”
.
Let Zl = f0; 1;    ; l   1g be the cyclic group of order l, and B = fx1; x2;    ;
xkg be a k-subset of Zl, known as block. We denote B + i = fx+ i 2 Zl j x 2 Bg.
The stabilizer of B is deﬁned as Zl(B) = fi 2 Zl j B + i = Bg, and the orbit
of B under Zl, or the Zl-orbit of B, is deﬁned as the set BZl of distinct blocks
BZl = fB + i j i 2 Zlg. It is obvious that Zl(B) is a subgroup of Zl [12].
Let B = fB1; B2;    ; Bbg be a set of blocks of size k of Zl. The multi-set B
of diﬀerences from B = fx1; x2;    ; xkg 2 B is deﬁned as
B = fxs   xt j 1  s 6= t  kg;
and the multi-set B of diﬀerences from B is deﬁned as
B =
[
B2B
B
jZl(B)j ;
where the multiplicities are also counted.
For example, we consider a set B = fB1; B2; B3g of blocks of size 3 of Z15,
where B1 = f0; 1; 4g, B2 = f0; 7; 13g, B3 = f0; 5; 10g. In this case, the Z15-orbits
are
BZ151 =ff0; 1; 4g; f1; 2; 5g; f2; 3; 6g; f3; 4; 7g; f4; 5; 8g; f5; 6; 9g; f6; 7; 10g;
f7; 8; 11g; f8; 9; 12g; f9; 10; 13g; f10; 11; 14g; f11; 12; 0g; f12; 13; 1g;
f13; 14; 2g; f14; 0; 3gg;
BZ152 =ff0; 7; 13g; f1; 8; 14g; f2; 9; 0g; f3; 10; 1g; f4; 11; 2g; f5; 12; 3g; f6; 13; 4g;
f7; 14; 5g; f8; 0; 6g; f9; 1; 7g; f10; 2; 8g; f11; 3; 9g; f12; 4; 10g; f13; 5; 11g;
f14; 6; 12gg;
BZ153 =ff0; 5; 10g; f1; 6; 11g; f2; 7; 12; g; f3; 8; 13g; f4; 9; 14gg;
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the diﬀerences are
B1 = f1; 3; 4; 11; 12; 14g;B2 = f2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 13g;B3 = f5; 5; 5; 10; 10; 10g;
the stabilizers are
Z15(B1) = f0g; Z15(B2) = f0g; Z15(B3) = f0; 5; 10g;
and ﬁnally we have
B1
jZ15(B1)j = f1; 3; 4; 11; 12; 14g;
B2
jZ15(B2)j = f2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 13g;
B3
jZ15(B3)j = f5; 10g;
B = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14g:
It is easily seen that the 35 blocks in the Z15-orbits of B1, B2 and B3 for-
m a 2-(15; 3; 1) design (also a 2-(15; 3; 1) covering). It should be noted that al-
though f0; 1; 4g, f11; 12; 0g and f14; 0; 3g are in the same orbit BZ151 , they are
not in the same track. The blocks in the same track with f0; 1; 4g are f1; 2; 5g,
f2; 3; 6g, f3; 4; 7g, f4; 5; 8g, f5; 6; 9g, f6; 7; 10g, f7; 8; 11g, f8; 9; 12g, f9; 10; 13g and
f10; 11; 14g. The blocks in the same track with f11; 12; 0g are f12; 13; 1g and
f13; 14; 2g. There is no other block in the same track with f14; 0; 3g. If the blocks
of this covering is chosen to do uniform projections, some blocks can be omitted
by taking a representation in each track. Usually, we take blocks containing the
identity element 0 2 Zl as representations of each track. In the following, we will
introduce a new combinatorial structure by using this property.
Almost Diﬀerence Family: Let 1  1 < 2 <    < u be u distinct
integers. Let X1; X2;    ; Xu be a partition of Zl n f0g, and B a set of blocks of size
k of Zl. If every element of Xi, 1  i  u, appears in B exactly i times, we say
that B is an almost diﬀerence family, brieﬂy denoted by (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-ADF
or (l; k)-ADF.
For example, the following B is a (15; 7)-ADF on Z15, with 1 = 14, 2 = 15,
3 = 16, and X1 = f1; 3; 7; 8; 12; 14g, X2 = f2; 5; 6; 9; 10; 13g, X3 = f4; 11g.
B =ff0; 1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 14g; f0; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10g; f0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 14g;
f0; 1; 4; 6; 8; 10; 13g; f0; 4; 5; 8; 11; 12; 14gg:
The Zl-orbits of all blocks in an (l; k)-ADF can form a 2-(l; k; 1) covering. For
example, all Zl-orbits of the above (15; 7)-ADF can form the following 2-(15; 7; 1)
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covering.
BZ15 =ff0; 1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9g; f1; 2; 3; 5; 7; 9; 10g;
f2; 3; 4; 6; 8; 10; 11g; f3; 4; 5; 7; 9; 11; 12g; f4; 5; 6; 8; 10; 12; 13g;
f5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 13; 14g; f0; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12; 14g; f0; 1; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13g;
f1; 2; 8; 9; 10; 12; 14g; f0; 2; 3; 9; 10; 11; 13g; f1; 3; 4; 10; 11; 12; 14g;
f0; 2; 4; 5; 11; 12; 13g; f1; 3; 5; 6; 12; 13; 14g; f0; 2; 4; 6; 7; 13; 14g;
f0; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10g; f1; 5; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11g; f2; 6; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12g;
f3; 7; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13g; f4; 8; 9; 11; 12; 13; 14g; f0; 5; 9; 10; 12; 13; 14g;
f0; 1; 6; 10; 11; 13; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 7; 11; 12; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 3; 8; 12; 13g;
f1; 2; 3; 4; 9; 13; 14g; f0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 10; 14g; f0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 11g;
f1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7; 12g; f2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 8; 13g; f3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 14g;
f0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 14g; f0; 1; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10g; f1; 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 11g;
f2; 3; 5; 7; 8; 9; 12g; f3; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10; 13g; f4; 5; 7; 9; 10; 11; 14g;
f0; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11; 12g; f1; 6; 7; 9; 11; 12; 13g; f2; 7; 8; 10; 12; 13; 14g;
f0; 3; 8; 9; 11; 13; 14g; f0; 1; 4; 9; 10; 12; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 5; 10; 11; 13g;
f0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 12; 13g; f1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 13; 14g; f0; 1; 4; 6; 8; 10; 13g;
f1; 2; 5; 7; 9; 11; 14g; f0; 2; 3; 6; 8; 10; 12g; f1; 3; 4; 7; 9; 11; 13g;
f2; 4; 5; 8; 10; 12; 14g; f0; 3; 5; 6; 9; 11; 13g; f1; 4; 6; 7; 10; 12; 14g;
f0; 2; 5; 7; 8; 11; 13g; f1; 3; 6; 8; 9; 12; 14g; f0; 2; 4; 7; 9; 10; 13g;
f1; 3; 5; 8; 10; 11; 14g; f0; 2; 4; 6; 9; 11; 12g; f1; 3; 5; 7; 10; 12; 13g;
f2; 4; 6; 8; 11; 13; 14g; f0; 3; 5; 7; 9; 12; 14g; f0; 4; 5; 8; 11; 12; 14g;
f0; 1; 5; 6; 9; 12; 13g; f1; 2; 6; 7; 10; 13; 14g; f0; 2; 3; 7; 8; 11; 14g;
f0; 1; 3; 4; 8; 9; 12g; f1; 2; 4; 5; 9; 10; 13g; f2; 3; 5; 6; 10; 11; 14g;
f0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 11; 12g; f1; 4; 5; 7; 8; 12; 13g; f2; 5; 6; 8; 9; 13; 14g;
f0; 3; 6; 7; 9; 10; 14g; f0; 1; 4; 7; 8; 10; 11g; f1; 2; 5; 8; 9; 11; 12g;
f2; 3; 6; 9; 10; 12; 13g; f3; 4; 7; 10; 11; 13; 14gg:
In the above 2-(15; 7; 1) covering, as we discussed, the blocks containing the
identity element 0 2 Zl can be taken as representations, and the other blocks
can be omitted. These blocks containing the identity element 0 2 Zl form a new
combinatorial structure, whose deﬁnition is described in the following.
Developed Almost Diﬀerence Family: The set B formed by blocks of
size k containing the identity element 0 2 Zl in all the Zl-orbits of an (l; k; f1;
2;    ; ug)-ADF is called a developed almost diﬀerence family, brieﬂy denoted by
(l; k; f1;2;    ; ug)-DADF or (l; k)-DADF.
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Corresponding to the above example, the following B is the a (15; 7)-DADF.
B =ff0; 1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9g; f0; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12; 14g;
f0; 1; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13g; f0; 2; 3; 9; 10; 11; 13g; f0; 2; 4; 5; 11; 12; 13g;
f0; 2; 4; 6; 7; 13; 14g; f0; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10g; f0; 5; 9; 10; 12; 13; 14g;
f0; 1; 6; 10; 11; 13; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 7; 11; 12; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 3; 8; 12; 13g;
f0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 10; 14g; f0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 11g; f0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 14g;
f0; 1; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10g; f0; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11; 12g; f0; 3; 8; 9; 11; 13; 14g;
f0; 1; 4; 9; 10; 12; 14g; f0; 1; 2; 5; 10; 11; 13g; f0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 12; 13g;
f0; 1; 4; 6; 8; 10; 13g; f0; 2; 3; 6; 8; 10; 12g; f0; 3; 5; 6; 9; 11; 13g;
f0; 2; 5; 7; 8; 11; 13g; f0; 2; 4; 7; 9; 10; 13g; f0; 2; 4; 6; 9; 11; 12g;
f0; 3; 5; 7; 9; 12; 14g; f0; 4; 5; 8; 11; 12; 14g; f0; 1; 5; 6; 9; 12; 13g;
f0; 2; 3; 7; 8; 11; 14g; f0; 1; 3; 4; 8; 9; 12g; f0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 11; 12g;
f0; 3; 6; 7; 9; 10; 14g; f0; 1; 4; 7; 8; 10; 11gg:
Note that the blocks in an ADF are the representations of all Zl-orbits, while
the blocks in a DADF are the representations of all tracks.
3.2 The improvements to the uniform projection algo-
rithm
It is easily seen [12] that all the blocks in the Zl-orbits of an (l; k; f1; 2;
   ; ug)-ADF form a 2-(l; k; 1) covering, the 2-(l; k; 1) covering with larger 1
u
has fewer blocks, and the 2-(l; k; 1) covering with
1
u
= 1 is a 2-(l; k; 1) design.
To improve the uniform projection algorithm, we should use the blocks of those
2-(l; k; 1) coverings with large
1
u
as templates, which can also assure their disper-
sions db  2(k   2). In the remaining of this paper, we always require 1
u
 0:85.
We also note that some blocks of all Zl-orbits of an ADF may be in the same tracks,
so we should choose the blocks of the corresponding (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-DADF
as templates to promote eﬃciency by a factor of
k
l
. Any value of the record in the
hash table obtained by applying a template t = ft1; t2;    ; tkg should be multiplied
by a factor l tk, where tk represents the largest entry of t, since l tk 1 templates
in the same track with t are omitted. In this way we say that the blocks in a DADF
can cover a j-tuple if and only if the blocks in all Zl-orbits of the corresponding
ADF can do it.
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It is an additional beneﬁt if the (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-ADF we introduced has
the property that the blocks in its Zl-orbits in fact form a j-covering with j > 2, so
that the dispersion of the blocks can be assured to be db  2(k   j) < 2(k   2). In
the construction of our ADF, ﬁrstly an (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-ADF with 1
u
 0:85
is constructed, then whether the blocks in its Zl-orbits form a j-covering with j > 2
or not is checked. If the blocks cannot form a j-covering with j > 2, then the blocks
will be discarded and a new one will be constructed. The process continues, that is,
iteratively runs, until the blocks in the Zl-orbits of an (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-ADF
can form a j-covering with j > 2.
Compared with the j-coverings constructed by Raphael et al. in the uniform
projection algorithm [73], fewer blocks in DADFs are required to cover all j-tuples.
For ﬁxed values of j and l, Table 3.1 gives a detailed comparison between the
numbers of blocks required to cover j-tuples by DADFs and Raphael et al.’s j-
coverings respectively. The data for DADFs are from the detailed constructions for
(l; 7; 1)-DADFs, and the corresponding DADFs can be found in Appendix 1. The
data for j-coverings are from Raphael et al. [73].
Table 3.1: Template numbers required to cover j-tuples by DADF / Raphael et
al.’s j-covering
j = 3 j = 4 j = 5
l = 14 14 / 24:7 28 / 74:8 119 / 258:8
l = 15 14 / 31:7 28 / 105:6 182 / 399:3
l = 16 21 / 39 63 / 143:9 322 / 591
l = 17 21 / 48:3 63 / 192 420 / 845:9
l = 18 21 / 58:9 84 / 249:9 588 / 1185:8
l = 19 21 / 71:4 112 / 321:1 826 / 1624
As shown in Table 3.1, it is found that the template numbers required to cover
3-tuples by a DADF are 14 (when the lengths of motifs are 14 and 15) and 21 (when
the lengths of motifs are from 16 to 19). But in Raphael et al.’s j-covering, the
number of templates increases from 24:7 to 71:4. The number of templates covering
3-tuples by a DADF can be reduced by 43%, 55%, 46%, 57%, 65%, 70% against
the number of templates used in Raphael et al.’s 3-covering for the planted (14; 3)-,
(15; 3)-, (16; 3)-, (17; 3)-, (18; 3)-, (19; 3)-motif ﬁnding problems.
To form 4-coverings by DADFs, the number of templates needed is much less
than the one used in Raphael et al.’s 4-covering. Speciﬁcally, when the lengths
of motif arse 14 and 15, 28 templates are suﬃcient for forming a 4-covering by
a DADF, while 74:8 and 105:6 templates are needed respectively in Raphael et
al.’s 4-covering. Under the premise of forming j-coverings with the same j, the
number of templates by using DADFs can be saved by 62% and 73% respectively,
compared with Raphael et al.’s j-covering. When the lengths of motifs are 16 and
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17, 63 templates are suﬃcient to form a 4-covering by a DADF, while 143:9 and
192 templates are need respectively in Raphael et al.’s 4-covering. In the case that
the lengths of motifs becomes a little large, such as 18 and 19, more templates are
needed to cover 4-tuples by a DADF and Raphael et al.’s 4-covering.
To forming 5-coverings by DADFs, the number of templates needed are in-
creased associated with lengths of motifs. When the lengths of motifs are 14 and
15, less than 200 templates are suﬃcient for forming a 5-covering by a DADF, the
number of templates is nearly twice of the one in DADFs (399:3 templates) by us-
ing Raphael et al.’s 5-covering. The worst case is when the length of the motif is
19, 1624 templates are needed by using Raphael et al.’s 4-covering, while only 826
templates are suﬃcient for forming a 5-covering by a DADF, that is, more than
50% templates can be saved.
Therefore, for each listed value of l, the numbers of blocks needed to form j-
covering by DADFs are less than one-third to one-half of those by Raphael et al.’s
j-coverings.
In this way, the (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-DADF we introduced can generate a
low-dispersion sequence db  2(k   j) with a small number of blocks, where j
represents the strength of the corresponding covering. At this point, choosing the
blocks of the (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-DADF as templates not only can promote the
eﬃciency of the uniform projection algorithm by a factor of k=l, but also can make
the algorithm reaching the global maximum by Theorem 1. In the following, we
brieﬂy denote such an (l; k; f1; 2;    ; ug)-DADF as j-(l; k)-DADF.
Furthermore, our experiment shows that the distribution of blocks of a j-(l; k)-
DADF basically agrees with the distribution of the template space. The following
ﬁgure (Figure 3.2) shows the average distribution of blocks of 20 randomly con-
structed 2-(14; 7)-DADFs, the template space of (14; 7)-motif ﬁnding problem, and
the average distribution of the blocks of 20 randomly constructed 2-(14; 7; 1) cov-
erings. The corresponding 20 DADFs and 20 coverings are listed in Appendix 1. It
can be seen that the distribution of blocks of DADFs and the distribution of the
template space are nearly the same.
The projection algorithm using blocks of DADFs as templates is called the
low-dispersion projection algorithm (LDPA). The ﬂowchart of LDPA is shown in
Figure 3.3. It improves the random projection algorithm by using the blocks of a j-
(l; k)-DADF as templates, instead of the randomly chosen templates. It is believed
that using the blocks of DADFs as templates can provide a better sampling on the
template space, promote the eﬃciency of the projection algorithm, and eventually
result in the global maximum of the motif ﬁnding problem.
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of blocks of DADFs, template space and the blocks of
coverings
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Figure 3.3: The ﬂowchart of the low-dispersion projection algorithm
3.3 Experimental results
Buhler described the random projection algorithm in his PhD Thesis [15], and
designed a corresponding C++ implementation called Projection Genomics Toolkit
for the random projection algorithm. Projection Genomics Toolkit can be down-
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loaded at http://www1.cse.wustl.edu/ jbuhler/pgt/. According to the illustration
of Projection Genomics Toolkit, the implementation performed well when l is equal
to 15 s 20 and d is equal to 0:1l s 0:25l.
In order to compare the low-dispersion projection algorithm with the random
projection algorithm, we modiﬁed Buhler’s C++ implementation by changing the
random template generation routine to our DADF construction scheme. The source
code of our DADF construction scheme can be found in Appendix 2. The pseudo-
code of the low-dispersion projection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1: Low-Dispersion Projection Algorithm
Input the background sequences S = fS1; S2; : : : ; Sng, the motif length l,
the number of substituted positions d, the template size k;
Generate DADFs in the cyclic group Zl of b blocks with block size k and a
hash table HT of size 4k initialized with 0;
e = 0;
while e < b do
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
r  Projection(Si;j ; Blocke);
HT (r) + +;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
r  Projection(Si;j ; Blocke);
if HT (r) + + > s then
motifSi;j ++;
e++;
Reﬁll HT with 0;
for i 1 to n do
for j  1 to m  l + 1 do
si  Max(motifSi;j);
return s = fs1; s2; : : : ; sng;
It should be noted that in Buhler’s implementation [15], the hash table thresh-
old is s = 4, the template size is k = 8, and the number of iterations is
mRP = d log(1  q)
logBn;p(s)
e:
In our simulation, we continue to use the parameters s = 4 and k = 8. For the sim-
ulation of every planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, an (l; k)-DADF is constructed
randomly. Then all blocks of the DADF are used as templates to perform the low-
dispersion projection algorithm. The construction of DADFs is executed according
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to the following principle: on the precondition of j  4, it is required that the
number of blocks b be as small as possible, so that each j0-tuple with j0  j is
covered by the blocks as evenly as possible. Although large j decreases the disper-
sion of blocks, the number of blocks b will also increase correspondingly. In our
construction, it takes j = 4 or j = 5. The simulation for every planted (l; d)-motif
ﬁnding problem is repeated for 100 times, and correspondingly, a new (l; k)-DADF
is constructed at the beginning of each simulation. In our construction, the number
of blocks in each (l; k)-DADF on the cyclic group Zl with l = 15; 16; 17; 18; 19, is
b = 24; 128; 40; 256; 64 respectively, that is, the smallest number for the construction
of each (l; k)-DADF.
Table 3.2 shows a comparison between the random projection algorithm (RPA)
and the low-dispersion projection algorithm (LDPA) in dealing with the (l; d)-motif
ﬁnding problem on n = 20 DNA sequences of length m = 600. For each (l; d)-motif
ﬁnding problem, average performance coeﬃcients of the low-dispersion projection
algorithm over 100 random experiments are reported. Setting nf to be the number
of instances that an algorithm can not recover the planted consensus, the success
rate is deﬁned as SC = 1  nf
100
. The success rates of the random projection al-
gorithm and the low-dispersion projection algorithm on solving planted (15; 3)-,
(16; 4)-, (17; 4)-, (18; 5)-, (19; 5)-motif ﬁnding problems are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Success rates of the random projection algorithm (RPA) vs. the low-
dispersion projection algorithm (LDPA)
l d success rate of RPA success rate of LDPA
15 3 0.98 0.98
16 4 0.95 0.95
17 4 0.97 0.97
18 5 0.89 0.95
19 5 0.93 0.95
For those instances that the random projection algorithm can solve the mo-
tif ﬁnding problem successfully, the low-dispersion projection algorithm can also
achieve success. When both the random projection algorithm and the low-dispersion
projection algorithm failed, sometimes the low-dispersion projection algorithm can
recover motifs which are closer to the planted motifs in position. When solving
the (19; 5)-, (18; 5)-motif ﬁnding problems, the low-dispersion projection algorithm
achieves a higher success rate than the random projection algorithm does.
The number of templates used in the random projection algorithm and the
low-dispersion projection algorithm on solving the planted (15; 3)-, (16; 4)-, (17; 4)-,
(18; 5)-, (19; 5)-motif ﬁnding problems are shown in Table 3.3.
Compared with the random projection algorithm, at most half of the templates
are needed to solve the same motif ﬁnding problem by the low-dispersion projec-
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Table 3.3: The number of templates used in the random projection algorithm (RPA)
vs. the low-dispersion projection algorithm (LDPA)
l d Template nb. of RPA Template nb. of LDPA
15 3 47 24
16 4 462 128
17 4 155 40
18 5 1205 256
19 5 413 64
tion algorithm. The costs in computational time and memory for the construction
of the corresponding DADFs can be ignored, and the reduction in running times
using the low-dispersion projection versus random projection approximately equals
the reduction in the number of templates (15%  50%), because the most time
consuming step of both algorithms is the EM reﬁnement strategy.
In Raphael et al.’s simulation on the uniform projection algorithm, since the
stopping criterion is diﬃcult to determine, Raphael et al. had no choice but to use
a greedy approach to construct covering structures, and by two kinds of repeating
experiments, the reduction of templates is 20% compared with the random pro-
jection algorithm. The experiments designed by Raphael et al. are described in
Section 2.3. In our low-dispersion projection algorithm, diﬀerent to the“greedy”
construction strategy used by Raphael et al., the number of blocks in our DADF
is determined. From the combinatorial point of view, our low-dispersion projection
algorithm can promote the eﬃciency of the uniform projection algorithm by a factor
of
k
l
. On the other hand, the low-dispersion projection algorithm not only improves
the eﬃciency of the uniform projection algorithm, the combinatorial structure used
in the low-dispersion projection algorithm also has superiorities compared with the
covering structure used in the uniform projection algorithm. Detailed discussion
can be seen at Section 3.2. Based on the above discussion, there is no need to com-
pare the uniform projection algorithm with the low-dispersion projection algorithm
by simulation experiments.
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Chapter 4
The Planted Edited Motif
Finding Problem
This section starts by recalling the planted edited motif ﬁnding problem, then
some analyses on EM, GA and the gene-set based GA for motif ﬁnding problems.
The analyses give some hints from theoretical aspect to combine GA with EM to
solve the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem. It needs to point out that
some EM-based algorithms have been reported to solve the edited motif ﬁnding
problems, but these algorithms are sensitive to the initial values and may trap
in local optima. Also, some algorithms have been developed to solve the edited
motif ﬁnding problem with some restrictions, such as only insertions or deletions
are allowed in motifs. The edited motif ﬁnding problem is the problem focusing on
ﬁnding motifs with substitutions, deletions and insertions. All patterns satisfying
the condition that at least q occurrences of the pattern can be found in the n
background sequences are taken as motifs. Compared with the edited motif ﬁnding
problem, the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is proposed by implanting
motifs in the background sequences to specify the existence of motif occurrences,
which is more convenient for algorithm evaluation.
4.1 The planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem
In the edited motif ﬁnding problem (see Section 1.3.2), motifs may have d-
iﬀerent lengths (induced by deletions and/or insertions of nucleoside), and each
background sequence may contain multiple motifs. The edited motif ﬁnding prob-
lem is in some sense blurred and indistinct, since it is possible to contain more
than one pattern in database DB that can satisfy the requirements. This will make
extra time-consumption in ﬁnding“real”motifs and also degenerate accuracy for
motif ﬁnding. In order to specify the problem, the following planted edited mo-
tif ﬁnding problem is proposed (see Section 1.3.2). In the following of this thesis,
the motif ﬁnding problem will be discussed as follows. Let M be a consensus of
length l in common generated independently at random. n Motifs are generated as
mutations from M in at most d diﬀerent positions by substitutions, deletions and
insertions. S1; S2; : : : ; Sn are n background sequences of length m, which are gen-
erated independently at random. The n motifs are assigned to random positions of
the background sequences. Let Si;j denote the base at position j in Si, and subSi;j
denote the subsequence of length l starting from position j in Si. Then we have
subSi;j = Si;jSi;j+1 : : : Si;j+l 1. In the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem,
it is assumed that there may be zero or more non-overlapping occurrences of M in
each sequence.
An example of the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, the planted
edited (13; 2)-motif ﬁnding problem, is indicated in Figure 4.1.
4.2 The EM algorithm used for motif ﬁnding
Lawrence et al. [44] introduced EM as a method of solving the planted (l; d)-
motif ﬁnding problem. The idea behind the algorithm is that, if the exact positions
of motifs in background sequences are known, these motifs of a uniform length l
can be aligned, and the observed frequencies of the letters in each column of the
alignment could be used as a model of the consensus. The construction of the
consensus model is by PWM (position weight matrix). For example, considering
the following 10 DNA subsequences of length l = 9,
ATTCGTCGG,
ATGCTGCGA,
TTTCGCAGG,
ACTAGTCGG,
ATTCATGTT ,
GGTGGTCAT ,
CTTTGTTCC,
AACCGACGG,
CTAGCTGCG,
ATCTACCTG.
The corresponding PFM (position frequency matrix) is:
M =
26664
6 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 7 6 2 1 6 1 2 2
2 1 2 5 1 2 6 2 1
1 1 1 2 6 1 2 5 6
37775 ;
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Figure 4.1: An example of the planted edited (13; 2)-motif ﬁnding problem
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and the resulting PWM is:
M =
26664
0:6 0:1 0:1 0:1 0:2 0:1 0:1 0:1 0:1
0:1 0:7 0:6 0:2 0:1 0:6 0:1 0:2 0:2
0:2 0:1 0:2 0:5 0:1 0:2 0:6 0:2 0:1
0:1 0:1 0:1 0:2 0:6 0:1 0:2 0:5 0:6
37775 :
It should be noticed that the use of EM is diﬀerent according to the motif
ﬁnding problem. In the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, it assumes that there is
exactly one occurrence per sequence of the consensus in the background sequences.
In the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, it is assumed that there may
be zero or more non-overlapping occurrences of the consensus in each background
sequence. Based on the the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, EM is described
as follows.
EM gives out not only the consensus M itself, but also a probabilistic model
of the consensus and the background sequences. In the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding
problem, the probabilities of background sequences can be ignored and only the
probabilities of the bases in the consensus are considered. Suppose that the length
of the consensus is l, we can describe the probability model as
M =
26664
A;1 A;2 : : : A;l
T;1 T;2 : : : T;l
C;1 C;2 : : : C;l
G;1 G;2 : : : G;l
37775 ; (4.1)
where a;j is the probability of base a occurring at position j in the consensus,
a = fA; T;C;Gg, j = 1; 2; : : : ; l.
In order to search motifs that can ﬁt the consensus model, EM estimates the
probability zij that a motif starts at position j in sequence Si. The probabilities zij
are then used to reestimate the frequency a;j of base a in position j of the motifs,
a = fA; T;C;Gg, j = 1; 2; : : : ; l. Here the reestimation is based on maximizing the
likelihood function of the consensus model. The speciﬁc process is as follows.
Firstly, it is supposed that the frequency M and the motif starting positions
in background sequences are known. Yij = 1 if and only if the motif in sequence
Si starts at position j, else Yij = 0. Then the probability of sequence Si given the
motif in sequence Si starting at position j can be computed.
P (SijYij = 1;M) =
lY
k=1
MSi;j+k 1;k:
The Bayes formula is necessary for the aim of computing zij by the above
formula.
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P (AjB) = P (BjA)P (A)
P (B)
:
Then we can get that
zij = P (Yij = 1jM; Si) = P (SijYij = 1;
M)P0Pm l+1
k=1 P (SijYik = 1;M)P0
where P0 = 1m l+1 is the prior probability of motif occurrence at each position in
Si. The above formula can be written as
zij =
P (SijYij = 1;M)Pm l+1
k=1 P (SijYik = 1;M)
:
The above zij , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, j = 1; 2; : : : ;m l+1, are then used to reestimate
the consensus model M by maximizing the joint likelihood
logL =
nX
i=1
m l+1X
j=1
zijlogP (SijYij = 1;M) + nlog 1
m  l + 1 :
EM makes iterative of the above process to ﬁnd a solution that can maximize
the likelihood ratio. EM used in the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem will
be discussed in Section 5.2.
It should also be noticed that EM can quickly converge to local optima. Once
EM reaches local optima, it will be trapped in the local optima. So far, the methods
of avoiding EM trapped in local optima is mainly focusing on choosing appropriate
initial values. In this thesis, the local optima avoiding strategy will be implemented
by the genetic algorithm.
4.3 The genetic algorithm used for motif ﬁnding
GA is a random heuristic search algorithm based on the evolutionary ideas of
natural selection, and is used to solve optimization problems. Although randomised,
GA is by no means random, instead GA exploits historical information to direct
the search into the region of better performance within the search space. The basic
operations of GA are designed to simulate processes of natural evolution, under the
principles“survival of the ﬁttest”laid down by Charles Darwin.
Generally, GA is described as follows.
Step 1. Generate N individual solutions randomly to form the population of
the ﬁrst generation.
Step 2. Evaluate each individual solution by a ﬁtness function, and sort the
individual solutions by their ﬁtness values, the“ﬁtter” individual solutions are
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selected.
Step 3. Perform genetic operations (usually crossover and mutation) on the
selected individual solutions to breed a new generation.
Step 4. If the termination criterion is not satisﬁed, go to Step 2; otherwise
stop the algorithm and take the individual solution with the largest ﬁtness value of
the current generation as the outcome.
The procedure of GA is depicted in Figure 4.2. And the detailed description
of the procedure of GA will be given in the following.
Figure 4.2: The procedure of GA.
In order to solve an optimization problem by using GA, a population is main-
tained for each generation of GA. Each individual of the population represents a
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possible solution to the optimization problem, and is coded as a ﬁnite length vector
of components in terms of some alphabet, usually the binary alphabet f0; 1g. To
continue the genetic analogy, these individuals are likened to chromosomes and the
components are analogous to genes. Thus a chromosome (solution) is composed
of several genes (components) as shown in Figure 4.3 (a). For the motif ﬁnding
problems, the coding of individual solutions are diﬀerent according to the problem
requirements. Generally speaking, the following two coding methods are used. If
the motif ﬁnding problem asks to output the recovered consensus, then randomly
generated l-mers can be taken as individual solutions, since each l-mer can be seen
as a vector of bases from fA; T;C;Gg, as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). If the motif
ﬁnding problem asks to output the consensus model, then individual solutions can
be coded as randomly generated position weight matrixes, where a position weight
matrix can also be seen as a vector with the component being a column vector, as
shown in Figure 4.3 (c).
Figure 4.3: The coding of individual solutions in GA.
For the value of N in Step 1, generally speaking, a range of numbers will
be tested before a size that seems to work best on the problem is determined.
Recently, Roeva et al. did a series of experiments to arrival at a conclusion: the
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optimal population size is N=100 [76]. Further increase of the population size above
100 does not improve the solution accuracy. On the contrary, the computational
time is increased signiﬁcantly. Typically, the population of the ﬁrst generation is
generated randomly. Under this situation, the eﬃciency of GA will be reduced if
the population size is large. Some research had been done on generating the initial
population, such as the metric approach [21].
In step 2, a ﬁtness function is used to compute the“compete”abilities of
individual solutions. According to the principle of survival of the ﬁttest, the more
competitive individuals are selected to breed oﬀsprings, and those of less competitive
are discarded. The ﬁtness function lies on the optimization problem, and is designed
to discriminate the abilities of individual solutions on solving the problem.
The crossover operation and mutation operation in Step 3 are implemented
according to the crossover rate pcro and the mutation rate pmu.
There is evidence showing that the crossover rate and the mutation rate are
critical to the success of GA [17, 62]. According to Lin et al. [52], the crossover
operation is used to generate oﬀsprings with the probability that good individual
solutions can generate better ones, and the mutation operation is used for leading
to additional genetic diversity to help GA escape from local optima. Then the
crossover rate controls the capability of GA in exploiting a located hill to reach the
local optimum, and the mutation rate controls the speed of GA in exploring a new
area. The rates are set in advance according to the problem. Typical values of pcro
are in the range 0:5 s 1:0, while typical values of pmu are in the range 0:001 s 0:05.
Lin et al. proposed a crossover and mutation rates adapting scheme, in which the
crossover and mutation rates are adapted in response to evaluation results of the
respective oﬀspring in the next generation [52].
The following three kinds of termination criterions have been traditionally em-
ployed for GA [78]:
 A ﬁxed number of generations is reached.
 An individual solution reaches a speciﬁed ﬁtness level.
 The chance of achieving signiﬁcant changes in next generations is excessively
low.
Recently, GA is introduced to solve the motif ﬁnding problem. In the planted
(l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, GA works well on ﬁnding the desirable consensus [18,
53]. This is because, if there is no time limit, GA can converge to the global
optimum [77]. In 2008, Hong and Wu designed a variant of GA called the gene-set
based genetic algorithm (HGA) by using gene-sets, which is deﬁned as a set of two
or more neighboring genes, to speed up the convergence of GA [32]. Diﬀerent from
making genetic operations on individual genes, HGA takes neighboring genes as
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a unit and operates like a composite gene. By this strategy, the operation length
is signiﬁcantly reduced, and the convergence speed is then faster than that in the
original GA. The genetic operators used in HGA are, same as in the original GA,
crossover and mutation, but the operation approach is modiﬁed to adapt gene-sets.
It is claimed by Hong and Wu that the adapted operation approach can escape local
optimum, in the meantime, converge faster than the original GA [32].
The mutation operation designed for HGA does not aim at each individual
gene but gene-set instead. With a preset mutation probability pmu, the mutation
operator will convert the chosen gene-set into another one. It should be noted that
the probability that a chosen gene-set mutates into another one is taken equally
for every possible gene-set oﬀspring. Taking DNA sequences as an example, the
probability can be computed as 14u 1 in motif ﬁnding problem, where u is the
size of gene-set. In the original GA, a mutation probability is assigned to each
individual gene, so that the mutation probability for a set of u consecutive genes
simultaneously mutates into another set of u consecutive genes may not be 14u 1 .
HGA can derive oﬀsprings with a large diversity than the original GA.
Similar to the mutation operation, HGA makes crossover on the boundary
of gene-sets. For two parents chosen with a preset crossover probability pcro, the
crossover point is chosen randomly at the same boundary of gene-sets. The two
parents will crossover to generate two oﬀsprings. It should be noted that the average
length of substrings in the crossover operation in HGA is longer than that in the
original GA. Consequently, the crossover operation in HGA causes a large diﬀerence
between parents and oﬀsprings.
4.4 The hierarchical gene-set genetics based algorithm
revisited
Diﬀerent variants of GA are proposed to speed up the convergency, but either of
them can give a time limit on the algorithm. For the above reason, many researcher
begin to combine GA with other optimization algorithms, such as random projection
[33], EM [13, 48], to solve the motif ﬁnding problems. In Le et al.’s paper [45], they
proposed a new algorithm, HIGEDA, applicable to either DNA or protein sequences,
which combines HGA [32] with EM and the dynamic programming (DP) to ﬁnd
motifs with gaps. HIGEDA performs well because that the quickly converging
features of EM can speed up GA, on the other hand, GA makes EM getting out of
the trap of local optima by managing initial values of EM.
Same as EM, HIGEDA ﬁrstly gives out a consensus model M , where a;j is
the probability of base a occurring at position j in the consensus, a = fA; T;C;Gg,
j = 1; 2; : : : ; l. In order to ﬁnd motifs with gaps, the consensus model contains gap
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probabilities  ;j representing the probability of gap   occurring at position j in
the consensus, j = 1; 2; : : : ; l.
M =
26666664
 ;1  ;2 : : :  ;l
A;1 A;2 : : : A;l
T;1 T;2 : : : T;l
C;1 C;2 : : : C;l
G;1 G;2 : : : G;l
37777775 : (4.2)
For a subsequence s from the background sequence, HIGEDA uses the best
alignment of the consensus model on the background sequences, where the align-
ments are generated by dynamic programming, to make the model ﬁt the best
conserved forms of motifs of interest. Let Uj;k be the best alignment score up to
the j-th symbol sj in s and column k of M. To control the occurrence of gaps,
Le et al. deﬁned PPM , POG and PEG as the reward for a perfect match and
the penalties for opening and extending a gap, respectively. Uj;k is calculated as
follows:
Uj;k =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Msj ;1; j = k = 0;
Uj 1;k 1  PPM  Msj ;k+1; j = k;
Uj;k 1  PG  (1  Msj+1;k+1); j = 0; k > j;
maxfUj 1;k 1  PPM  Msj ;k+1;
Uj;k 1  PG  (1  Msj+1;k+1)g; else
where PG is either PEG or POG depending on the gap status at column k.
After the alignment of a subsequence s with the consensus model M, as de-
scribed in EM, HIGEDA can ﬁnd the most suitable consensus model by maximizing
the expectation of the joint likelihood of the model.
The outline of HIGEDA is described as follows.
Input: The background sequences S, the motif length l.
Output: The recovered motif.
Step 1. Take the consensus model as the representation of the problem, and
generate N motif models independently at random as individuals to form the initial
population of the gene-set based GA.
Step 2. Apply EM once to optimize each individual in the current population.
Step 3. Apply the genetic operators on the N individuals to expand the size
of the current population to 2N .
Step 4. Evaluate the 2N individuals by a ﬁtness function, choose the“best”
N individuals to form the next population.
Step 5. If the termination criterion is not satisﬁed, go to Step 2; otherwise stop
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the algorithm and take the optimum of the current population as the candidate,
run EM with the candidate until convergent to obtain the consensus model. Output
the recovered consensus obtained from the consensus model.
Le et al. showed that HIGEDA can eﬀectively estimate its model parameters
without the greedy searches used in MEME. Because HIGEDA uses a set of mo-
tif seeds generated randomly, it outperforms MEME, GLAM2 and several other
algorithms in ﬁnding subtle, more degenerate and gapped motifs.
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Chapter 5
The Genetic Algorithm with
Expectation Maximization
For a speciﬁed position in motifs, usually only observed bases (A; T;C;G or
an unknown base) can be counted to compute probabilities in the position weight
matrix. The probabilities of recovering deleted bases in motifs can be computed
because the symbol“ ”represents both the recovering operation and an unknown
base (the deleted base), therefore can be counted for each position in motifs. But
for inserted bases in motifs, the base removing operations can not be regarded as
any observed base and thus the probabilities of removing operations can not be
counted in columns of the position weight matrix.
In this chapter, we use a skilled method to add probabilities of removing bases
from motifs to Le et al.’s consensus model. The developed consensus model can
represent motifs with substitutions, deletions and insertions. Then a new dynamic
alignment is designed to ﬁt the new consensus model to the background sequences.
We name this improved algorithm the expectation maximized genetic algorithm
(GAEM in short), because it incorporates GA with EM. We test GAEM on both
simulated DNA datasets and DNA transcription factor binding site datasets. The
planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is used for testing GAEM on simulated
datasets. Simulation results show that GAEM can solve the planted edited (l; d)-
motif ﬁnding problem successfully. A comparison between GAEM and HIGEDA
is made on 7 groups of simulated data for the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding
problem, where (l; d) = (13; 2), (14; 2), (15; 3), (16; 4), (17; 4), (18; 5), (19; 5). The
comparison results show that GAEM can solve the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding
problem with a high and stable success rate, while HIGEDA fails to solve most of
the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem. We also use GAEM to identify
DNA transcription factor binding sites in realistic DNA datasets. Speciﬁcally, one
eukaryotic dataset, ere, and four Escherichia coli datasets, crp, arcA, argR, purR,
are used to compare GAEM with HIGEDA, GLAM2 and MEME. Simulation results
show that GAEM performs better on ﬁnding motifs in realistic DNA datasets as
compared with the other three algorithms.
In the following part, we ﬁrst give the outline of our expectation maximized
genetic algorithm, then we discuss every procedure of the algorithm.
Input: The background sequences S1; S2; : : : ; Sn, the consensus M of length l
and the number of mutated bases d.
Output: The recovered consensus.
Step 1. Take the consensus model as the representation of the problem, and
generate N consensus models independently at random as individuals to form the
population of the ﬁrst generation.
Step 2. Apply EM once to optimize each individual in the current generation.
Step 3. Evaluate each individual solution by a ﬁtness function, and sort the
individual solutions by their ﬁtness values, the“ﬁtter” individual solutions are
selected.
Step 4. Perform genetic operations (here we use the genetic operations used
in HGA) on the selected individual solutions to breed a new generation.
Step 5. If the termination criterion is not satisﬁed, go to Step 2; otherwise
stop the algorithm and take the optimum of the current generation as the candidate,
run EM with the candidate until convergent to obtain the consensus model. Output
the recovered consensus obtained from the consensus model.
The ﬂowchart of the genetic algorithm with expectation maximization is de-
picted as Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The ﬂowchart of GAEM.
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5.1 The consensus model
In Step 1, N consensus models of the form that described in Figure 5.2 are
generated independently at random.
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Figure 5.2: The consensus model in GAEM
In order to explain the meaning of the above consensus model, we divide the
position weight matrix into six parts. B  in part ¬ represents the probability
that inserting a“ ”in the background sequences. In part ­, M ;j represents the
probability that inserting a“ ”at position j in the consensus. Ba in part ® is
the probability that base a occurs in the background sequences, Ma;j in part ¯ is
the probability that base a occurs at position j in the consensus. Bba in part °
denotes the probability that, after removing a base in the background sequences,
the taking over base is a, Mba;j in part ± denotes the probability that, after removing
the base in position j, the base a takes over the position j in the consensus. Here,
t = 4 for DNA sequences, t = 20 for protein sequences. We known that B  = 0
and Bca1 = Bca2 = : : : = Bbat = 0 because neither deletion nor insertion happens in the
background sequences. We assume that M ;0 = 0 and 
Mca1;0 = Mca2;0 = : : : = Mbat;0 = 0,
that is, neither deletion nor insertion happens in the ﬁrst position of the consensus.
Let Mj = [
M
 ;j ; 
M
a1;j
; : : : ; Mat;j ; 
Mca1;j ; : : : ; Mbat;j ]T , j = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1.
Compared with the consensus model given by Le et al. [45], parts °, ± are
added to illustrate the probabilities of removing bases from motifs.
The number N is known as the population size. Roeva et al. [76] suggested
that the optimal population size be 100. They claimed that further increase in
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population does not improve the solution accuracy; on the contrary, it increases the
computational time signiﬁcantly.
5.2 The EM algorithm used in GAEM
In Step 2, every consensus model  is maximized by EM once. The basis of
the maximization is formed by the following maximum likelihood estimate, where
L represents the likelihood function.
logL =
nX
i=1
m l+1X
j=1
h
(1  zi;j)logP (SijYi;j = 1;B) + zi;jlogP (SijYi;j = 1;M)
+ (1  zi;j)log(1  P0) + zi;jlogP0
i
;
(5.1)
in which zi;j represents the probability that a motif starts at position j in sequence
Si, Yi;j = 1 if and only if the motif in sequence Si starts at position j, else Yi;j = 0,
P0 represents the prior probability of the motif occurrence at each possible posi-
tion. EM takes every possible position in the background sequences as a starting
position of a motif, and computes the probability of the subsequence s of length
l at every position under the consensus model . Conversely, the probabilities of
every subsequence of length l are used to reestimate the consensus model . In
the process, it is necessary to make alignment between the consensus model  and
the subsequence s. This alignment is based on the dynamic programming, which is
a method for solving complex problems by breaking them down into simpler sub-
problems. The idea behind dynamic programming is quite simple. In general, to
solve a given problem, we need to solve diﬀerent subproblems, then combine the
solutions of the subproblems to reach an overall solution. Here both deletions and
insertions are allowed in the alignment. Since it is supposed that neither deletion
nor insertion happens in the ﬁrst position of a motif, the ﬁrst base of a subsequence
of length l should be aligned with the ﬁrst column of M. Bases starting from the
second position can align with Ma;j , 
M
 ;j or 
Mba;j to achieve the best alignment, where
a 2 fa1; a2; : : : ; atg and j = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1.
Let Aj;k denote the dynamic alignment score up to the j-th base of s =
s0s1 : : : sl 1 and column k of M, j = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1, k = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1. Let
Pen be the penalty for edit operations, that is the operations required to transform
one subsequence into the other. The operations include substitutions, deletions and
insertions. We set that Pen = 0:998 when the edit operation is the e-th time of
edit operations with e  d, Pen = 0:325 otherwise. For a subsequence s of length l
and a given M, we use recurrence 5.2 to compute the dynamic alignment score.
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Aj;k =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Msj ;1; j = k = 0;
Aj;k 1  M ;k  Pen; j = 0; k > j;
Aj 1;k  Mdsj+1;k+1  Pen; k = 0; j > k;
maxfAj 1;k 1  Msj ;k; Aj;k 1  M ;k  Peng; j > 0; k  j;
maxfAj 1;k  Mdsj+1;k+1  Pen; Aj 1;k 1  Msj ;kg; k > 0; j > k.
(5.2)
Taking l = 5 as an example, we use the edited graph, Figure 5.3, to illustrate
the above recurrence. The edit graph is an acyclic directed graph with weight on
each edge, and a shortest path can be found from the graph to give the best solution
of the problem.
0 1 2 3 4
s0
s1
s2
s3
s4
Figure 5.3: The edit graph of Aj;k with l = 5
In order to clarify the process of calculating dynamic alignment score of a
subsequence by recurrence 5.2, we provide an example of a consensus model 
and an alignment of a DNA subsequence s with M. Let M = ACGTA be the
consensus, s = ATCTA be the motif derived from M by deleting base G in the
third position and inserting base T after the ﬁrst position. Suppose the consensus
model is given in Table 5.1. Here the part M is designed bias to the consensus
M = ACGTA in order to reveal the recurrence 5.2. The dynamic alignment scores
of s = ATCAT with M is given in Table 5.2, and the alignment graph is given in
Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.1: An example of the consensus model with l = 5
B M0 
M
1 
M
2 
M
3 
M
4
  0 0 0:02 0:60 0:02 0:02
A 0:27 0:85 0:08 0:08 0:10 0:88
T 0:25 0:02 0:02 0:06 0:55 0:01
C 0:23 0:10 0:20 0:05 0:08 0:02
G 0:25 0:03 0:05 0:07 0:04 0:02bA 0 0 0:03 0:04 0:06 0:01bT 0 0 0:02 0:03 0:07 0:01bC 0 0 0:55 0:04 0:05 0:02bG 0 0 0:03 0:03 0:03 0:01
Table 5.2: The dynamic alignment score of s = ATCTA and M in Table 5.1
M0 
M
1 
M
2 
M
3 
M
4
A 0:8500000 0:0085000 0:0051000 0:0001020 0:0000020
T 0:4675000 0:0255000 0:0153000 0:0028050 0:0000561
C 0:1402500 0:0935000 0:0561000 0:0012240 0:0000561
T 0:0042075 0:0042075 0:0056100 0:0308550 0:0006171
A 0:0008415 0:0003366 0:0002805 0:0006171 0.0271524
The best alignment should be searched from the last line and the last column
of the Table 5.2. Here we use s0 to denote the best alignment of s with respect to
M. It can be seen from the above alignment that the largest alignment score is
A4;4 = 0:0271524. By retarcing the steps in the dynamic programming, the best
alignment of s = ATCTA with respect to M is s0 = AC TA.
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0 1 2 3 4
A
T
C
T
A
Figure 5.4: The alignment grid for s = ATCTA and M in Table 5.1
It should be noticed that for a subsequence subS, when the best alignment score
is Aj;k with j < k, the last few bases of subS are excluded from the best alignment
subS0 because gaps are inserted in subS. Similarly, when the best alignment score is
Aj;k with j > k, it means that some bases in subS are deleted. Then bases followed
subS in the background sequence are brought up to ﬁll subS into subS0 of length l.
By this implementation, the motifs become to have a uniform length l.
Expectation Step: We use the following formula 5.3 to estimate zi;j(t) ac-
cording to each consensus model (t) in the t-th iteration in EM.
zi;j
(t) =
P (SijYi;j = 1;M(t))P0(t)
P (SijYi;k = 1;M(t))P0(t) + P (SijYi;k 6= 1;B(t))(1  P0(t))
: (5.3)
Here the computation of P (SijYi;j = 1;M(t)) is based on the dynamic alignment
with M(t).
P (SijYi;j = 1;M(t)) =
l 1Y
k=0
MS0i;j+k 1;k
(t)
:
Maximization Step: After the estimation of zi;j , EM reestimates M by
the values of zi;j obtained from the expectation step. The reestimation is based
on the maximization of the likelihood logL. Let I be the indicator function that
satisfying I(si;j = a) = 1 if si;j = a, I(si;j = a) = 0 otherwise. The observed base
frequencies inside motifs are as follows, where a 2 f ; a1; a2; : : : ; at; ba1; ba2; : : : ; batg,
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k = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1.
na;k
(t+1) =
nX
i=1
m l+1X
j=1
zi;j
(t)I(s
0
i;j+k 1=a):
The base frequencies of the background sequences are as follows:
na
(t+1) = totala  
l 1X
k=0
na;k
(t+1);
where totala is the total number of base a in the background sequences, a 2
fa1; a2; : : : ; atg. The consensus model is reestimated as
Ma;k
(t+1)
=
na;k
(t+1) + da;kP
a na;k
(t+1) + da;k
;
Ba
(t+1)
=
na
(t+1) + daP
a na
(t+1) + da
;
where k = 0; 1; : : : ; l 1, da;k and da are pseudo-counts which are used to incorporate
background information into EM by Bailey and Elkan in [10].
The prior probability of the motif occurrence can be reestimated by the formula
P0
(t+1) =
Pn
i=1
Pm l+1
j=1 zi;j
(t)
n(m  l + 1) :
EM can quickly converge to local optima. Once EM reaches a local optimum,
it will be trapped in the local optimum. Methods enabling EM to escape from local
optima have been introduced, mainly by choosing appropriate initial values. The
local optima avoiding strategy will be implemented in this thesis by the gene-set
based genetic algorithm (HGA) [32]. Note that GA has been used in solving motif
ﬁnding problems for a while [18, 48, 53, 69].
5.3 The ﬁtness function of GAEM
In GAEM, the posterior score is used as the ﬁtness function of the gene-set
based GA. The posterior score of subSi;j under a given consensus model  is deﬁned
as
posterior(subSi;j) = log
P (subS0i;j jM)P0
P (subSi;j jB)(1  P0) :
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Then the posterior score of the background sequence under the consensus model
can be computed as
posterior(S) =
nX
i=1
m l+1X
j=1
log
P (subS0i;j jM)P0
P (subSi;j jB)(1  P0) :
We take the above posterior score as the ﬁtness function.
fitness(M) =
nX
i=1
m l+1X
j=1
log
P (subS0i;j jM)P0
P (subSi;j jB)(1  P0) :
It should be noted that GA converges to the global optimum if and only if the
individuals with the highest ﬁtness value in the current population are remain un-
changed to the next population. This“best individual”retaining strategy is called
elitist selection.
5.4 Results and discussion
We modiﬁed Le et al.’s C++ implementation [45] to generate our GAEM’s
implementation. The source code of GAEM is in Appendix 4. The pseudo-code
of the GAEM is described in Algorithm 5.1. GAEM is tested and compared with
HIGEDA by solving 7 groups of the simulated planted edited (l; d)-motif problem.
GAEM is also tested and compared with HIGEDA, GLAM2 and MEME on iden-
tifying DNA transcription factor binding sites in realistic DNA datasets. Let M
denote the real consensus and T be the consensus recovered by a motif ﬁnding
algorithm. We deﬁne the performance value of a motif ﬁnding algorithm as
Per =
jM \ T j
l
;
in which jM \ T j is the number of bases that T matches with M corresponding to
each position. It should be noted that for every position, a motif ﬁnding algorithm
may give multiple outcomes. In this case, the number of bases should be counted
with a penalty. For example, suppose that
M = GTACGAAG;
T = [ATG][ T ]ACGAAG:
Here [a1a2 : : : at] in position i of the recovered consensus T means that, on sim-
ilar probabilities, the base on position i can be any of the a1; a2; : : : ; at, where
a1; a2; : : : ; at 2 fA; T;C;Gg, t = 2; 3; 4, i = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1. [ ] in position i of the
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recovered consensus T means that the base in position i can not be conﬁrmed,
i = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1. Then the performance value is computed as
Per =
1
3 +
1
2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
8
= 0:8542:
In our GAEM, the population size is N = 100, the number of GA generation
Gn is 72.
Algorithm 5.1: Genetic Algorithm with Expectation Maximization
Input the background sequences S = fS1; S2; : : : ; Sng, the motif length l;
Take the consensus model  as the individual, generate the initial
population with N individuals;
Gn = 0;
while Termination Condition() not satisﬁed do
for individual 1 to N do
 EM(; 1);
for individual 1 to 2N do
fitness Evaluate Fitness(parents&offsprings);
Sort(fitness);
for individual 1 to N do
parent Selection(; fitness);
offspring  Mutation(parent; pmu);
for individual 1 to N=2 do
parentsP1; P2  Selection(; fitness);
offsprings Crossover(P1; P2; pcro);
OptimalIndividual Max (; fitness);
Gn++;
GlobalOptimal EM (OptimalIndividual; convergent);
return GlobalOptimal;
5.4.1 The probabilities of genetic operations in GAEM
Similar to HGA, GAEM takes neighboring genes as a unit and operates like
a composite gene. By this strategy, the operation length is signiﬁcantly reduced,
and the convergence speed is then faster than that in the original GA. The genetic
operations used in GAEM are, the same as in the original GA, crossover and muta-
tion, but the operation approach is modiﬁed to gene-sets. With a preset mutation
probability pmu, the mutation operation will convert the chosen gene-set into an-
other one. The probability that a chosen gene-set mutates into another one is taken
equally for every possible gene-set oﬀspring. And for two parents chosen with a p-
reset crossover probability pcro, the crossover point is chosen randomly at the same
boundary of gene-sets. The two parents will crossover to generate two oﬀsprings.
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It is known that the mutation operation is made to prevent GA from being
trapped in local optimum, but it should not be operated very often, otherwise GA
will in fact turn to a random search. The performance of GA is inﬂuenced by the
values of the mutation probability and the crossover probability. Since the typical
values of pcro are in the range 0:5 s 1:0, while typical values of pmu are in the
range 0:001 s 0:05, in order to ﬁnd out the most suitable probabilities for the
genetic operations in our GAEM, we test our GAEM with the crossover probability
pcro from 0:5 to 1, and the mutation probability pmu from 0:001 to 0:05. We take
the planted edited (13; 2)-motif ﬁnding problem as an example, for every pair of
parameters pcro and pmu, the simulation is repeated for 10 times, and the average
performance is reported in the following line chart of Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Average performance of GAEM on solving the planted edited (13; 2)-
motif ﬁnding problem for pcro equaling 0:5 s 1:0 and pmu equaling 0:001 s 0:05
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It can be seen from Figure 5.5 that when the crossover probability pcro equals
0:9 or 1, and the mutation probability pmu equals 0:001, GAEM performed well.
So in the following simulations, we always hold pcro = 1 and pmu = 0:001.
5.4.2 Simulated DNA datasets
For simulated data, 7 groups of the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem
are generated, where (l; d)=(13; 2), (14; 2), (15; 3), (16; 4), (17; 4), (18; 5), (19; 5).
For every pair (l; d) of parameters, we repeat the simulation for 100 times. In
each simulation, the background sequences consist of 20 sequences of length 600
and contain 20 planted motifs. Each motif has an edit distance at most d with the
consensus. It is not necessary that each background sequence has exactly one motif.
Some sequences may have zero or more motifs. The averages and variances of the
performance value Per of GAEM and HIGEDA are given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Average performance value Per of GAEM/HIGEDA on instances of
planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problems
(l; d) Average of GAEM/HIGEDA Variance of GAEM/HIGEDA
(13; 2) 0:848=0:464 0:025=0:112
(14; 2) 0:898=0:489 0:012=0:066
(15; 3) 0:863=0:412 0:009=0:044
(16; 4) 0:854=0:590 0:007=0:054
(17; 4) 0:876=0:368 0:004=0:024
(18; 5) 0:857=0:536 0:004=0:044
(19; 5) 0:871=0:516 0:002=0:031
It can be seen from Table 5.3 that for a consensus with length l from 13 to 19
and the number of mutated positions from 0:14l to 0:27l, GAEM can recover the
consensus M with a high and stable success rate, while HIGEDA failed on most
of the instances. On the other hand, HIGEDA performed unstably on the planted
edited motif ﬁnding problem. This can be easily explained: HIGEDA was primarily
designed to ﬁnd motifs with substitutions and deletions. As a consequence, for
those instances which have few insertions in motifs, HIGEDA performed well for
recovering the consensus, but for those instances which have massive insertions in
motifs, HIGEDA failed to remove the inserted bases.
5.4.3 DNA transcription factor binding site datasets
We use the same DNA transcription factor binding site datasets used to test
HIGEDA in [45], one eukaryotic dataset: ere, and four Escherichia coli datasets:
crp, arcA, argR, purR. We test GAEM, HIGEDA [5], GLAM2 [6] and MEME [7]
on identifying and recovering the motifs, but not the accuracy of predicting the site
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of motifs as in [45]. The results are shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Average performance value Per of 4 algorithms on 5 DNA datasets
Algorithm ere crp arcA argR purR
GAEM 0:792 0:943 0:903 0:921 0:984
HIGEDA 0:645 0:609 0:920 0:509 0:558
GLAM2 0:615 0:689 0:900 0:792 0:450
MEME 0:577 0:481 0:938 0:639 0:590
As shown in Table 5.4, GAEM performed well on recovering binding sites of
ere, crp, argR, purR than HIGEDA, GALM2 and MEME. GAEM achieved success
rates above 0:900 on ﬁnding binding sites crp, argR, purR and arcA. Although the
success rate of GAEM on ﬁnding binding site ere is less than 0:800, it is higher than
HIGEDA, GLAM2 and MEME. In ﬁnding binding site arcA, MEME performed the
best with the success rate achieving 0:938.
We draw motif logos of transcription factor binding sites predicted by using
GAEM on detasets arcA, argR, ERE and purR. The motif logo drawing tool we
used is given by the website [5]. The motif logos are shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8,
5.9 and 5.10 respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Motif logos of transcription factor binding site found by GAEM
on the dataset arcA, while the transcription factor binding site of arcA is
“GTTAA[TC]TAAA[AT ]GT [AT ]A”.
Figure 5.7: Motif logos of transcription factor binding site found by GAEM
on the dataset ERE, while the transcription factor binding site of ERE is
“[AT ][AT ]TGAATAAAAATTCAC[TA]”.
Figure 5.8: Motif logos of transcription factor binding site found by GAEM
on the dataset crp, while the transcription factor binding site of crp is
“TNTGTGANNNNNNTCACANTTT”, where symbol“N”denotes any base
of fA; T;C;Gg or non-base.
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Figure 5.9: Motif logos of transcription factor binding site found by GAEM
on the dataset ERE, while the transcription factor binding site of ERE is
“GGTCA[CG]CNTGACC”, where symbol“N”denotes any base of fA; T;C;Gg
or non-base.
Figure 5.10: Motif logos of transcription factor binding site found by GAEM
on the dataset purR, while the transcription factor binding site of purR is
“NNNNNA[GC]GCAAACGTTT [TG]CGTTNNNNN” , where symbol“N”
denotes any base of fA; T;C;Gg or non-base.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
To conclude this thesis, we recall some main achievements of the thesis.
6.1.1 Conclusions to the low-dispersion projection algorithm
The low-dispersion projection algorithm is developed to improve the random
projection algorithm and the uniform projection algorithm. Speciﬁcally, the low-
dispersion projection algorithm achieves both theoretical and practical improve-
ments from the following aspects.
 A novel combinatorial structure, namely the (l; k)-developed almost diﬀerence
family, is introduced, whose blocks can form low-dispersion sequences, i.e., a
new method to generate low-dispersion sequences is proposed.
 Theoretically, the low-dispersion projection algorithm can promote the eﬃ-
ciency of the uniform projection algorithm by a factor of k=l (where k is the
size of the template and l is the length of the motif) on solving the planted
(l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem. By experimental simulations, the low-dispersion
projection algorithm, compared with the random projection algorithm, can
solve the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem with less templates (15% s 50%
templates) without decreasing the success rate.
Speciﬁcally, the low-dispersion projection algorithm is tested by solving some
classes of the planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, where (l; d)=(15; 3), (16; 4),
(17; 4), (18; 5), (19; 5). For each planted (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, average per-
formance coeﬃcients of the low-dispersion projection algorithm over 100 random
experiments are obtained.
For the instances that the random projection algorithm can solve the motif ﬁnd-
ing problem successfully, the low-dispersion projection algorithm can also achieve
success. Particularly for the planted (15; 3)-, (16; 4)-, (17; 4)-motif ﬁnding prob-
lems, the low-dispersion projection algorithm and the random projection algorithm
achieve the same success rate (greater than 95%). When solving the (19; 5)-, (18; 5)-
motif ﬁnding problems, the low-dispersion projection algorithm achieves higher suc-
cess rates than the random projection algorithm does. Compared with the random
projection algorithm, at most half of the templates are needed to solve the same
motif ﬁnding problem by the low-dispersion projection algorithm. The reduction
in running times using the low-dispersion projection versus the random projection
approximately equals the reduction in the number of templates (15% s 50%).
6.1.2 Conclusions to GAEM
The planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is proposed to avoid the intrinsic
blur and indistinctness in the edited motif ﬁnding problem, and then an algorithm
called GAEM incorporating EM with GA is developed to solve the planted edited
(l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem. The following results are achieved.
 The planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem is proposed by implanting mo-
tifs in the background sequences to specify the existence of motif occurrences,
which is more convenient for algorithm evaluation.
 A new consensus model is built, which can express the probabilities of substi-
tutions, deletions and insertions on the consensus. An expectation maximized
genetic algorithm (GAEM) is proposed, taking the new consensus models as
individuals, to solve the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem.
Speciﬁcally, GAEM is used to solve the planted edited (13; 2)-, (14; 2)-, (15; 3)-,
(16; 4)-, (17; 4)-, (18; 5)-, (19; 5)-motif ﬁnding problems. For each listed (l; d), 100
simulations are performed to test and verify our GAEM. For the planted edited
(13; 2)-, (14; 2)-motif ﬁnding problems, i.e., each motif has two positions to be
substituted, inserted and/or deleted from the consensus, GAEM can achieve success
rates of 84:8% and 89:8% respectively, and the variances of the 100 simulations
are 0.025 and 0.012, respectively. For the planted edited (15; 3)-, (16; 4)-, (17; 4)-,
(18; 5)-, (19; 5)-motif ﬁnding problems, GAEM can achieve success rates no less than
85%, and keep variances of simulations under 0:010. In general, GAEM can solve
the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem with a success rate no less than 84%,
and a variance at most 0:025. From the experimental results on simulated data, it
is concluded that GAEM performs well on solving the planted edited (l; d)-motif
ﬁnding problem.
6.2 Future work
In this section, some potential future work following the research of this thesis
is discussed, and meanwhile some primary results are brieﬂy reported.
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6.2.1 Low-dispersion sequences in optimization problems
The low-dispersion projection algorithm uses a newly introduced combinatorial
structure, called the developed almost diﬀerence family to solve motif ﬁnding prob-
lems. The blocks of the developed almost diﬀerence family can form low-dispersion
sequences. It is known that the lower the dispersion of sequences is, the less blocks
are needed to cover the sample space. The low-dispersion sequences generated by
DADFs proposed in this thesis can be applied to other problems where the projec-
tion algorithm is proved to be useful.
The use of random projections onto lines has appeared in a number of con-
texts in recent high-dimensional geometric constructions and algorithms. In Near-
est Neighbor Search in High Dimensions [38], the data structures are built from
the projections of the set P onto random lines through the origin in Rd. In the
algorithm, a standard application of random projections — the reduction of the
dimension of the problem — appears to be essential. The low-dispersion sequences
generated by the developed almost diﬀerence family may provide a potential way
to improve the performance of the algorithm in [38].
In [14], the random projection was used for dimensionality reduction, partic-
ularly in applications to image and text data. Using the random projection, the
original high-dimensional data can be projected onto a lower-dimensional subspace
by a random matrix whose columns have a uniform length. The random projection
has been found to be a computationally eﬃcient, yet suﬃciently accurate method
for dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional data sets. The low-dispersion se-
quences used in this thesis can provide a potential way to reduce the number of
templates needed to project high-dimensional data onto a lower-dimensional data,
thus may improve the performance of the algorithm with the random projection to
dimensionality reduction.
Cluster analysis using projection was discussed in [65]. A method was described
to identify clusters in multivariate data using the information obtained from the u-
nivariate projections of the sample data onto certain directions. The low-dispersion
sequences proposed in this thesis can provide a potential way to improve the per-
formance of identifying clusters in multivariate data.
In the application of global research, low-dispersion sequences (also known as
quasi-random sequences) play a central role in quasi-Monte Carlo methods for global
optimization, see e.g. [40, 57, 60, 89]. The low-dispersion sequence generated in
this thesis may provide some“good”sequences for quasi-Monte Carlo methods for
global optimization.
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6.2.2 GAEM for ﬁnding protein motifs
Leucine-rich nuclear export signals (shortly called NESs) are known as short
protein sequence motifs that mediate binding of cargo proteins to the nuclear ex-
port receptor CRM1, and thus contribute to regulate the localization and function
of many cellular proteins. NESs have the same regular expression and have sub-
stitutions, deletions and insertions with each other. Computational prediction of
NES motifs is of great interest, but remains a signiﬁcant challenge [68]. Usually,
the problem of predicting of NES motifs can be abstracted as protein motif ﬁnding
problems.
With the concept of the planted edited (l; d)-motif ﬁnding problem, it is natural
for us to consider the following protein motif ﬁnding problem.
Planted Edited (l; d)-Protein Motif Finding Problem: The inputs are n
background sequences of protein with length m each and two integers l and d. The
problem is to ﬁnd a protein sequence M of length l. It is given that the n input
background sequences of protein contain n variants of M . The variants of interest
are protein sequences having edit distance at most d from consensus M .
In order to use GAEM to solve the planted edited (l; d)-protein motif ﬁnding
problem, it needs to check if the consensus model and the dynamic alignment score
function are applicable for the planted edited (l; d)-protein motif ﬁnding problem.
In the consensus model shown in Figure 5.2, the bases are on
the base set fA; T;C;Gg then the consensus model is applied for
DNA motif ﬁnding problem. Let the base set be expanded to
fA;R;D;C;Q;E;H; I;G;N;L;K;M;F; P; S; T;W; Y; V g, then the corresponding
consensus model can be used to solve the planted edited (l; d)-protein motif ﬁnding
problem.
The dynamic alignment score up to the j-th protein base of the motif and k-th
column of the consensus model of the protein sequence with j = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1,
k = 0; 1; : : : ; l   1 can be also calculated by recurrence 5.2. The parameter Pen is
the penalty for edit operations, where Pen = 0:998 when the edit operation is the
e-th time of edit operations with e  d, Pen = 0:325 otherwise.
Some primary work has been done for using GAEM to solve the planted edited
(l; d)-protein motif ﬁnding problem. Speciﬁcally, a procedure of generating instances
of the planted edited (l; d)-protein motif ﬁnding problem has been developed. Ini-
tially, 20 protein sequences of length 600 and a protein consensus are randomly
generated. After that, the protein consensus is modiﬁed 20 times by substitution-
s, deletions and insertions to generate 20 motifs. In each background sequence, a
motif is planted in a randomly selected position. Just as ﬁnding motifs by GAEM,
randomly guessing starting positions of the motifs in the background sequences are
picked as initial values, then GAEM is executed to recover the consensus.
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The main challenge of using GAEM to solve the planted edited (l; d)-protein
motif ﬁnding problem is to complete the algorithm in an acceptable computational
time. Speciﬁcally, the protein consensus model is of size 41  (l + 1), thus a huge
storage space is required to storage many of such models. A possible way to solve
the challenge is to use some novel strategy to represent the consensus model.
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Appendix A
Appendix 1: The 20 Randomly
Generated DADFs and The 20
Randomly Generated Coverings
The following are the 20 randomly generated (14; 7)-DADFs on Z14, each of
which having 14 blocks and block size 7.
The ﬁrst (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 6; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 7; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 7; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 7; 9; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 8; 10; 11; 12g.
The second (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 9; 11g,
f 0; 1; 4; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 7; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 8; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 9g,
f 0; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 8; 9; 10; 11; 13g.
The third (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 4; 6; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 7; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9; 12g.
The forth (14,7)-DADF:
f 0; 2; 4; 8; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 7; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 6; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 7; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 7; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 9; 11; 12; 13g.
The ﬁfth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 12; 13g,
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f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 5; 7; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 7; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 7; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 9; 11g.
The sixth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 3; 6; 7; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 7; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 7; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 7; 8; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 7; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 8; 11; 12; 13g.
The seventh (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 2; 5; 9; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 6; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 7; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 7; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 10; 13g,
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f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g.
The eighth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 8; 12; 13g.
The ninth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 3; 4; 7; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 7; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 7; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 7; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 2; 6; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g.
The tenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 6; 8; 12g,
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f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 7; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 7; 11; 12g.
The eleventh (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 3; 7; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 8; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 7; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 12g.
The twelfth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 10g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 7; 8; 11; 12g,
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f 0; 2; 5; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 7; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 7; 9; 12g.
The thirteenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 2; 6; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 8; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 6; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 4; 5; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10g.
The fourteenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 7; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 8; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 9; 11; 12g.
The ﬁfteenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 2; 5; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
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f 0; 1; 3; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 6; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 7; 10g.
The sixteenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 7; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 8; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 9g,
f 0; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 8; 9; 10; 11; 13g.
The seventeenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 5; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 5; 7; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 8; 9; 11g,
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f 0; 3; 4; 7; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 7; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 7; 10; 11g.
The eighteenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 6; 9; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 8; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 6; 8; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 7; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 7; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 6; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 8; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 6; 7; 9g,
f 0; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 7; 8; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 8; 9; 11; 13g.
The nineteenth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 3; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 4; 6; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 6; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 7; 8; 12g.
The twentieth (14; 7)-DADF:
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 12g,
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f 0; 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 11g,
f 0; 3; 5; 7; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 6; 8; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 7; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 8; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 10; 12g,
f 0; 5; 8; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 6; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 7; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9g.
The following are the 20 randomly generated 2   (14; 7; 1)-coverings, each of
which having 14 blocks and block size 7.
The ﬁrst 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 11; 12g,
f 3; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 6; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 10; 11; 12g,
f 1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 10; 12g,
f 1; 2; 4; 5; 7; 9; 10g,
f 1; 4; 6; 7; 9; 11; 13g,
f 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 13g,
f 0; 3; 6; 9; 10; 11; 13g,
f 2; 3; 6; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 5; 7; 8; 11; 12; 13g.
The second 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 8; 9; 12g,
f 1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 12g,
f 1; 3; 5; 6; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 9; 13g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11g,
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f 3; 6; 8; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 10g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 10; 11; 12g,
f 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 1; 5; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9g,
f 1; 2; 3; 8; 9; 11; 12g.
The third 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 10; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 6; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 9; 10; 12g,
f 1; 2; 4; 7; 10; 11; 13g,
f 1; 3; 5; 6; 8; 9; 13g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 7; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 6; 8; 11; 13g,
f 3; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 11; 12; 13g,
f 1; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 3; 4; 6; 7; 9; 10; 12g.
The forth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 2; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; 10g,
f 3; 4; 5; 7; 10; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 1; 6; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 8; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 2; 4; 6; 7; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 7; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 8; 9; 11g,
f 2; 3; 8; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 1; 3; 4; 6; 7; 9; 13g.
The ﬁfth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
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f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 12g,
f 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 10; 12g,
f 1; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 12g,
f 3; 5; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 2; 3; 4; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 9g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 8; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 2; 4; 5; 6; 10; 11; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 11; 13g,
f 2; 3; 6; 7; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 5; 6; 9; 10; 11; 13g.
The sixth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 1; 3; 4; 7; 11; 12; 14g,
f 2; 5; 6; 7; 10; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 5; 7; 8; 11; 13g,
f 1; 3; 4; 8; 9; 11; 13g,
f 3; 4; 5; 6; 12; 13; 14g,
f 1; 7; 8; 10; 11; 13; 14g,
f 1; 2; 6; 7; 9; 11; 13g,
f 4; 5; 6; 7; 9; 10; 12g,
f 2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14g,
f 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 9; 14g,
f 1; 3; 4; 6; 9; 10; 12g,
f 1; 4; 6; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
f 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 1; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; 13g.
The seventh 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 1; 7; 8; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 12g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 9; 10g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 13g,
f 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 9; 12g,
f 1; 2; 4; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
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f 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 10; 12g,
f 1; 2; 4; 7; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 6; 9; 11; 12g,
f 1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 6; 8; 9; 10; 13g.
The eighth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 1; 7; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 2; 6; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 1; 3; 4; 6; 7; 9; 10g,
f 1; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 8; 9; 12g,
f 1; 3; 6; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 1; 4; 6; 7; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 10; 11g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 11; 12g.
The ninth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 2; 6; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 7; 8; 12g,
f 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 13g,
f 1; 2; 7; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 2; 3; 6; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 2; 3; 4; 7; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 9; 13g,
f 3; 4; 5; 6; 9; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 4; 7; 8; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 8; 10; 11; 12g,
f 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 11g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 6; 7; 13g,
f 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10; 12g,
f 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 12; 13g.
The tenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
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f 3; 4; 5; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 10; 12g,
f 1; 3; 4; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 3; 4; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 2; 5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 13g,
f 1; 3; 6; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 6; 7; 8; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 10; 11g,
f 3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 7; 9; 13g,
f 1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 9; 12g,
f 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 13g.
The eleventh 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 8; 10; 11g,
f 3; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 9; 11; 13g,
f 1; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 1; 2; 3; 5; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 8; 11g,
f 1; 2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 2; 3; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 2; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 1; 4; 6; 7; 9; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 7; 8; 10g,
f 2; 5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 12g,
f 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12; 13g.
The twelfth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 3; 5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 4; 7; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 9; 11g,
f 0; 2; 4; 7; 8; 10; 12g,
f 0; 4; 6; 8; 10; 11; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 6; 8; 10; 11g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 9; 11; 13g,
f 1; 2; 7; 8; 9; 12; 13g,
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f 2; 3; 5; 8; 10; 12; 13g,
f 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 9; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 5; 8; 10; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 8; 12; 13g.
The thirteenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 0; 2; 4; 7; 10; 11; 13g,
f 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9g,
f 1; 5; 6; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 9; 10; 13g,
f 2; 3; 4; 5; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 6; 9; 12g,
f 1; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12g,
f 2; 5; 7; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 2; 7; 8; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; 10g,
f 2; 3; 4; 5; 9; 10; 12g,
f 2; 5; 7; 9; 10; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 11g.
The fourteenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 3; 4; 5; 7; 8; 13g,
f 1; 2; 5; 7; 8; 9; 11g,
f 3; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 2; 4; 6; 7; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 6; 7; 8; 10; 11g,
f 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 11g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 8; 11; 13g,
f 3; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 1; 3; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 6; 7; 8; 12g,
f 0; 4; 5; 7; 8; 10; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 7; 11; 13g.
The ﬁfteenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
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f 1; 5; 7; 8; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 4; 5; 7; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 8; 10; 11g,
f 2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10g,
f 2; 4; 7; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 12g,
f 0; 2; 5; 7; 8; 12; 13g,
f 3; 4; 5; 7; 10; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 6; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 7; 9g,
f 1; 3; 4; 8; 10; 11; 12g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 9; 13g.
The sixteenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 6; 8; 10g,
f 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10g,
f 0; 3; 4; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 8; 10; 11; 12g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 7; 9; 12g,
f 4; 6; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 11g,
f 1; 2; 8; 9; 10; 11; 13g,
f 1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 7; 10; 12g,
f 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 11; 12g,
f 1; 2; 5; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 5; 9; 10; 12; 13g.
The seventeenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 1; 5; 7; 8; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 9; 13g,
f 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11g,
f 0; 1; 5; 6; 7; 9; 11g,
f 6; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 13g,
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f 0; 1; 5; 6; 7; 9; 10g,
f 1; 2; 4; 5; 10; 11; 12g,
f 2; 3; 6; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 3; 4; 6; 7; 10; 11; 13g,
f 1; 5; 7; 8; 10; 12; 13g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 9; 12; 13g.
The eighteenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 6; 9; 10g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 12; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 8; 9; 10; 13g,
f 1; 3; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 3; 4; 7; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 11; 12g,
f 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10g,
f 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 11g,
f 2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 9; 11g,
f 1; 3; 4; 5; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 1; 6; 8; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9; 13g,
f 3; 6; 7; 10; 11; 12; 13g,
f 2; 3; 5; 7; 10; 12; 13g.
The nineteenth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
f 0; 1; 2; 5; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 12g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 8; 11; 13g,
f 2; 3; 5; 7; 9; 10; 12g,
f 0; 1; 2; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 1; 5; 6; 9; 11; 12; 13g,
f 1; 2; 6; 7; 10; 11; 12g,
f 1; 5; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
f 0; 4; 6; 7; 11; 12; 13g,
f 1; 3; 4; 7; 8; 10; 13g,
f 0; 1; 2; 3; 6; 9; 13g,
f 0; 1; 4; 5; 7; 10; 11g,
f 1; 3; 4; 6; 9; 11; 12g,
f 0; 2; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11g.
The twentieth 2  (14; 7; 1)-covering:
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f 0; 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 11g,
f 0; 1; 3; 4; 6; 11; 13g,
f 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; 11; 12g,
f 0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 13g,
f 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 11; 13g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 10; 12; 13g,
f 3; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g,
f 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10; 11g,
f 1; 2; 3; 4; 7; 9; 12g,
f 1; 2; 5; 6; 9; 10; 11g,
f 0; 2; 4; 5; 9; 10; 11g,
f 1; 2; 5; 8; 9; 11; 13g,
f 0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 9; 10g,
f 1; 2; 4; 9; 10; 12; 13g.
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Appendix B
Appendix 2: Source Code of
the Generation of DADFs
For diﬀerent parameters of l and k, LDPA ﬁrstly generate DADF that can
cover all j-tuples in Zl, j = 4; 5. In the following, the source code of j = 4 is listed.
#include " s t d i o . h"
#include " s t r i n g . h"
#include " s t d l i b . h"
#include " time . h"
main ( ){
int i =0, j , l , g , i1 , j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 , e , n , run , rp ;
int adf [ 5 000 ] [ 8 ]={0} , d [19 ]={0} ,b [19 ]={0} ;
int orbit_adf [ 5 0 0 0 ] [ 8 ]={0} ;
double min ,max , lambda , th r e s =0.85;
FILE  fp ;
i f ( ( fp=fopen ( "C:\\ l=17␣e=5␣ j =4. txt " , "w"))==0)
p r i n t f ( "open␣ f a i l e d ! " ) ;
srand ( (unsigned ) time ( NULL) ) ;
l =17; e=5; run=0; rp=0;
while ( rp <150){
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
i =0;
while ( i<e ){
adf [ i ] [ 0 ]= 0 ;
for ( j =1; j <8; j++) // genera te a b l o c k {
adf [ i ] [ j ]=rand()\% l ;
g=1;
for ( j 1 =0; j1<j ; j 1++){
i f ( adf [ i ] [ j ]==adf [ i ] [ j 1 ] ) {
g=0; break ; }}
i f (0==g ){
j  ; continue ; }}
// arrange the e lements o f the b l o c k from low to h igh
for ( j 1 =1; j1 <8; j 1++){
for ( j 2 =0; j2<j1 ; j 2++){
i f ( adf [ i ] [ j 1 ]<adf [ i ] [ j 2 ] ) {
g=adf [ i ] [ j 2 ] ;
adf [ i ] [ j 2 ]=adf [ i ] [ j 1 ] ;
adf [ i ] [ j 1 ]=g ;}}}
//compare i f two b l o c k s are the same
for ( i 1 =0; i1<i ; i 1++){
g=0;
for ( j =0; j <8; j++){
i f ( adf [ i ] [ j ]==adf [ i 1 ] [ j ] ) g++;}
i f (8==g )
break ; }
i f (8==g )
continue ;
i ++;}//e b l o c k s are generated
for ( i =0; i<l ; i++)
d [ i ]=0;
for ( i =0; i<e ; i++)//make d i f f e r e n c e o f the e b l o c k s {
for ( j 1 =1; j1 <8; j 1++){
for ( j 2 =0; j2<j1 ; j 2++){
d [ ( adf [ i ] [ j 1 ] adf [ i ] [ j 2 ]+ l )\% l ]++;
d [ ( adf [ i ] [ j 2 ] adf [ i ] [ j 1 ]+ l )\% l ]++;}}}
g=0;
for ( i =0; i<l ; i++){
i f (d [ i ]==b [ i ] ) g++;}
i f ( l==g ) continue ;
min=(double )d [ 1 ] ; max=(double )d [ 1 ] ;
for ( i =1; i<l ; i++){
i f (d [ i ]>max) max=(double )d [ i ] ;
i f (d [ i ]<min ) min=(double )d [ i ] ; }
lambda=min / max ;
i f ( lambda>thr e s ) // i f lambda i s no l e s s than 0.85{
run++;
for ( i =0; i <5000; i++)
for ( j =0; j <8; j++)
orbit_adf [ i ] [ j ]=0;
for (n=0;n<l ; n++){
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for ( i =0; i<e ; i++){
for ( j =0; j <8; j++){
orbit_adf [ l  i+n ] [ j ]=( adf [ i ] [ j ]+n)\% l ;}}}
for ( i =0; i<e l ; i++){
for ( j 1 =0; j1 <7; j 1++){
for ( j 2=j1 +1; j2 <8; j 2++){
i f ( orb it_adf [ i ] [ j 1 ]>orbit_adf [ i ] [ j 2 ] ) {
g=orbit_adf [ i ] [ j 2 ] ;
orb i t_adf [ i ] [ j 2 ]= orbit_adf [ i ] [ j 1 ] ;
orb i t_adf [ i ] [ j 1 ]=g ;}}}}
for ( j 1 =0; j1<l  4; j 1++){
for ( j 2=j1 +1; j2<=l  3; j 2++){
for ( j 3=j2 +1; j3<=l  2; j 3++){
for ( j 4=j3 +1; j4<=l  1; j 4++){
for ( i =0; i<e l ; i++){
g=0;
for ( j =0; j <8; j++){
i f ( j 1==orbit_adf [ i ] [ j ] ) g++;
i f ( j 2==orbit_adf [ i ] [ j ] ) g++;
i f ( j 3==orbit_adf [ i ] [ j ] ) g++;
i f ( j 4==orbit_adf [ i ] [ j ] ) g++;}
i f ( g<4) continue ;
i f (4==g ) break ; }
i f ( g<4) break ; }
i f ( g<4) break ; }
i f ( g<4) break ; }
i f ( g<4) break ; }
i f ( g<4) continue ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , "(\%d,8 ,\% f ) ADF␣with␣\%d␣ b locks \n" ,
l , lambda , e ) ;
for ( i =0; i<e ; i++){
for ( j =0; j <8; j++){
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\% 3d" , adf [ i ] [ j ] ) ; }
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n" ) ; }
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\nThe␣ d i f f e r e n c e ␣ o f ␣ the ␣ADF␣ i s ␣\n" ) ;
for ( i =1; i<l ; i++){
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\% d␣␣" ,d [ i ] ) ; }
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n␣The␣ corre spond ing ␣DADF␣ i s \n" ) ;
for ( i =0; i<l e ; i++){
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i f (0==orbit_adf [ i ] [ 0 ] ) {
for ( j =0; j <8; j++){
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\% 3d" , orb it_adf [ i ] [ j ] ) ; }
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n" ) ; } }
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n␣The␣Z_\%d␣ o rb i t ␣ o f ␣ADF␣ i s \n" , l ) ;
for ( i =0; i<e l ; i++){
for ( j =0; j <8; j++){
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\% 3d" , orb it_adf [ i ] [ j ] ) ; }
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n" ) ; } }
else continue ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , "\n␣run_time␣ i s ␣\%d\n   \%d\n\n" , run , rp+1);
for ( i =0; i<l ; i++) b [ i ]=d [ i ] ;
run=0;
rp++;}}
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Appendix C
Appendix 3: The Modiﬁed
Component Source Code of The
Low-Dispersion Projection
Algorithm
In the low-dispersion projection algorithm, we use templates generated by
DADFs representing the randomly generated templates in the random projection
algorithm. The source code of the low-dispersion projection algorithm is modiﬁed
from the source code of the random projection algorithm. In the following, we only
list the modiﬁed component source code, other components are the same with the
random projection algorithm.
#ifndef __LSHFUNCTION_H
#define __LSHFUNCTION_H
#include " s t d i o . h"
#include <cs td l i b >
#include " datatypes . h"
#include " alphabet . h"
#include " s imu la t i on . h"
#include "random . h"
class LSHFunction {
public :
LSHFunction ( SeqLength l , SeqLength k )
: _seqLength ( l ) , _nHashPosns (k ){
LSHValue __hashFactors = new LSHValue [ _nHashPosns ] ;
for ( SeqPosn j = 0 ; j < _nHashPosns ; j++){
p r i n t f ( " input ␣ hashFactors ␣\%d" , j ) ;
s can f ( "\%d",&__hashFactors [ j ] ) ;
/ do
__hashFactors [ j ] = (LSHValue ) randUInt ( ) ;
wh i l e (__hashFactors [ j ] == 0) ; /
//remove the random templa te genera t ing s t r a t e g y
}
p r i n t f ( "have␣ input ␣\%d␣numbers" , _nHashPosns ) ;
getchar ( ) ;
_hashFactors = __hashFactors ; }
virtual ~LSHFunction (void )
{ delete [ ] _hashFactors ; }
SeqLength seqLength (void )
const { return _seqLength ; }
SeqLength nHashPosns (void )
const { return _nHashPosns ; }
virtual LSHValue hash ( const Residue  seq , bool  i sUnique ,
int s i d e = 0) const = 0 ;
protected :
SeqLength _seqLength ;
SeqLength _nHashPosns ;
const LSHValue _hashFactors ; } ;
class SimpleLSHFunction : public LSHFunction {
public :
SimpleLSHFunction ( SeqLength l , SeqLength k )
: LSHFunction ( l , k ) {
SeqPosn __hashPosns = new SeqPosn [ _nHashPosns ] ;
SeqPosn hashIdx = 0 ;
for ( SeqPosn attempt = 0 ;
#ifde f HASH_UNIQUE_POSITIONS
hashIdx < _nHashPosns ;
#else
attempt < _nHashPosns ;
#endif
attempt++) {
i f ( _seqLength == _nHashPosns )
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__hashPosns [ hashIdx ] =_nHashPosns ;
else {
p r i n t f ( " input ␣hashPosns␣\%d" , hashIdx ) ;
s can f ( "\%d",&__hashPosns [ hashIdx ] ) ; }
bool unique = true ;
for ( SeqPosn j = 0 ; j < hashIdx ; j++){
i f (__hashPosns [ j ] == __hashPosns [ hashIdx ] ) {
unique = fa l se ;
break ; } }
i f ( unique )
hashIdx++; }
p r i n t f ( "have␣ input ␣\%d␣numbers" , _nHashPosns ) ;
_nHashPosns = hashIdx ;
std : : q so r t (__hashPosns , _nHashPosns ,
s izeof ( SeqPosn ) , compareSeqPosn ) ;
_hashPosns = __hashPosns ; }
virtual ~SimpleLSHFunction (void ) {
delete [ ] _hashPosns ; }
const SeqPosn hashPosns (void ) const { return _hashPosns ; }
virtual LSHValue hash ( const Residue  seq , bool  i sUnique , int )
const {
LSHValue hash = 0 ;
 i sUnique = fa l se ;
for ( SeqPosn j = 0 ; j < _nHashPosns ; j++) {
Residue nextResidue = seq [ _hashPosns [ j ] ] ;
i f ( nextResidue == Alphabet : :RESIDUE_X)
 i sUnique = true ;
LSHValue hashResidue = LSHValue ( nextResidue ) + 1 ;
hash += hashResidue  _hashFactors [ j ] ; }
return hash ; }
private :
const SeqPosn _hashPosns ;
stat ic int compareSeqPosn ( const void p1 , const void p2 ){
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SeqPosn i 1 =  ( ( const SeqPosn ) p1 ) ;
SeqPosn i 2 =  ( ( const SeqPosn ) p2 ) ;
i f ( i 1 < i2 )
return  1;
else
return ( i 1 > i 2 ) ; }} ;
class GeneralLSHFunction : public LSHFunction {
struct HashPosn {
SeqPosn seqPosn ;
SeqPosn simPosn ;
const LSHValue column ;
bool operator==(const HashPosn &other ) const
{ return ( seqPosn == other . seqPosn && simPosn
== other . simPosn ) ; } } ;
public :
GeneralLSHFunction ( SeqLength l , SeqLength k ,
const Simulat ion &sim )
: LSHFunction ( l , k ) {
HashPosn __hashPosns = new HashPosn [ _nHashPosns ] ;
nResidues = sim . a lphabet() >nResidues ( ) ;
SeqPosn hashIdx = 0 ;
for ( SeqPosn attempt = 0 ;
#ifde f HASH_UNIQUE_POSITIONS
hashIdx < _nHashPosns ;
#else
attempt < _nHashPosns ;
#endif
attempt++) {
HashPosn &hp = __hashPosns [ hashIdx ] ;
hp . seqPosn = randVal (_seqLength ) ;
hp . simPosn = randVal ( sim . dimension ( ) ) ;
bool unique = true ;
for ( SeqPosn j = 0 ; j < hashIdx ; j++) {
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i f (hp == __hashPosns [ j ] ) {
unique = fa l se ;
break ; } }
i f ( unique )
hashIdx++; }
_nHashPosns = hashIdx ;
std : : q so r t (__hashPosns , _nHashPosns ,
s izeof (HashPosn ) , compareHashPosn ) ;
unsigned int dst = 0 ;
__hashPosns [ dst ] . column =
sim [ sim . getColumn (__hashPosns [ dst ] . simPosn ) ] ;
for ( SeqPosn s r c = 1 ; s r c < _nHashPosns ; s r c++){
const LSHValue  srcColumn =
sim [ sim . getColumn (__hashPosns [ s r c ] . simPosn ) ] ;
i f (__hashPosns [ dst ] . seqPosn == __hashPosns [ s r c ] . seqPosn
&& __hashPosns [ dst ] . column == srcColumn )
continue ;
++dst ;
__hashPosns [ dst ] . seqPosn = __hashPosns [ s r c ] . seqPosn ;
__hashPosns [ dst ] . column = srcColumn ; }
_nHashPosns = dst + 1 ;
_hashPosns = __hashPosns ; }
virtual ~GeneralLSHFunction (void ) {
delete [ ] _hashPosns ; }
virtual LSHValue hash ( const Residue  seq ,
bool  i sUnique , int s i d e )
const {
LSHValue hash = 0 ;
 i sUnique = fa l se ;
for ( SeqPosn j = 0 ; j < _nHashPosns ; j++) {
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Residue nextResidue = seq [ _hashPosns [ j ] . seqPosn ] ;
i f ( nextResidue == Alphabet : :RESIDUE_X)
 i sUnique = true ;
LSHValue hashResidue =
_hashPosns [ j ] . column [ nextResidue +
( s i d e ? nResidues : 0 ) ] + 1 ;
hash += hashResidue  _hashFactors [ j ] ; }
return hash ; }
private :
const HashPosn _hashPosns ;
unsigned int nResidues ;
stat ic int compareHashPosn ( const void p1 ,
const void p2 ) {
const HashPosn hp1 = ( const HashPosn ) p1 ;
const HashPosn hp2 = ( const HashPosn ) p2 ;
i f ( hp1 >seqPosn == hp2 >seqPosn ) {
i f ( hp1 >simPosn == hp2 >simPosn )
return 0 ;
else
return ( hp1 >simPosn < hp2 >simPosn ?  1 : 1 ) ; }
else
return ( hp1 >seqPosn < hp2 >seqPosn ?  1 : 1 ) ; }} ;
#endif
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Appendix D
Appendix 4: Source Code of
GAEM
#include " s tda fx . h"
#include " f l o a t . h" ;
#include<iostream >;
using namespace std ;
const int POPSIZE=50;
const int POPNO=72;
const int POPBORN=( int ( 0 . 50LPOPSIZE ) ;
const double PC=0.95L ;
const double PM=0.01L ;
const double NMINUS=0.05L ;
const double NPLUS=2.0L NMINUS;
const double PCONVERGENT=05e 2; //POP convergent
const double ECONVERGENT=01e 4; //EM convergent
const double LCONVERGENT=01e 7; //Lamda convergent
const int KCONVERGENT=9; //k convergent
const double MUY_MAX=01e 1; //maximum and ,
const double MUY_MIN=01e 6; //minimum lea rn ing ra t e (muy) va l u e s
const double VUY_MAX=05e 1; //maximum and ,
const double VUY_MIN=01e 3; //minimum v va l ue s
const double totalAddPC=0.005L ; // t o t a l pseudocount
const double totalPC=1.0L+totalAddPC ;
const double totalAddSM=0.005L ;
const double totalSM=1.0L+totalAddSM ;
const double LetterOccProb=0.52L ;
const double EXTGAP=0.325L ; // extended gap and ,
const double NEWGAP=0.00875L ; //open gap pena l t y ; PM always 1 .
const double NEWDEL=0.00875L ;
const double EXTDEL=0.325L ;
const char LSET=NULL;
#ifde f l i nux
const char _DATAFOLDER=" ./ " ;
#else
const char _DATAFOLDER="D:/TMP/DATA HIGEDA/" ;
#endif
pDYNALIGN MM=NULL; //used byprog dynamic prog . a l ignment
pbyte DA=NULL; //dyn . . a l ignment r e s u l t f o r subsequence
pbyte SAA=NULL;
PSEQ S=NULL;
pdouble M,Z, pAll ,pOne , popLamda , popScore , popRnkProb ;
pbool A; //moti f sequence a l i gnments
int n ,m,L ,W,MAX_W= 1,MIN_W= 1,DBSIZE , Zs ize ,
int popIndex ,GAPNO=0,motifMax=1,moti fIdx , l ength ;
int pwmRowSize , gsNo , gs l , g s l1 , gscp1 , gscp2 ; // gene s e t GA
char moti f0=NULL;
bool IsDNA=true ;
double ratePC , bgPseudoP=0,muyt , vuyt ;
void ( r e f i n eP ) ( pdouble p)=NULL;
pbyte ( Al i gnS i j ) ( pdouble p , pbyte S i j ,
double& Pm, double& Pb)=NULL;
FILE r s f=NULL;
char f i l ename [ 1 0 2 4 ] ,DATAFOLDER[ 1 0 2 4 ] ;
int main ( int argc , char argv [ ] ) {
srand ( (unsigned ) time ( 0 ) ) ;
s t r cpy (DATAFOLDER,_DATAFOLDER) ;
for ( int parm=1; parm<argc  1; parm++){
i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " W")==0)
W=ato i ( argv [ parm+1] ) ;
i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " minW")==0)
MIN_W=ato i ( argv [ parm+1] ) ;
i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " maxW")==0)
MAX_W=ato i ( argv [ parm+1] ) ;
i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " GapNo")==0)
GAPNO=ato i ( argv [ parm+1] ) ;
i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " Dir")==0)
s t r cpy (DATAFOLDER, argv [ parm+1] ) ;
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i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " F i l e ")==0)
s t r cpy ( f i l ename , argv [ parm+1] ) ;
i f ( strcmp ( argv [ parm ] , " Type")==0)
IsDNA=(strcmp ( "DNA" , argv [ parm+1])==0);}
IsDNA=true ; W=15; GAPNO=2;
s t r cpy ( f i l ename , "D ATCG25 91" ) ;
SetMode (IsDNA ) ;
i f (MIN_W== 1||MAX_W== 1){
MIN_W=W; MAX_W=MIN_W; motifMax=1;}
char f i l e p a t h [ 1 0 2 4 ] ;
s p r i n t f ( f i l e p a t h , " s . txt " ,DATAFOLDER, f i l ename ) ;
I n i t ( f i l e p a t h ) ;
i f (MIN_W != MAX_W){
s p r i n t f ( f i l e p a t h , " skq/Total s . txt " ,DATAFOLDER, f i l ename ) ;
r s f=fopen ( f i l e p a t h , "w+" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( r s f , "n=d , avg seq l en=d\n" ,n , (DBSIZE+n 1)/n ) ;
f f l u s h ( r s f ) ; }
for (W=MIN_W; W<=MAX_W; W++){
Setup ( ) ;
mot i f Idx=0;
p r i n t f ( "s , \ n␣n=d , s i z e=d , motif l ength=d , avg seq l ength=d\n" ,
f i l e p a t h , n , Zs ize ,W, Zs i z e /n+W) ;
for ( int LOOP=0; LOOP<10; LOOP++){
i f ( mot i f Idx==0) p r i n t f ( "\n<LOOP␣\%d>" ,LOOP) ;
p r i n t f ( "\n␣Find␣ s ␣mot i f " , ( mot i f Idx==0)?" f i r s t " : "next " ) ;
F i l lMa t r i xPa l l ( ) ;
int i , i t e r a t i o n s , bestIdx , bestLoop ,
int s p e I t e r a t i o n=3POPNO/4 ;
double bes tScore ;
bool s p e c i a lA l i g n ;
// gene s e t s
g s l 1=(W+1)/2; g s l =1;
while ( g s l 2<g s l 1 ) g s l=g s l 2 ;
// l oo k in g f o r the cand ida te
while ( gs l >0){
p r i n t f ( "\n␣Gene s e t ␣ s i z e ␣ o f ␣ ( ␣\%d␣ )\n" , g s l ) ;
GeneSetIn i t ( ) ;
i t e r a t i o n s=best Idx=bestLoop=0;
bes tScore =0;
A l i gnS i j=AlignComplex ;
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while ( i t e r a t i o n s <POPNO){
muyt=MUY_MAX (MUY_MAX MUY_MIN)
( (MUY_MAX/(1 . 0L+0.25L i t e r a t i o n s )) MUY_MAX)/
( (MUY_MAX/(1 . 0L+0.25L(POPNO 1))) MUY_MAX) ;
vuyt=VUY_MAX (VUY_MAX VUY_MIN)
( VUY_MAXPOPNO/((double )POPNO+
pow( (double ) i t e r a t i o n s ,2)) VUY_MAX)/
( VUY_MAXPOPNO/((double )POPNO+
pow( (double ) (POPNO 1) ,2)) VUY_MAX) ;
i t e r a t i o n s++;
sp e c i a lA l i g n=( g s l==1&&i t e r a t i o n s >sp e I t e r a t i o n ) ;
//chromosome es t imate score s
for ( i =0; i<POPSIZE ; i++)
EM( i , 1 ) ;
//perform GA process
popGA( ) ;
i f ( s p e c i a lA l i g n | |
f abs ( ( popScore [ bes t Idx ] bes tScore )/
popScore [ bes t Idx ])>PCONVERGENT){
best Idx=popIndex [ 0 ] ;
be s tScore=popScore [ best Idx ] ;
bestLoop=0;}
else {
bestLoop++;
i f ( bestLoop>KCONVERGENT&&i t e r a t i o n s <POPNO){
p r i n t f ( " , escaped \n" ) ;
bestLoop=0;
int tmpl=g s l ;
g s l=g s l 1 ;
GeneSetIn i t ( ) ;
popGA( ) ;
g s l=tmpl ;
GeneSetIn i t ( ) ; } }
p r i n t f ( "\ r\%d" , i t e r a t i o n s ) ; }
g s l=g s l /2 ;}
// check to make sure the f i r s t in OrdIdx i s the b e s t
best Idx=0;
p r i n t f ( "\n ,Run␣ the ␣ best ␣ un i l ␣ convergent . . . " ) ;
for ( i =0; i<POPSIZE ; i++){
p r i n t f ( "\ r\%d" , i +1);
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EM( i , 3 0 ) ;
i f ( popScore [ bes t Idx ]<popScore [ i ] )
best Idx=i ; }
EM( bestIdx , 1 0 0 0 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( "\nLamda=\%f ,muyt=\%.2e , vuyt=\%.2e" ,
popLamda [ best Idx ] , muyt , vuyt ) ;
bool LastMoti f=(moti fIdx>=motifMax 1);
bool i s S i g n i f i c a n t
=ReportResult (LOOP, moti fIdx , bestIdx ,
f i l ename , LastMoti f ) ;
//not t r i e d wi th padding mot i f s
// f o r ones not s i g n i f i c a n t
i f ( LastMoti f | | ( moti f Idx >1&&! i s S i g n i f i c a n t&&
pAll [ L(2POPSIZE+moti f Idx+1)]==NULL)){
i f ( mot i f Idx==0&&motifMax>1) LOOP=1000; / to s top /
else moti f Idx=0;}
else {
LOOP  ;
i f ( i s S i g n i f i c a n t ) MotifBackup ( pAll+best Idx L ) ;
mot i f Idx++;}}
Cleanup ( ) ; }
// f o r W
Release ( ) ;
i f ( r s f ) f c l o s e ( r s f ) ;
cout<<endl ;
system ( "pause" ) ;
return 0 ;}
bool ReportResult ( int i t e r a t i o n , int motifIdx , int pIdx ,
char f i l ename , bool l a s tMo t i f ){
char sbuf [ 1 0 2 4 ] ;
FILE f=NULL;
i f ( f i l ename != NULL){
s p r i n t f ( sbuf , "\%skq/\%s_\%d \%d \%d . txt " ,
DATAFOLDER, f i l ename ,W, i t e r a t i o n , mot i f Idx ) ;
f=fopen ( sbuf , "w+" ) ; }
GetMotifConsensus ( pAll+pIdxL , sbuf ) ;
p r i n t f ( "\n\%d␣\%s=\%f \n" , i t e r a t i o n , sbuf , popScore [ pIdx ] ) ;
i f ( f ) f p r i n t f ( f , " ; ␣\%s\n" , sbuf ) ;
int i , j , strongHitNo=0,weakHitNo=0;
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int sstrongHitNo=0,sweakHitNo=0;
double t_z=0.5L ,M1=0.0001L ,M2=0.001L ;
double hit_p=0.0L , shit_p=0.0L ;
p2lConvert ( pAll+pIdxL , pOne ) ;
for ( i =0; i<n ; i++){
m=S [ i ] . s eq len W+1; pdouble pZ=Z [ i ] ,pM=M[ i ] ;
pbool pA=A[ i ] ; pbyte pSi= S [ i ] . s e q i n f o ;
pdouble pU=new double [m] ;
memset (pU, 0 ,m s izeof (double ) ) ;
double max_z=pZ [ 0 ] , min_z=pZ [ 0 ] , seq_min_p=1.0L ;
for ( j =0; j<m; j++) {
i f (max_z<pZ [ j ] ) max_z=pZ [ j ] ;
else i f (min_z>pZ [ j ] ) min_z=pZ [ j ] ; }
for ( j =0; j<m; j++){
i f (pZ [ j ]>=t_z ){
i f ( f ) f p r i n t f ( f , "\%d\%c␣" , j , ( pA[ j ] ) ? ’  ’ : ’+ ’ ) ;
int k=j+W 1; i f (k>=m) k=m 1;
while (k>=j ){
double tm=k j , pminus=pZ [ j ]
exp( exp ( (3.0L/(tm+1))
 ( (double )W/2.0L tm ) ) ) ;
i f (pU[ k]<pminus ) pU[ k]=pminus ; k  ;}
i f ( ! pA[ j ] ) {
// forward subsequences on ly
double l s c o r e =0; // log score
for ( int k=j ; k<j+W 1; k++)
l s c o r e=l s c o r e+pOne [ pSi [ k ] ] [ k j +1] ;
double pos it ion_p=(MAX_W==MIN_W)?
1e 5: Score2Pvalue (pOne , l s c o r e ) ;
i f ( posit ion_p<seq_min_p) seq_min_p=posit ion_p ;}}}
i f (max_z>=t_z ){
i f ( seq_min_p<M1) strongHitNo++;
else i f ( seq_min_p<M2) weakHitNo++;
i f ( hit_p<seq_min_p) hit_p=seq_min_p ;
seq_min_p=1 pow(1 . 0L seq_min_p ,m) ;
i f ( shit_p<seq_min_p) shit_p=seq_min_p ;
i f ( seq_min_p<M1) sstrongHitNo++;
else i f ( seq_min_p<M2) sweakHitNo++;}
// update pU to M
i f ( l a s tMot i f ) {
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for ( j =0; j<m; j++)
pM[ j ]=1.0L ; / max prob va lue / }
else {
for ( j =0; j<m; j++)
pM[ j ]=pM[ j ](1 pU[ j ] ) ; }
delete pU;
i f ( f ) f p r i n t f ( f , "\n" ) ; }
double seqHitRate=(double ) ( strongHitNo+weakHitNo )
100 .0L/(double )n ;
bool i s S i g n i f i c a n t =(seqHitRate >85.0L&&hit_p<M2) ;
i f (MAX_W!=MIN_W){
i f ( f ){
f p r i n t f ( f , ; T=\%f ,\%s\n ; p value : \%.3e ,
Weak Hit : \%.2 f \%\%,Strong Hit : \%.2 f\%\%\n ;
seq p value : \%.3e ,Weak Hit : \%.2 f \%\%,
Strong Hit : \%.2 f \%\%,t_z , ( i s S i g n i f i c a n t )?
" S i g n i f i c a n t " : "Not␣ s i g n i f i c a n t " , hit_p , seqHitRate ,
(double ) strongHitNo 100 .0L/(double )n , shit_p ,
(double ) ( sstrongHitNo+sweakHitNo )100 .0L/(double )n ,
(double ) sstrongHitNo 100 .0L/(double )n ) ; }
i f ( i s S i g n i f i c a n t&&r s f ){
f p r i n t f ( r s f ,\%d,\%d,\%d,\%s ,\%c ,\%.3 e ,\%.2 f ,
\%.2 f ,\%.3 e ,\%.2 f ,\%.2 f ,W, i t e r a t i o n , moti fIdx ,
sbuf , ( i s S i g n i f i c a n t )? ’Y ’ : ’N ’ , hit_p , seqHitRate ,
(double ) strongHitNo 100 .0L/(double )n , shit_p ,
(double ) ( sstrongHitNo+sweakHitNo )100 .0L/(double )n ,
(double ) sstrongHitNo 100 .0L/(double )n ) ;
f p r i n t f ( r s f , "\n" ) ;
f f l u s h ( r s f ) ; } }
i f ( f ) f c l o s e ( f ) ;
return i s S i g n i f i c a n t ; }
void GeneSetIn i t ( ){
gsNo=(W+gs l  1)/ g s l ;
i f ( g s l==gs l 1 ){
gscp1=1; gscp2=2;}
else {
int p1=1+MyRand( gsNo 1) ,p2 ;
do{p2=1+MyRand( gsNo 1);} while ( p1==p2 ) ;
i f ( p1<p2 ){
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gscp1=p1 ; gscp2=p2 ; }
else {
gscp1=p2 ; gscp2=p1 ;}}
//gene s e t s are from po s i t i o n 1 in PWM
gscp1=1+gscp1  g s l ;
gscp2=1+gscp2  g s l ; }
char N2C_SEQ( pbyte seq , int l en ){
int t ;
char r s=new char [ l en +1] ;
for ( t=0; t<len ; t++) { r s [ t ]=LSET[ seq [ t ] ] ; }
r s [ t ]=0;
return r s ; }
byte C2N(char c ){
for ( int i =0; i<L ; i++){
i f (LSET[ i ]==c )
return i ; }
p r i n t f ( "#ERROR: ␣c=\%c" , c ) ;
getchar ( ) ;
return 0 ;}
PSEQ LoadDataInt (char f i l ename , int& N,
int& SIZE , char &moti f ){
mot i f=NULL;
N=SIZE=0;
PSEQ rs=NULL;
FILE  f=fopen ( f i l ename , " r " ) ;
i f ( f==NULL) return r s ;
char s [ 4 0 9 6 ] ;
// scan f i l e ,N i s the number o f sequences
while ( f g e t s ( s , 4096 , f )!=NULL){
i f ( s [0]== ’=’ ){
//mot i f s t r i n g
moti f=new char [ s t r l e n ( s )+1 ] ;
s t r cpy ( motif , s ) ; }
else i f ( s [ 0 ] != ’> ’ )
N++; // sequence i n f o }
f s e e k ( f , 0 , 0 ) ;
// read f i l e
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int i , j ;
r s=new SEQ[N ] ;
for ( i =0; i<N; i++) {
r s [ i ] . motifNo=0; r s [ i ] . seqname=NULL; }
i =0;
while ( f g e t s ( s , 4096 , f )!=NULL){
i f ( s [0]== ’=’ ) continue ;
i f ( s [0]== ’> ’ ){
char pblank=s t r ch r ( s , ’ ␣ ’ ) ;
int l en=(pblank==NULL)? ( s t r l e n ( s ) 1) :( pblank s 1);
r s [ i ] . seqname=new char [ l en +1] ;
s t rncpy ( r s [ i ] . seqname , s+1, l en ) ;
char pblank2=pblank ;
while ( pblank2 !=NULL){
r s [ i ] . motifNo++;
pblank2=s t r ch r ( pblank2+1, ’ ␣ ’ ) ; }
i f ( r s [ i ] . motifNo>0){
r s [ i ] . moti fPos=new int [ r s [ i ] . motifNo ] ;
pblank2=pblank ;
for ( l en =0; len<r s [ i ] . motifNo ; l en++){
s s c an f ( pblank2+1,"\%d" , r s [ i ] . moti fPos+len ) ;
pblank2=s t r ch r ( pblank2+1, ’ ␣ ’ ) ; } }
continue ; }
r s [ i ] . s eq l en=s t r l e n ( s ) 1; //not in c l ude ’\n ’
r s [ i ] . s e q i n f o= new byte [ r s [ i ] . s eq l en ] ;
for ( j =0; j<r s [ i ] . s eq l en ; j++){
r s [ i ] . s e q i n f o [ j ]=C2N( toupper ( s [ j ] ) ) ; }
SIZE=SIZE+rs [ i ] . s eq l en ;
i ++;}
f c l o s e ( f ) ;
return r s ; }
void I n i t (char f i l ename ){
int i ;
S=LoadDataInt ( f i l ename , n ,DBSIZE , moti f0 ) ;
Z=new pdouble [ n ] ; M=new pdouble [ n ] ; A=new pbool [ n ] ;
pAl l=new pdouble [ L(2POPSIZE+motifMax ) ] ;
for ( i=L2POPSIZE ; i<L(2POPSIZE+motifMax ) ; i++)
pAll [ i ]=NULL;
pOne=new pdouble [ L ] ;
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popScore=new double [ 2POPSIZE ] ;
popRnkProb=new double [POPSIZE ] ;
popIndex=new int [ 2POPSIZE ] ;
popLamda=new double [ 2POPSIZE ] ;
i=POPSIZE 1;
popRnkProb [ i ]=NMINUS/(double )POPSIZE ;
while ( i >0){
popRnkProb [ i 1]=popRnkProb [ i ]+(NMINUS+(NPLUS NMINUS)
(POPSIZE i ) / (POPSIZE 1))/POPSIZE ;
i  ;}
bgPseudoP=0.0000005L/ sq r t ( (double )n ) ;
ratePC=totalAddPC/(L 5);}
void Release ( ){
i f (S==NULL) return ;
i f ( mot i f0 ) {
delete moti f0 ; mot i f0=NULL; }
for ( int i =0; i<n ; i++){
i f (S [ i ] . seqname ) delete S [ i ] . seqname ;
i f (S [ i ] . motifNo ) delete S [ i ] . moti fPos ;
delete S [ i ] . s e q i n f o ; }
delete S ; S=NULL;
delete Z ; Z=NULL;
delete M; M=NULL;
delete A; A=NULL;
delete pAll ; pAl l=NULL;
delete pOne ; pOne=NULL;
delete popScore ; popScore=NULL;
delete popRnkProb ; popRnkProb=NULL;
delete popIndex ; popIndex=NULL;
delete popLamda ; popLamda=NULL;}
void Setup ( ){
int i , j , k ;
Z s i z e=DBSIZE n(W 1);
pwmRowSize=(W+1) s izeof (double ) ;
MM=new pDYNALIGN[W] ;
DA=new byte [W] ;
SAA=new byte [W] ;
for ( i =0; i<W; i++)
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MM[ i ]=new DYNALIGN[W] ;
for ( i =0; i <2POPSIZEL ; i++) {
pAll [ i ]=new double [W+1] ; }
for ( i =0; i<L ; i++) {
pOne [ i ]=new double [W+1] ; }
//mot i f p o s i t i o n s and masks
for ( i =0; i<n ; i++){
k=S [ i ] . s eq len W+1;
Z [ i ]=new double [ k ] ;
M[ i ]=new double [ k ] ;
A[ i ]=new bool [ k ] ;
for ( j =0; j<k ; j++){
M[ i ] [ j ]=1.0L ; /max prob va lue / }}}
void Cleanup ( ) {
int i ;
i f (MM){
for ( i =0; i<W; i++) delete MM[ i ] ;
delete MM; MM=NULL;
delete DA; DA=NULL;}
for ( i =0; i <2POPSIZEL ; i++) delete pAll [ i ] ;
for ( i =0; i<L ; i++) delete pOne [ i ] ;
for ( i =0; i<n ; i++) {
delete Z [ i ] ; delete M[ i ] ; delete A[ i ] ; }
pbyte C2N_SEQ(char seq , int l en ){
pbyte r s=new byte [ l en ] ;
for ( int t=0; t<len ; t++){
r s [ t ]=C2N( seq [ t ] ) ; }
return r s ; }
void SetMode (bool dna ){
i f (IsDNA=dna ){
LSET=NSET; L=s izeof (NSET) ; r e f i n eP=refineP_PC ; }
else {
LSET=ASET; L=s izeof (ASET) ; r e f i n eP=refineP_SM ;}}
void dump_p( pdouble p){
pdouble p to t a l=new double [W+1] ;
memset ( ptota l , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
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for ( int i =0; i<L ; i++){
p r i n t f ( "\n\%c : ␣" ,LSET[ i ] ) ;
pdouble pa=p [ i ] ;
for ( int j =0; j<=W; j++){
i f (pa==0)
p r i n t f ( "_.___␣" ) ;
else {
p r i n t f ( "\%.3 f ␣" ,pa ) ; p t o t a l [ j ]= p to t a l [ j ]+(pa ) ; }
pa++;}}
p r i n t f ( "\n >␣" ) ;
for ( int j =0; j<=W; j++) p r i n t f ( "\%.3 f ␣" , p t o t a l [ j ] ) ; }
void dump_dumpf_p( pdouble p){
FILE f=fopen ( "d : / kq . txt " , "w+" ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<L ; i++){
f p r i n t f ( f , "\n\%c : ␣" ,LSET[ i ] ) ;
pdouble pa=p [ i ] ;
for ( int j =0; j<=W; j++){
f p r i n t f ( f , "\%.5 f ␣" ,pa ) ;
pa++;}}
f c l o s e ( f ) ; }
void GetMotifConsensus1 ( pdouble p , char mt){
int a , k , bes t ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
// each column in the matrix
double max_prob= 1;
for ( a=0; a<L ; a++){
i f (p [ a ] [ k+1]>max_prob){
max_prob=p [ a ] [ k+1] ; bes t=a ;}}
mt [ k]=LSET[ best ] ; }
mt [W]=0;}
void F i l lMa t r i xPa l l ( ){
pdouble p=pAll ;
char tmpMotif=GenMotif ( ) ;
double pess imist icLamda=sq r t ( (double )n )/ (double ) Zs ize ,
optimist icLamda=((double )n 0 . 5 ) / (double ) Z s i z e ;
for ( int i =0; i<POPSIZE ; i++){
popLamda [ i ]=optimist icLamda ;
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i f ( i==0&&pAll [ L(2POPSIZE+moti f Idx ) ] !=NULL){
Moti fRestore (p ) ; i++; p+=L;}
else {
GenMotifNext ( tmpMotif ) ;
F i l lMatr ixP ( tmpMotif , p ) ; }
p+=L;}
delete tmpMotif ; }
//mot i f model
void Fi l lMatr ixP (char motif , pdouble p){
int k , a ;
double noProb=(1.0L LetterOccProb )/(double ) (L 5);
pbyte i s e q=C2N_SEQ(motif ,W) ;
memset (p [ 0 ] , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
memset (p [ 5 ] , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
memset (p [ 6 ] , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
memset (p [ 7 ] , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
memset (p [ 8 ] , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
for ( a=1; a<L 4; a++){
pdouble pa=p [ a ] ; pa [0 ]=(double )W;
//one l e t t e r o f code?
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
pa[1+k]=( i s e q [ k]==a )? LetterOccProb : noProb ;
pa [0 ]=pa [0] pa[1+k ] ; }
pa [0 ]=pa [ 0 ] / ( double ) (W(L 6)) ;}
delete i s e q ; }
char GenMotif ( ){
int i ;
char moti f0=new char [W+1] ;
for ( i =0; i<W; i++)
moti f0 [ i ]=LSET[1+MyRand(L 5) ] ;
mot i f0 [ i ]=0;
return moti f0 ; }
void GenMotifNext (char moti f ){
int pos=MyRand(W) ;
int l oops=W/2 ;
for ( int i =0; i<loops ; i++){
int c=C2N( moti f [ pos ] )+(L/5 ) ;
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moti f [ pos ]=LSET[ ( c<L 4)?c :(1+( c L+4) ) ] ;
pos++;
i f ( pos==W) pos=0;}}
void popCrossOver ( pdouble pM, pdouble pF ,
pdouble pC1 , pdouble pC2 ,
bool i sCloned ){
int k , a ;
for ( a=0; a<L ; a++){
pC1 [ a ] [ 0 ]=pM[ a ] [ 0 ] ;
pC2 [ a ] [ 0 ]=pF [ a ] [ 0 ] ;
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
bool M2C1=( isCloned | | k<gscp1 | | k>=gscp2 ) ;
pC1 [ a ] [ k ]=(M2C1)?pM[ a ] [ k ] : pF [ a ] [ k ] ;
pC2 [ a ] [ k ]=(M2C1)?pF [ a ] [ k ] :pM[ a ] [ k ] ; } } }
double SM_g(char l , pdouble p , int c o l ){
double r s =0;
for ( int a=1; a<L 4; a++){
// l s u b s t i t u t e d by a p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t
//a occurs at colum ’ co l ’
r s=r s+AASM[ l ] [ a ]p [ a ] [ c o l ] ; }
//a==l not inc luded ( i t s e l f )
return rs (AASM[ l ] [ l ]p [ l ] [ c o l ] ) ; }
void refineP_SM( pdouble p){
int k , a ;
pdouble pa , p1=pOne [ 0 ] , p t o t a l=new double [W+1] ;
memset ( ptota l , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
memset (p1 , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
//pOne used con ta in ing prob added por t i on
for ( a=1; a<L ; a++){
// s o l i d l e t t e r s on ly
p1=pOne [ a ] ;
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
p1 [ k]=SM_g(a , p , k)+1e 15; / t u c t e /
pto t a l [ k]= pto t a l [ k]+p1 [ k ] ; } }
// update to p
for ( a=0; a<L ; a++ ){
pa=p [ a ] ; p1=pOne [ a ] ;
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for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
pa [ k ]=(pa [ k]+totalAddSMp1 [ k ] / p to t a l [ k ] ) / totalSM ;}}
delete pto t a l ; }
void refineP_PC ( pdouble p){
int a , k ;
pdouble pa=p [ 0 ] ;
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
// zero l e t t e r
pa [ k ]=(pa [ k ] ) / totalPC ;}
for ( a=1; a<L 4; a++){
// s o l i d l e t t e r
pa=p [ a ] ;
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
pa [ k ]=(pa [ k]+ratePC )/ totalPC ;}}
for ( a=5;a<L ; a++){
pa=p [ a ] ;
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
// zero l e t t e r
pa [ k ]=(pa [ k ] ) / totalPC ;}}}
void ExchangePs ( pdouble p1 , pdouble p2 ){
pdouble pa ;
for ( int a=0; a<L ; a++){
pa=p1 [ a ] ; p1 [ a]=p2 [ a ] ; p2 [ a]=pa ;}}
void dump_population ( int l i s t S i z e ){
char mt [ 1 0 2 4 ] ; pdouble p=NULL;
for ( int i =0; i<l i s t S i z e ; i++){
int idx=popIndex [ i ] ; p=pAll+L idx ;
GetMotifConsensus1 (p ,mt ) ;
p r i n t f ( "\n\%d[\%d] \%s \%f [\% f ] " , i , idx ,mt ,
popScore [ idx ] , popLamda [ idx ] ) ; }
p r i n t f ( "\n                               " ) ; }
void popSort ( int from , int l e f tTo ){
double x ;
int m, l , r , j ;
popIndex [ from]=from ;
for ( int i=from+1; i<l e f tTo ; i++){
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x=popScore [ i ] ;
//b search
l=from ;
r=i ;
while ( l<r ){
m=( l+r ) / 2 ;
i f (x>popScore [ popIndex [m] ] ) r=m;
else l=m+1;}
for ( j=i ; j>l ; j  ) popIndex [ j ]=popIndex [ j  1] ;
popIndex [ l ]= i ; }}
void popGA(){
double tmpScore , dRate ;
int i , kk , gsIdx1 , gsIdx2 , a1 , a2 ;
int crossNO=( int ) (POPBORNPC2 .0L/(double ) gsNo ) ;
int mutatNO=( int ) (POPBORN(L 1)W g s l PM) ;
popSort (0 ,POPSIZE ) ; //pop so r t
// c ro s sove r
for ( i =0; i<POPBORN; i+=2){
tmpScore=((double )MyRand(100 ) )/100 . 0L ;
a1=RnkProb2Idx ( tmpScore ) ;
gsIdx1=popIndex [ a1 ] ; // l i n e a r ranking
tmpScore=((double )MyRand(100 ) )/100 . 0L ;
a2=RnkProb2Idx ( tmpScore ) ;
gsIdx2=popIndex [ a2 ] ;
popCrossOver ( pAll+gsIdx1 L ,
pAll+gsIdx2 L ,
pAll+(POPSIZE+i )L ,
pAll+(POPSIZE+i +1)L ,
i>=crossNO ) ;
popLamda [POPSIZE+i ]=popLamda [POPSIZE+i +1]
=(popLamda [ gsIdx1 ]
+popLamda [ gsIdx2 ] ) / 2 ; }
//mutation
pdouble pa1 , pa2 ,pC;
i =0;
while (mutatNO>0){
// s e l e c t e d c h i l d
pC=pAll+L(POPSIZE+MyRand(POPBORN) ) ;
// exchange between two l e t t e r s ( rows )
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a1=1+(rand ()\%(L 1)) ;
//a1 & a2
a2=1+(rand ()\%(L 1)) ;
//not changed
i f ( a1==a2 ) i+=g s l ;
else {
pa1=pC[ a1 ] ; pa2=pC[ a2 ] ;
// s e l e c t gene s e t
gsIdx1=1+MyRand( gsNo ) g s l ;
gsIdx2=gsIdx1+g s l ;
i f ( gsIdx2>W+1) gsIdx2=W+1;
dRate=(double)(9+MyRand(54 ) ) / (double ) 100 ;
for ( kk=gsIdx1 ; kk<gsIdx2 ; kk++){
tmpScore=pa1 [ kk ] dRate ;
pa1 [ kk]=pa1 [ kk] tmpScore ;
pa2 [ kk]=pa2 [ kk]+tmpScore ; }}
mutatNO  = g s l ; }
//mutation wi th s h i f t opera tor s i f t h e r e i s a chance
i =( g s l==gs l 1 ) ? (W/2 ) : ( i /( g s l W)+1);
while ( i  >0){
// s e l e c t e d c h i l d
pC=pAll+L(POPSIZE+MyRand(POPBORN) ) ;
for ( a1=0;a1<L ; a1++){
// s h i f t   l e f t
pa1=pC[ a1 ] ;
for ( kk=1; kk<=W g s l ; kk++)
pa1 [ kk]=pa1 [ kk+g s l ] ;
while ( kk<=W)
pa1 [ kk++]=((a1==0)?0:(1.0L/(L 1)) ) ;}
// s e l e c t e d c h i l d
pC=pAll+L(POPSIZE+MyRand(POPBORN) ) ;
for ( a1=0; a1<L ; a1++){
// s h i f t  r i g h t
pa1=pC[ a1 ] ;
for ( kk=W; kk>g s l ; kk  )
pa1 [ kk]=pa1 [ kk g s l ] ;
while ( kk>0)
pa1 [ kk  ]=((a1==0)?0:(1.0L/(L 1))) ;}}
// eva l ua t e new ch i l d r en
kk=POPSIZE+POPBORN;
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for ( i=POPSIZE ; i<kk ; i++)
EM( i , 0 ) ;
// b u i l d new popu la t i on
gsIdx1=POPSIZE POPBORN;
kk=gsIdx1+POPBORN;
while ( gsIdx1<kk ){
//2 tournament to s e l e c t a c h i l d
do{a1=POPSIZE+MyRand(POPBORN) ; } while (popLamda [ a1 ]==0);
do{a2=POPSIZE+MyRand(POPBORN) ; } while (popLamda [ a2 ]==0);
i=MyRand( 1 00 ) ;
i f ( popScore [ a2]<popScore [ a1 ] ) { i f ( i <81) a2=a1 ; }
else { i f ( i >=81) a2=a1 ; }
// parent to be r ep l aced
a1=popIndex [ gsIdx1 ] ;
i f (MyRand(100)<95){
popLamda [ a1 ]=popLamda [ a2 ] ;
popLamda [ a2 ]=0;
ExchangePs ( pAll+La1 , pAll+La2 ) ; }
EM(a1 , 1 ) ;
gsIdx1++;}}
void GetMotifConsensus ( pdouble p , char mt){
int pos=0,a , k ;
double max_prob , min_prob ;
pdouble pa ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
// each column in the matrix
max_prob=min_prob=p [ 1 ] [ k+1] ;
for ( a=2; a<L ; a++){
// next l e t t e r s
pa=p [ a ] ;
i f ( pa [ k+1]>max_prob)
max_prob=pa [ k+1] ;
else
i f ( pa [ k+1]<min_prob )
min_prob=pa [ k+1] ;}
//The use o f s u b s t i t u t i o n matrix r a i s e s the occurrence
// p r o b a b i l i t i e s o f o ther l e t t e r s
double T=(max_prob<0.45L) ? ( 0 . 5  ( min_prob+max_prob ) ) : max_prob ;
int aaNo=0;
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mt [ pos++]= ’ [ ’ ;
for ( a=0;a<L ; a++){
pa=p [ a ] ;
i f ( pa [ k+1]>=T){
aaNo++; mt [ pos++]=LSET[ a ] ; } }
i f (aaNo>1) mt [ pos++]= ’ ] ’ ;
else mt[  pos 1]=mt [ pos ] ;
// i f ( k<W 1) mt [ pos++]=’ ’ ; }
mt [ pos ]=0;}
unsigned int MyRand( int MaxNum){
#ifde f l i nux
return ( rand ()\%MaxNum) ;
#else
unsigned int tucqua ;
rand_s(&tucqua ) ;
return ( tucqua\%MaxNum) ;
#endif}
int RnkProb2Idx (double x ) {
int m, l =0, r=POPSIZE 1;
while ( l<r ){
m=( l+r ) / 2 ;
i f (x<popRnkProb [m] ) l=m+1;
else r=m;}
return l  1;}
void p2lConvert ( pdouble p , pdouble pp){
for ( int i =1; i<L ; i++)
pp [ i ] [ 0 ]= p [ i ] [ 0 ] ;
// conver t p ( po s i t i on s p e c i f i c p r o b a b i l i t y matrix )
// to log odd r a t i o s
for ( int k=1; k <= W; k++){
//column 0 are b g r n dP r o b a b i l i t i e s probs
for ( int i =1; i<L ; i++)
// s o l i d l e t t e r s on ly
pp [ i ] [ k]= log (p [ i ] [ k ])  l og (p [ i ] [ 0 ] ) ; } }
//p va lue
long long matInt=NULL;
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double bg rndProbab i l i t i e s ;
long long maxScoreColumn ;
long long o f f s e t =0;
double errorMax ;
void DeleteMatInt ( ){
for ( int i =1; i<L ; i++)
delete matInt [ i ] ; delete matInt ; matInt=NULL;}
void ComputePvaluePrior ( pdouble p , double& granu l a r i t y ){
int i , j , k , a ;
// prepare ; matInt , maxScoreColumn , o f f s e t
double minS=0,maxS=0;
//computes p r e c i s i on
for ( k=1; k <= W; k++){
i=j =1;
for ( a=2; a<L ; a++ ){
i f (p [ i ] [ k]>p [ a ] [ k ] ) i=a ;
else
i f (p [ j ] [ k]<p [ a ] [ k ] ) j=a ; }
minS=minS+p [ i ] [ k ] ; maxS=maxS+p [ j ] [ k ] ; }
// score range
i f ( g ranu la r i ty >1.0)
g r anu l a r i t y=g ranu l a r i t y /(maxS minS+1);
else
i f ( g ranu la r i ty <1.0)
g r anu l a r i t y =1.0/ g r anu l a r i t y ;
// i n t e g e r matrix
matInt=new long long  [L ] ; // in c l ud i n g gap l e t t e r
for ( a=1; a<L ; a++){
// s o l i d l e t t e r s on ly
matInt [ a]=new long long [W] ;
//not i n c l u d i n g backgroung column in p
for ( k=0;k<W; k++)
matInt [ a ] [ k]=
ROUND_TO_INT( (double ) ( p [ a ] [ k+1] g r anu l a r i t y ) ) ; }
// b g r n dP r o b a b i l i t i e s p r o b a b i l i t i e s
bg rndProbab i l i t i e s=new double [ L ] ;
for ( a=0; a<L ; a++)
bg rndProbab i l i t i e s [ a]=p [ a ] [ 0 ] ;
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//maximum p va lue approximate computing error
errorMax=0.0L ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
// cor r ec t ed by k =0 , . . ,m 1 page6
double maxE=p [ 1 ] [ k+1] granu la r i ty matInt [ 1 ] [ k ] ;
// s t a r t i n g from f i r s t s o l i d l e t t e r
for ( a=2; a<L ; a++){
double maxE2=p [ a ] [ k+1] granu la r i ty matInt [ a ] [ k ] ;
i f (maxE<maxE2) maxE=maxE2 ; }
errorMax=errorMax+maxE;}
// so r t columns in desc order
long long sma l l e s t=matInt [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
for ( a=1; a<L ; a++){
i f ( sma l l e s t>matInt [ a ] [ k ] )
sma l l e s t=matInt [ a ] [ k ] ; } }
sma l l e s t   ;
long long maxs=new long long [W] ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
maxs [ k]=matInt [ 1 ] [ k ] ;
for ( a=2; a<L ; a++) {
i f (maxs [ k]<matInt [ a ] [ k ] )
maxs [ k]=matInt [ a ] [ k ] ; }}
long long  tmpMatInt=new long long  [L ] ;
for ( a=1; a<L ; a++) {
tmpMatInt [ a]=new long long [W] ; }
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
i =0;
for ( j =1; j<W; j++){
i f (maxs [ i ]<maxs [ j ] )
i=j ; }
maxs [ i ]= sma l l e s t ;
for ( a=1; a<L ; a++)
tmpMatInt [ a ] [ k]=matInt [ a ] [ i ] ; }
delete maxs ; DeleteMatInt ( ) ; matInt=tmpMatInt ;
//compute o f f s e t
o f f s e t =0;
long long o f f s e t s=new long long [W] ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
long long min=matInt [ 1 ] [ k ] ;
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i =1;
for ( a=2; a<L ; a++ ) {
i f ( matInt [ i ] [ k]>matInt [ a ] [ k ] )
i=a ; }
o f f s e t s [ k]= (matInt [ i ] [ k ] ) ;
for ( a=1; a<L ; a++)
matInt [ a ] [ k]+=o f f s e t s [ k ] ;
o f f s e t+=o f f s e t s [ k ] ; }
delete o f f s e t s ;
// ge t the minimum score f o r each column
maxScoreColumn=new long long [W] ;
long long minScoreColumn=new long long [W] ;
long long sum=new long long [W] ;
long long minScore=0;
long long maxScore=0;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
minScoreColumn [ k]=matInt [ 1 ] [ k ] ;
maxScoreColumn [ k]=matInt [ 1 ] [ k ] ;
sum [ k]=matInt [ 1 ] [ k ] ;
for ( a=2; a<L ; a++ ){
sum [ k]=sum [ k]+matInt [ a ] [ k ] ;
i f (minScoreColumn [ k]>matInt [ a ] [ k ] )
minScoreColumn [ k]=matInt [ a ] [ k ] ;
else
i f (maxScoreColumn [ k]<matInt [ a ] [ k ] )
maxScoreColumn [ k]=matInt [ a ] [ k ] ; }
minScore=minScore+minScoreColumn [ k ] ;
maxScore=maxScore+maxScoreColumn [ k ] ; }
long long scoreRange=maxScore minScore+1;
delete minScoreColumn ;
delete sum ;}
long long ComputePvalueFast ( pdouble p ,
double granu la r i ty ,
double s co r e ) {
int i , k ;
ComputePvaluePrior (p , g r anu l a r i t y ) ;
// c a l c u l a t e p
long long alpha=(long long ) ( s c o r e  g r anu l a r i t y+o f f s e t ) ;
map<long long , long long> q
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=new map<long long , long long> [W+1] ;
map<long long , long long>:: i t e r a t o r i t e r ;
long long P=0;
long long maxm=new long long [W+1] ;
maxm[W]=0;
for ( k=W 1; k>=0; k  ){
maxm[ k]=maxm[ k+1]+maxScoreColumn [ k ] ; }
for ( i =1; i<L ; i++){
i f ( matInt [ i ] [ 0 ]+maxm[1]>=alpha )
q [ 0 ] [ matInt [ i ] [ 0 ] ]+=1 ; }
for ( k=1; k<W; k++){
i t e r=q [ k 1] . begin ( ) ;
while ( i t e r !=q [ k 1] . end ( ) ) {
for ( i =1; i<L ; i++){
long long scm=i t e r >f i r s t+matInt [ i ] [ k ] ;
i f ( scm>alpha ){
// cout << "Update P from " << P;
P+=i t e r >second ( long long )pow( (double ) (L 1) ,W k 1);
// cout << " to P " << P << end l ;}
else
i f ( scm+maxm[ k+1]>alpha ){
q [ k ] [ scm]+=i t e r >second ;}}
i t e r ++;}
q [ k 1] . e r a s e ( q [ k 1] . begin ( ) , q [ k 1] . end ( ) ) ; }
for ( i =1; k<L ; i++)
delete matInt [ i ] ;
delete matInt ;
delete [ ] maxm;
q >c l e a r ( ) ;
return P;}
map<long long , double>
ScoreRangeDist ( long long min , long long max){
map<long long , double> nbocc=
new map<long long , double> [W+1] ;
map<long long , double>:: i t e r a t o r i t e r ;
long long maxs=new long long [W+1] ;
maxs [W]=0;
for ( int i=W 1; i >=0; i  )
maxs [ i ]=maxs [ i +1]+maxScoreColumn [ i ] ;
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for ( int k=1; k<L ; k++){
i f ( matInt [ k ] [ 0 ]+maxs[1]>=min )
nbocc [ 0 ] [ matInt [ k ] [ 0 ] ]
=nbocc [ 0 ] [ matInt [ k ] [ 0 ] ] + bg rndProbab i l i t i e s [ k ] ;
nbocc [W 1] [max+1]=0.0L ; }
for ( int pos=1; pos<W; pos++){
i t e r=nbocc [ pos  1] . begin ( ) ;
while ( i t e r !=nbocc [ pos  1] . end ( ) ) {
for ( int k=1; k<L ; k++){
long long sc=i t e r >f i r s t+matInt [ k ] [ pos ] ;
i f ( sc+maxs [ pos+1]>=min){
i f ( sc>max)
nbocc [W 1] [max+1]=nbocc [W 1] [max+1]+
nbocc [ pos  1] [ i t e r >f i r s t ] bg rndProbab i l i t i e s [ k ] ;
else
nbocc [ pos ] [ s c ]=nbocc [ pos ] [ s c ]+
nbocc [ pos  1] [ i t e r >f i r s t ] bg rndProbab i l i t i e s [ k ] ; } }
i t e r ++;}}
delete [ ] maxs ;
return nbocc ; }
void ComputePvalue ( long long requestedScore , long long min ,
long long max , double& minPvalue ,
double& maxPvalue ){
map<long long , double> nbocc=ScoreRangeDist (min ,max ) ;
map<long long , double>:: i t e r a t o r i t e r ;
double sum=nbocc [W] [ max+1] ;
long long s=max+1;
map<long long , double>:: r e v e r s e_ i t e r a t o r r i t e r
=nbocc [W 1] . rbeg in ( ) ;
while ( r i t e r !=nbocc [W 1] . rend ( ) ) {
sum+=r i t e r >second ;
i f ( r i t e r >f i r s t >=reques tedScore )
s=r i t e r >f i r s t ;
nbocc [W] [ r i t e r >f i r s t ]=sum ;
r i t e r ++;}
i t e r=nbocc [W] . f i nd ( s ) ;
while ( i t e r !=nbocc [W] . begin()&& i t e r >f i r s t >=s errorMax )
i t e r   ;
maxPvalue=nbocc [W] [ s ] ;
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minPvalue=i t e r >second ;
nbocc >c l e a r ( ) ;
delete [ ] nbocc ; }
double Score2Pvalue ( pdouble p , double requestedScore ,
double Granular i ty0 ,
bool f o rcedGranu lar i ty ,
double l e a s tGranu l a r i t y ) {
long long max ,min , s co r e ;
double ppv , pv ;
for (double g r anu l a r i t y=Granular i ty0 ;
g ranu la r i ty>=l ea s tGranu l a r i t y ;
g r anu l a r i t y=g ranu l a r i t y /10 .0L){
double ad jus tGranu la r i ty=g ranu l a r i t y ;
ComputePvaluePrior (p , ad jus tGranu la r i ty ) ;
max=(long long ) ( r eques tedScore  ad jus tGranu la r i ty+o f f s e t
+errorMax+1);
min=(long long ) ( r eques tedScore  ad jus tGranu la r i ty+o f f s e t
 errorMax  1);
s c o r e=(long long ) ( r eques tedScore  ad jus tGranu la r i ty+o f f s e t ) ;
ComputePvalue ( score , min ,max , ppv , pv ) ;
delete bg rndProbab i l i t i e s ;
delete maxScoreColumn ;
DeleteMatInt ( ) ;
i f ( ppv==pv&&! fo r c edGranu la r i ty )
break ; }
return pv ; }
void MotifBackup ( pdouble p){
pdouble bkP=pAll+L(2POPSIZE+moti f Idx ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<L ; i++){
bkP [ i ]=new double [W+1] ;
memcpy(bkP [ i ] , p [ i ] , pwmRowSize ) ; } }
void Moti fRestore ( pdouble p){
pdouble bkP=pAll+L(2POPSIZE+moti f Idx ) ;
for ( int i =0; i <2L ; i++){
int i a=i\%L , ip=i /L ;
p [ i ] [ 0 ]=bkP [ i a ] [ 0 ] ;
p [ i ] [ 1 ]= p [ i ] [W]=( i a ==0)?0.0L : ( 1 . 0 L/(double ) (L 1)) ;
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for ( int k=1; k<W; k++) p [ i ] [ k+ip ]=bkP [ i a ] [ k ] ;
i f ( ip ){
delete bkP [ i a ] ;
bkP [ i a ]=NULL; }}}
// al ignment procedures
pbyte AlignSimply ( pdouble p , pbyte S i j ,
double& Pm, double& Pb){
pdouble pa ;
Pm=Pb=1.0L ;
for ( int k=0; k<W; k++){
pa=p [ S i j [ k ] ] ; Pm=Pmpa [ k+1] ; Pb=Pbpa [ 0 ] ; }
return S i j ; }
pbyte Al ignPal indromely ( pdouble p , pbyte S i j ,
double& Pm, double& Pb){
pdouble pa ;
Pm=Pb=1.0L ;
double tmpPm=Pm, tmpPb=Pb ;
char a ;
for ( int k=0; k<W; k++){
pa=p [ S i j [ k ] ] ;
Pm=Pmpa [ k+1] ; //Moti f Model Prob
Pb=Pbpa [ 0 ] ; //Background Prob
a=S i j [W k 1] ;
DA[ k ]=(a&1)?(a ^2 ) : ( a ^6) ;
pa=p [DA[ k ] ] ;
tmpPm=tmpPmpa [ k+1] ; //Moti f Model Prob
tmpPb=tmpPbpa [ 0 ] ; //Background Prob}
i f (tmpPmPb>PmtmpPb){
Pm=tmpPm; Pb=tmpPb ; S i j=DA;}
return S i j ; }
pbyte AlignDynamical ly ( pdouble p , pbyte S i j ,
double& Pm, double& Pb){
int i , j , rowmax=0;
pDYNALIGN curMM=MM[ 0 ] ,prvMM;
double mat , gap ;
pdouble pa=p [ S i j [ 0 ] ] ,
pap=p [ S i j [ 1 ] ] , p0=p [ 0 ] / gap p r o b a b i l i t i e s / ;
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// f i x e d matching on S i j ’ s f i r s t l e t t e r
curMM [ 0 ] . gapno=0;
curMM [ 0 ] . va lue=pa [ 1 ] ;
Pb=pa [ 0 ] ; // second l e t t e r in S i j wi th gaps
for ( j =1; j<W; j++){
curMM[ j ] . gapno=curMM[ j  1] . gapno+1;
curMM[ j ] . va lue=(j>GAPNO)?0 . 0L :
curMM[ j  1] . va lue  ( (curMM[ j  1] . gapno )?EXTGAP:NEWGAP) 
max(p0 [ j +1] ,(1 pap [ j +1 ] ) ) ; }
for ( i =1; i<W; i++){
//pa i s p r o f i l e row fo r l e t t e r t [ i ] ;
pa=pap ;
pap=p [ S i j [ i +1 ] ] ;
Pb=Pbpa [ 0 ] ;
//dyna matrix ;
prvMM=curMM;
curMM=MM[ i ] ;
curMM[ i ] . gapno=0;
//matched to l e t t e r t [ i ]
curMM[ i ] . va lue=prvMM[ i  1] . va lue pa [ i +1] ;
// look f o r b e s t a l ignment
for ( j=i +1; j<W; j++){
mat=prvMM[ j  1] . va lue pa [ j +1] ;
i f ( j<W 1&&curMM[ j  1] . gapno<GAPNO&&mat<(gap=curMM[ j  1] .
va lue  ( (curMM[ j  1] . gapno )?EXTGAP:NEWGAP)
max(p0 [ j +1] ,(1 pap [ j +1 ] ) ) ) ){
curMM[ j ] . va lue=gap ;
curMM[ j ] . gapno=curMM[ j  1] . gapno+1;}
else {
curMM[ j ] . va lue=mat ;
curMM[ j ] . gapno=0;}}
i f (MM[ rowmax ] [W 1] . value<curMM[W 1] . va lue )
rowmax=i ; // b e s t a l ignment }
Pm=curMM[W 1] . va lue ; //normal model a l ignment p r o b a b i l i t y
i f ( rowmax<W 1){
//dynamic model a l ignment has b e t t e r score back t rack ing f o r
// the opt imal pa i rw i s e a l ignment and ge t tmpPm, tmpPb
i=rowmax ;
curMM=MM[ i ] ;
double tmpPm=curMM[W 1] . value , tmpPb=1.0L ;
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for ( j=W 1; j >=0; j  ){
i f (curMM[ j ] . gapno )
DA[ j ]=0;
else {
DA[ j ]= S i j [ i ] ;
tmpPb=tmpPbp [ S i j [ i ] ] [ 0 ] ;
i  ;
curMM=MM[ i ] ; } }
i f (tmpPmPb>PmtmpPb) {
Pm=tmpPm; Pb=tmpPb ; S i j=DA; }}
return S i j ; }
//end o f a l ignment procedures
bool EM( int pIdx , int max_loop ){
pdouble p=pAll+(LpIdx ) ;
double lamda=popLamda [ pIdx ] , lamda_k=lamda ;
pdouble pM, pa , pZ ;
pbyte pSi ,SA;
pbool pA;
int i , j , l a s tJ , k , a ,m, t=0;
int l lhKconvergent=0, lamdaKconvergent=0,LLHsin ;
double ZijTot , seqMZ , LLHsi , LLHmi , yZ , nZ ;
double PmSij , PbSij ,pMm, f i t_k=1, f i t ;
//EM process
while ( true ){
// l e a rn ing i t e r a t i o n ; c l e a r pOne
for ( a=0; a<L ; a++) {
memset (pOne [ a ] , 0 , pwmRowSize ) ;
pOne [ a ] [ 0 ]= bgPseudoP ; }
pOne [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = 0 ;
//e s tep , e s t imate Z and LLH
f i t=Zi jTot=0;
for ( i =0; i<n ; i++){
pM=M[ i ] ; pA=A[ i ] ; pZ=Z [ i ] ;
pSi=S [ i ] . s e q i n f o ;
m=S [ i ] . s eq len W+1;
LLHmi=LLHsi=0;
seqMZ=LLHsi=0.0L ;
LLHsin=1;
for ( j =0; j<m; j++){
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pMm=1.0L ;
for ( k=0; k<W; k++){
i f ( j+k<m&&pM[ k]<pMm)
pMm=pM[ k ] ; }
//use d i f f e r e d a l ignment schemes
SA=(Al i gnS i j ) ( p , pSi+j , PmSij , PbSij ) ;
pA=(SA==DA) ;
// s p e c i a l a l ignment ?
// es t imate Z i j us ing Pm( S i j ) and Pb( S i j )
PmSij=lamdaPmSij ;
PbSij=(1 lamda ) PbSij ;
i f ( PmSij==0) {
pZ=yZ=0; }
else {
pZ=yZ=(pMmPmSij /(PmSij+PbSij ) ) ;
Z i jTot=Zi jTot+yZ ;
//model & s p e c i f i c v e r i f i c a t i o n
LLHmi=LLHmi+yZ l og (PmSij ) ;
i f (yZ>seqMZ) {
seqMZ=yZ ; LLHsin=1;
LLHsi=( log (PmSij)  l og ( PbSij ) ) ; l a s t J=j ; }
else i f (yZ==seqMZ&&j l a s tJ>=W){
LLHsin++;
LLHsi=LLHsi+( log (PmSij)  l og ( PbSij ) ) ;
l a s t J=j ; } // update new p
nZ=1 yZ ; LLHmi=LLHmi+nZ l og ( PbSij ) ;
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
pa=pOne [SA[ k 1 ] ] ; // l e t t e r Si [ j+k 1]
pa [ k]=pa [ k]+yZ ; //mot i f model
pa [0 ]=pa [0 ]+nZ ; // background model}
// next p o s i t i o n
pM++; pA++; pZ++;}
//end o f sequence i ( th )
f i t=f i t +(vuytLLHmi0 .33L/(VUY_MAX(double )m)
+(VUY_MAX vuyt )LLHsi /(VUY_MAX(double ) LLHsin ) ) ; }
//end o f n sequences
popScore [ pIdx ]= f i t ;
// s t o r e the score
// l a s t e s t ima t ion s t ep ?
i f (++t>max_loop ) break ;
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lamda=lamda+muyt( Zi jTot /(double ) Zs ize lamda ) ;
// es t imate new lamda
i f (max_loop>1){
// convergent c r i t e r i a
i f ( f abs ( ( f i t  f i t_k )/ f i t_k)<ECONVERGENT
&&fabs ( ( lamda lamda_k)/ lamda_k)<LCONVERGENT){
l lhKconvergent++;
i f ( l lhKconvergent>KCONVERGENT)
return true ; }
else {
f i t_k=f i t ; lamda_k=lamda ; l lhKconvergent =0;}}
//m s t ep ; maximize the l i k e l i h o o d
popLamda [ pIdx ]=lamda ;
// r e c a l c u l a t e ’ p ’
double bZijTot=W( Zs ize Zi jTot ) ;
for ( a=0; a<L ; a++){
pdouble p2a=pOne [ a ] ;
pa=p [ a ] ;
pa [0 ]= p2a [ 0 ] / bZijTot ; // background
for ( k=1; k<=W; k++){
//mot i f model
pa [ k]=p2a [ k ] / Zi jTot ; }}
// update p
( r e f i n eP ) ( p ) ; //EM}
return fa l se ; }}
pbyte AlignComplex ( pdouble p , pbyte S i j ,
double& Pm, double& Pb){
int i , j , k , rowmax=0,columax=0;
pDYNALIGN curMM=MM[ 0 ] ,prvMM;
double matup ,matdown , gapup ,
gapdown , wholemat , halfmat , wholematup , halfmatup ;
pdouble pa=p [ S i j [ 0 ] ] , pap=p [ S i j [ 1 ] ] , p0=p [ 0 ] ;
// f i x e d matching on S i j ’ s f i r s t l e t t e r ; j=k=0;
curMM [ 0 ] . gapno=0;
curMM [ 0 ] . va lue=pa [ 1 ] ;
// s t a r t from po s i t i o n i
Pb=pa [ 0 ] ;
// background sequence from po s i t i o n 0
// second l e t t e r in S i j wi th gaps
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for ( j =1; j<W; j++){
curMM[ j ] . gapno=curMM[ j  1] . gapno+1;
curMM[ j ] . va lue=curMM[ j  1] . va lue 
( (curMM[ j  1] . gapno )?EXTGAP:NEWGAP)(1 pap [ j +1 ] ) ; }
for ( i =1; i<W; i++){
//pa i s p r o f i l e row fo r l e t t e r t [ i ] ;
pa=pap ;
pap=p [ S i j [ i +1 ] ] ;
Pb=Pbpa [ 0 ] ;
//dyna matrix ;MM dymanic matrix
prvMM=curMM; // l a s t l i n e
curMM=MM[ i ] ;
pdouble pnext=0;
switch ( ( int ) S i j [ i ] ) {
case 1 : pnext=p [ 5 ] ; break ;
case 2 : pnext=p [ 6 ] ; break ;
case 3 : pnext=p [ 7 ] ; break ;
case 4 : pnext=p [ 8 ] ; break ; }
curMM [ 0 ] . va lue=prvMM[ 0 ] . va lue 
( (prvMM[ 0 ] . gapno )?EXTDEL :NEWDEL)(1 pa [2]  pnext [ 2 ] ) ;
curMM [ 0 ] . gapno=prvMM[ 0 ] . gapno+1;
for ( k=1;k<i ; k++){
matdown=prvMM[ k 1] . va lue pnext [ k+1] ;
i f (k<W 1&&matup<(gapdown=prvMM[ k ] . va lue
 ( (prvMM[ k ] . gapno )?EXTDEL:NEWDEL)
(1 pa [ k+2] pnext [ k+2] ) ) ){
curMM[ k ] . va lue=gapdown ;
curMM[ k ] . gapno=1;}
else {
curMM[ k ] . va lue=matdown ;
curMM[ k ] . gapno=0;}}
wholemat=prvMM[ i  1] . va lue pa [ i +1] ;
i f ( i<W 1){
hal fmat=curMM[ i  1] . va lue  ( (curMM[ i  1] . gapno )?
EXTDEL:NEWDEL)(1 pap [ i +1 ] ) ; }
else {
halfmat=curMM[ i  1] . va lue  ( (curMM[ i  1] . gapno )?
NEWDEL:EXTDEL)p0 [ i +1] ;}
i f (wholemat>halfmat ){
curMM[ i ] . va lue=wholemat ;
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curMM[ i ] . gapno=0; }
else {
curMM[ i ] . va lue=halfmat ;
curMM[ i ] . gapno=1;}
// look f o r b e s t a l ignment
for ( j=i +1; j<W; j++){
matup=prvMM[ j  1] . va lue pa [ j +1] ;
gapup
=curMM[ j  1] . va lue  ( (curMM[ j  1] . gapno )?EXTGAP:NEWGAP)
(1 pap [ j +1 ] ) ;
i f ( j<W 1&&matup<gapup ){
curMM[ j ] . va lue=gapup ;
curMM[ j ] . gapno=1;}
else {
curMM[ j ] . va lue=matup ;
curMM[ j ] . gapno=0;}}
i f (MM[ rowmax ] [W 1] . value<curMM[W 1] . va lue )
rowmax=i ; }
double maxrow=0;
maxrow=curMM [ 0 ] . va lue ;
for ( int m=1;m<W;m++){
i f (curMM[m] . value>maxrow){
maxrow=curMM[m] . va lue ;
columax=m;}}
Pm=curMM[W 1] . va lue ; //normal model a l ignment p r o b a b i l i t y
double maxcolum=0;
i f ( rowmax<W 1){
maxcolum=MM[ rowmax ] [W 1] . va lue ; }
i f (maxcolum>maxrow){
i=rowmax ;
curMM=MM[ i ] ;
double tmpPm=curMM[W 1] . value , tmpPb=1.0L ;
for ( j=W 1; j >=0; j  ){
i f (curMM[ j ] . gapno )
DA[ j ]=0;
else {
DA[ j ]= S i j [ i ] ;
tmpPb=tmpPbp [ S i j [ i ] ] [ 0 ] ;
i  ;
curMM=MM[ i ] ; } }
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i f (tmpPmPb>PmtmpPb) {
Pm=tmpPm; Pb=tmpPb ; S i j=DA; }}
else {
int m=0;
double tmpPm=MM[W 1] [ columax ] . value , tmpPb=1.0L ;
for ( k=0,m=0;m<W; k++,m++)
for (m=W 1,k=W 1;k>=0;m  ,k  ){
i f ( columax!=k){
i f ( !MM[ k ] [ columax ] . gapno ){
DA[m]= S i j [ k ] ;
tmpPb=tmpPbp [ S i j [ k ] ] [ 0 ] ;
columax  ; }
else {
DA[m]=( int ) 8 ; }}
else {
i f ( !MM[ k ] [ columax ] . gapno ){
DA[m]= S i j [ k ] ;
tmpPb=tmpPbp [ S i j [ k ] ] [ 0 ] ;
columax  ;}
else {
DA[m]=0; columax  ; k++;}}}
int number_blank=0;
int n=0;
for ( k=0;k<W; k++){
i f ( ( int )DA[ k ] !=9){
SAA[ n]=DA[ k ] ; n++; }
else {
number_blank++;}}
for (m=0;m<number_blank ;m++){
SAA[ n+m]= S i j [W+m] ; }
DA=SAA;
i f (tmpPmPb>PmtmpPb) {
Pm=tmpPm; Pb=tmpPb ; S i j=DA; }}
return S i j ; }
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